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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Analyse der dominierenden Verlustmechanismen
in der Direkt-Methanol-Brennstoffzelle (DMFC) und der mit Wasserstoff betriebenen
Polymer-Elektrolyt-Membran-Brennstoffzelle (PEFC) mittels experimenteller Charak-
terisierung und mathematischer Modellierung. Aufgrund der unterschiedlichen Brenn-
stoffe, welche in den beiden Brennstoffzellentypen Verwendung finden, sind deren
leistungsbestimmende Verlustmechanismen unterschiedlicher Natur.
Alle in dieser Arbeit verwendeten in-situ Charakterisierungstechniken basieren auf
einer neuartigen Testzelle mit integrierten Referenzelektroden, welche wegen der
technisch schwierigen Umsetzung bislang nicht standardmäßig in der Brennstoffzel-
lenforschung eingesetzt wird. Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird ein neues Konzept zur
Umsetzung einer Referenzelektrodenanordnung in der Brennstoffzelle mit Hilfe der
Laserablation vorgestellt. Ein Laserstrahl wird zur Verdampfung einer kleinen Aus-
sparung der Elektrodenfläche auf der Membranelektrodeneinheit (MEA) genutzt, um
die somit entstehende Referenzelektrode von der Arbeits-/Gegenelektrode zu isolie-
ren. Diese Methode erlaubt eine beidseitig simultane Ablation der Elektroden (Anode/
Kathode) zur elektrischen Isolierung, da die Membran für den Laserstrahl transparent
ist. Dadurch kann eine glatte Elektrodenkante der Arbeits-/Gegenelektrode, ohne
deren gegenseitigen Versatz (Elektroden-Misalignment) realisiert werden. Es wurde
eine Testzelle entwickelt, welche zusammen mit der ablatierten MEA die Separierung
der Gesamtzellverluste in Kathoden-, Anoden- und Membranüberspannung sowohl
in PEFCs als auch DMFCs ermöglicht.
Die Minderung des Kathodenpotentials in der DMFC aufgrund von Mischpotential-
bildung infolge von Methanolcrossover kann durch die Verwendung eines selektiven
Kathodenkatalysators für die Sauerstoffreduktionsreaktion (ORR) verhindert werden.
Die Methanoltoleranz eines mit Selen modifizierten Ruthenium-basierten Katalysators
(RuSex), wurde mithilfe von Polarisationskurvenmessung, elektrochemischer Impe-
danzspektroskopie und Stromabschaltmessungen (CI) unter realen Brennstoffzel-
lenbedingungen untersucht. Die ORR-Selektivität des RuSex-Katalysators konnte
indirekt über CI-Messungen nachgewiesen werden, doch zeigt RuSex eindeutig eine
geringere katalytische Aktivität als ein Standard Platinkatalysator. Mit Hilfe der Refe-
renzelektrodenkonfiguration konnte ein ausgeprägtes Unterschwingverhalten der Re-
laxationskurve der Anodenpolarisation bei CI-Messungen beobachtet werden, das
bislang in der Literatur nicht diskutiert wurde. Zur Interpretation dieses Phänomens
wurde ein eindimensionales, zeitabhängiges DMFC-Modell mit detailliertem Reak-
tionsmechanismus entwickelt. Im Unterschied zu den bislang veröffentlichten Model-
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len wurde angenommen, dass Sauerstoff durch die Membran permeieren kann, was
eine parasitäre ORR auf der Anode zur Folge hat. Die Simulationen zeigen, dass die
komplexe Kopplung zwischen dem bifunktionalen Mechanismus der Methanoloxida-
tion, der Oberflächenbedeckung von Platin durch Kohlenstoffmonoxid und der para-
sitären ORR für den zeitlichen Verlauf des Anodenpotentials nach CI verantwortlich
ist. Die Simulationen zeigen auch, dass die geringe Offenklemmenspannung einer
DMFC großteils aus der hohen Anodenüberspannung resultieren und nicht von dem
verminderten Kathodenpotential.
Um einen tieferen Einblick in den komplexen Wasserhaushalt einer PEFCs zu geben,
wurde die Methode der inversen Modellierung angewandt. Es wurde ein eindimen-
sionales, mehrphasiges, dynamisches PEFC-Modell entwickelt, welches räumlich die
Gasdiffusionsschicht, Kathodenkatalysatorschicht und die Membran beschreibt. Die
Struktur der porösen Elektrode wurde durch einen Agglomeratansatz abgebildet, mit
der Annahme von Wasserfilmbildung in Gegenwart von flüssigem Wasser. Um den
Effekt der Ionomeraustrocknung als auch der Flutung poröser Medien zu erfassen,
wurde das Wasser in drei Phasen modelliert: dampfförmig, flüssig und im Ionomer
gelöst. Die Anode wurde durch eine räumlich reduzierte Grenzfläche als Cauchy-
Randbedingung modelliert, welche dem funktionalen Zusammenhang der Einlass-
gasfeuchte und dem Ionomerwassergehalt Rechnung trägt. Motiviert durch ESEM
Aufnahmen von mikroskopischen Wassertropfen auf GDL-Fasern und deren Kon-
taktwinkel wurde eine irreduzible Sättigung eingeführt. Basierend auf der Annahme
eines stetigen Kapillardrucks zwischen Katalysatorschicht und Gasdiffusionsschicht
wurde ein Sättigungssprung an der Grenzfläche modelliert. Das Modell ist bei un-
terschiedlichen Feuchtebedingungen an dynamischen Strom-Spannungskennlinien
validiert, welche alle ein ausgeprägtes Hystereseverhalten im Bereich der Massen-
transportlimitierung zeigen. Das zeitliche Verhalten des Sättigungsprofils zeigt deut-
lich einen unzureichenden Austrag von flüssigem Wasser, was zu Porenflutung und
somit zu einer Sauerstofftransportlimitierung im Bereich großer Stromdichten führt.
Simulierte Stromantworten auf Spannungssprünge (Chronoamperometrie) wurden
mit Messdaten verglichen und analysiert.
Zur Verbesserung des Wassertransports in flüssiger Phase wird in dieser Arbeit eine
maßgeschneiderte GDL vorgestellt, welche den flüssigen Wassertransport von den
Elektroden zum Gaskanal verbessert, und somit veringerte Massentransportverluste
für Sauerstoff durch die porösen Medien aufweist. Die GDL wurde per Laserperfora-
tion im Hinblick auf die Gasverteilerstruktur systematisch modifiziert. Die perforierte
GDL wurde mittels SEM charakterisiert. Das Verhalten der Zellleistung mit der einge-
bauten laserbehandelten GDL wurde in der Testzelle mit Referenzelektrodenanord-
nung mittels Voltammetrie und Chronoamperometrie bei unterschiedlichen Einlass-
gasfeuchten untersucht und mit Daten von Messungen mit einer nicht-modifizierten
GDL verglichen. In allen Fällen kann aus den Kathodenüberspannungen auf eine
verringerte Porenflutung zurückgeschlossen werden, was zu erhöhten Grenzstrom-
dichten führt. Stromantworten von chronoamperometrischen Messungen zeigen eine
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Verbesserung der Dynamik und Leistungsdichte der mit perforierter GDL bestückten
Zelle. Die Laserperforationstechnik von GDLs wurde von einer Einzelzelle auf einen
Brennstoffzellenstack für portable Anwendungen übertragen. Die experimentellen
Ergebnisse zeigen auch hier anhand einer erhöhten Leistungsdichte und Stabilität
des Stacks bei mittlerer und hoher Stromdichte einen verbesserten Wassertransport
in den perforierten GDLs.
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Abstract
This thesis deals with the analysis of dominant loss mechanisms in direct methanol
fuel cells (DMFC) and hydrogen fed polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEFC)
by means of experimental characterization and modeling work. Due to different fuels
used in these two fuel cell types, the dominant loss mechanisms are different in their
nature.
All in-situ characterization techniques that are used in this work are based on a novel
test fuel cell with embedded reference electrodes, which up to now is not a standard
setup in fuel cell research due to its sophisticated technical implementation. The first
part of this work presents a new concept for realizing a reference electrode config-
uration in a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell by means of laser ablation. The
laser beam is used to evaporate a small gap into the electrode surface of a catalyst
coated membrane (CCM) to isolate the reference electrode from the working/counter
electrode (WE/CE). This method enables the simultaneous ablation of the electrodes
on both sides of the CCM because the membrane is transparent for the laser beam.
Therefore, a smooth electrode edge without electrode misalignment of the WE to CE
can be realized. A test fuel cell was constructed which enables, together with the
ablated CCM, the separation of the total cell losses during operation into the cathode,
anode and membrane overpotentials in PEFC as well as in DMFC mode.
The undesired deterioration of the cathode potential of a DMFC due to mixed po-
tential formation caused by methanol crossover can be avoided by using an oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) selective cathode catalyst. The methanol tolerance of a
selenium-modified ruthenium-based catalyst (RuSex) was investigated under real fuel
cell conditions by polarization curves, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
and current interrupt measurements (CI). The ORR-selectivity of this catalyst is in-
directly proven by CI. The catalytic activity of RuSex is much lower than a standard
platinum catalyst. By means of the reference electrode configuration a pronounced
undershoot of the relaxation curve of the anode potential is observed which has not
been discussed in the literature so far.
For the interpretation of this phenomenon a one-dimensional, time-dependent DMFC
model was developed which describes a detailed reaction mechanism. Deviant from
the published models, oxygen crossover through the membrane and consequently a
resulting parasitic ORR on the anode was assumed. Simulation results show that
the complex coupling between the bi-functional mechanism of the methanol oxidation
reaction on PtRu, the surface coverage of carbon monoxide on Pt and the parasitic
ORR are responsible for the characteristics of the anode potential after CI. In addition,
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the simulations reveal that the low open circuit voltage of a DMFC results mainly from
high anode overpotentials and not from the deteriorated cathode potential.
To provide deeper insight into the complex water management of PEFCs, the method
of inverse modeling is applied. A one-dimensional, multi-phase, transient PEFC
model including gas diffusion layer (GDL), cathode catalyst layer and membrane is
developed. The electrode is assumed to consist of a network of dispersed Pt/C form-
ing spherically shaped agglomerated zones that are filled with electrolyte. In the pres-
ence of liquid water the agglomerates get covered by a water film. Water is modeled
in all three phases: vapor, liquid and dissolved in the ionomer to capture the effect
of dehydration of the ionomer as well as flooding of the porous media. The anode
is modeled as a spatially reduced interface, implemented as Cauchy-type boundary
condition, that accounts for a functional dependancy of the inlet gas humidity and the
ionomer water content. Motivated by ESEM images of contact angles of microscopic
water droplets on GDL fibers, the feature of immobile saturation is introduced. A
step change of the saturation between the catalyst layer and the gas diffusion layer is
modeled based on the assumption of a continuous capillary pressure at the interface.
The model is validated against voltammetry experiments under various humidifica-
tion conditions which all show hysteresis effects in the mass transport limited region.
The transient saturation profiles clearly show that insufficient liquid water removal
causes pore flooding, which is responsible for the oxygen mass transport limitation
at high current density values. The simulated and measured current responses from
chronoamperometry experiments are compared and analyzed.
In this work, a novel method to customize gas diffusion layers is presented that en-
hances liquid water transport from the electrode to the gas channels and therefore
lowers mass transport losses of oxygen through the porous media. The GDL is
systematically modified by laser-perforation with respect to the flow field design and
characterized by SEM images. The performance of the laser-treated GDL was in-
vestigated in the novel test fuel cell with a reference electrode by voltammetry and
chronoamperometry measurements and compared to corresponding data with a non-
modified GDL. Voltammetry experiments with different humidification levels of the in-
let gases were conducted. In all cases, the cathode overpotential with the perforated
GDL clearly shows reduced saturation which can be seen in a lower overpotential
in the region limited by mass transport resulting in a higher limiting current density.
The investigated current response of the chronoamperometry measurements shows
a better dynamic and overall performance of the test cell with the perforated GDL.
The laser-perforation technique of GDLs was transferred from the small test cell to a
fuel cell stack for portable applications. The experimental results reveal that the per-
foration of the cathode GDLs improves the water transport in the porous media and
thus the performance as well as the stability of the operating stack in the medium and
high current density range.
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1
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy converter that produces electricity by a direct
conversion of chemical energy within a redox reaction. The invention of fuel cells by
Sir W.R. Grove and C.F. Schönbein dates back over a hundred years, but up to now
fuel cell systems have not achieved a real technical breakthrough. Even though fuel
cells are highly praised as clean energy converters with high efficiency, they have not
yet really entered the market. So the question is raised »when« will they?
From the ecological point of view there is a strongly increasing demand for more ef-
ficient, non-polluting energy technologies. Fuel cells could be one of the answers
because they have a substantial range of applications: stationary power generation
systems, fuel cell powered vehicles and battery replacement devices.
Legislative initiatives such as the imposed strict requirements of carbon dioxide emis-
sions for new cars by the countries of the European Union have forced the industries
to look for new environmentally-friendly power sources. In contrast to combustion en-
gines, the efficiency of fuel cells does not depend on their size. Thus the application of
fuel cells in the range of milliwatts to several hundred watts, e.g. battery replacement
devices, is also justified and is seen as the »first market« for fuel cells because of less
stringent demands on system costs, even though impact on the energy economy is
not large.
Different types of fuel cells exist and are classified by the operating temperature, the
electrolyte and the fuel/oxidant used. This work addresses low-temperature polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) for portable applications. As the name im-
plies, this fuel cell type uses a proton-conducting polymer membrane as electrolyte
and operates below the boiling point of water. Oxygen, usually from air, is used as ox-
idant on the cathode side. The anode is typically fed with hydrogen or with methanol,
whereas ethanol as fuel has attracted much interest in recent years.

Image in chapter headings: William Grove’s prototype fuel cell [Philos. Mag., Ser. 3, 14:127, 1839]
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1.2 Motivation and Objectives

Hydrogen PEM (PEFC) and direct methanol (DMFC) fuel cell systems using air as
oxidant are the most suitable for portable applications because of the low operating
temperature, the carbon dioxide tolerance of the electrolyte, the high power density
and the high energy conversion efficiency. In this market, fuel cells have to be com-
petitive with batteries by having longer operating time and faster re-filling. Thus, the
recent research and development targets are to increase performance, reliability and
long-term stability while reducing the costs at the same time.
The investigation of loss mechanisms during operation of low-temperature PEM fuel
cells such as DMFCs and PEFCs is a challenging task due to the following aspects:
(a) Several processes that are highly coupled to each other are involved in the current
generation, beginning with the reactant feed, through to the redox reactions, and the
product removal; (b) Electrochemical reactions typically show non-linear characteris-
tics on the applied voltage with complex reaction pathways; (c) The cell consists of
several layers of different materials with different properties and length scales. For the
most part their interface conditions are not well understood; (d) The fuel cell operates
in two-phase flow regime; (e) Without disturbing the fuel cell operation by additional
measurement devices, only the current-voltage characteristics can be drawn on for
analyzing the loss mechanisms. This strongly limits the informative value. All of the
mentioned aspects highlight the need for a tight coupling among experimental charac-
terization and inverse modeling to improve the knowledge of the occurring processes
and their interactions for increasing fuel cell efficiency.

The aim of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the present processes
inside certain fuel cell components, their interfacial conditions and their complex mu-
tual couplings which determine the performance and reliability. Therefore, dynamic
characterization techniques are applied for getting answers on specific questions in
the field of

� reaction mechanism in a DMFC
and
� two-phase transport in a PEFC.

In both fields the experiments are supported by modeling and simulation work for data
interpretation. The obtained findings on the investigated cell level can be transferred
to the stack level for improving fuel cell systems.

Reaction mechanism in a DMFC: A DMFC system is an attractive power source be-
cause of the high energy density of methanol, its availability and the possibility of rapid
re-filling. The latter advantage results from the fact that methanol is a liquid fuel, which
in turn, would lead to a relatively simple installation of a fuel infrastructure. To realize
a real competitor to a battery or even to a methanol-reforming system combined with

2
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a PEFC, the power density and fuel utilization have to be increased. Therefore, a
solution has to be found for one of the main performance losses of DMFCs, namely
the fuel crossover through the membrane. The permeated methanol oxidizes on the
cathode electrode leading to a lowered fuel efficiency and cell voltage. This problem
could be avoided by identifying methanol-tolerant cathode catalysts that only catalyze
the desired oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) but not the parasitic methanol oxidation
reaction on the cathode side. The investigation of a promising ORR-selective catalyst
based on ruthenium modified with selenium (RuSex) is one topic of this thesis. Since
this catalyst is free of platinum, which is a very expensive noble metal, a cost reduc-
tion could be achieved by using RuSex.

Water management in a PEFC: The faster kinetics of the hydrogen oxidation com-
pared to the methanol oxidation in conjunction with insignificant hydrogen crossover
results in a much higher power density of the PEFC. One challenge of a PEFC sys-
tem is to avoid the dehydration of the polymer membrane to ensure a proper protonic
conductivity which forces the operating temperature below 100◦C. This temperature
limit dictates the operation of the fuel cell in the range where water also exists in liq-
uid phase. Liquid water in the gas diffusion media and electrode can cause mass
transport limitations of the reactants, especially at high current densities. Thus, wa-
ter accumulation has to be avoided. The impact and transport of liquid water in the
porous media, its coupling with the protonic conductivity of the membrane and kinet-
ics are discussed in the second part of this work. The aim is to provide a better water
management strategy and improved component design for an enhanced fuel cell per-
formance and reliability by obtaining a better understanding of the complex interaction
of water with other processes occurring within the fuel cell.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis

Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background to the fundamentals of a PEM fuel cell.
All relevant fuel cell components, their properties and functions are discussed. A brief
description of the basic principles of the electrochemistry in a PEM fuel cell is given.
In Chapter 3 the applied characterization techniques used in this thesis are illustrated
in a compact form. The development of a novel fuel cell with embedded reference
electrode is presented in Chapter 4. A proof of concept of the laser ablation tech-
nique for isolating reference electrodes from a catalyst coated membrane is given.
By means of this new developed test fuel cell the complex kinetics of a DMFC anode
can get separated from the cathode processes, presented in Chapter 5. The mea-
sured dynamic behavior of the anode polarization is analyzed by a newly developed
mathematical model that accounts for mixed potential formation and catalyst poison-
ing. Chapter 6 highlights the problem of water management in a PEFC. By means of
dynamic measurements and imaging techniques the two phase flow in porous media

3
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is investigated, supported by a sophisticated multi-phase model. The improved un-
derstanding of the liquid water transport leads to a new GDL design, tested in single
cell and stack experiments. Chapter 7 concludes this work.
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2
Chapter 2

Fundamentals of a Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane Fuel
Cell

PEM fuel cells use a proton conducting polymer membrane as electrolyte. The mem-
brane is squeezed between two porous electrodes (catalyst layers). The electrodes
consist of a network of carbon supported catalyst for the electron transport (solid ma-
trix), partly filled with ionomer for the proton transport. This network together with
the reactants form a three-phase boundary where the reaction takes place. The unit
of anode catalyst layer (ACL), membrane and cathode catalyst layer (CCL) is called
membrane-electrode assembly (MEA)1. The MEA is sandwiched between porous,
electrically conductive gas diffusion layers (GDLs), typically made out of carbon cloth
or carbon paper. The GDL provides a good lateral delivery of the reactants to the CL
and removal of products towards the channel of the flow plates, which form the outer
layers of a single cell. Single cells are connected in series to a fuel cell stack, that
makes the anode flow plate with structured channels on one side to the cathode flow
plate with structured channels on the other side. From the electrical point of view, this
plate is on the one hand the “positive” cathode and on the other hand the “negative”
anode and therefore called bipolar plate (BP).
A schematic diagram of the fuel cell configuration and basic operating principles of a
hydrogen PEM fuel cell (PEFC) and a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) are shown in
Fig. 2.1.
A short overview about the fundamentals of a PEM fuel cell is given in the following.

1Since the catalyst layers are often brought onto the GDL and then hot-pressed with the membrane
(5-layer MEA), the 3-layer structure of directly prepared CLs on the membrane is often called catalyst
coated membrane (CCM).
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2 Fundamentals of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a PEM fuel cell. The cathode and anode reactions are given for a
hydrogen PEFC and a DMFC. At high current density or high liquid water satu-
ration of the GDL the shading of the catalyst layer by the rib area causes mass
transport limitation, here illustrated for the cathode side.

2.1 PEM Fuel Cell Components, their Properties and
Functions

2.1.1 Bipolar Plate (BL)

The outer layer of a fuel cell is the current collector, or bipolar plate, for the case of
a cell in a stack. As the name implies, the bipolar plate carries the electrons from
the anode of a cell to the cathode of the adjacent cell. Additionally, a flow channel
structure is embedded in the bipolar plate to deliver oxygen and fuel, respectively,
over the cell area. Also, produced liquid water gets removed by the gas stream in
the channels. By means of an elaborated flow field design, the appearance of inho-
mogeneities in reactant concentrations, humidity and temperature within the cell area
can be reduced to a certain degree. Gas velocity as well as pressure loss in the flow
channel strongly impact liquid water removal in the channel itself and in the subjacent
GDL by gas shortening. The bipolar plates give the fuel cell mechanical stability and
therefore assure for homogeneous contact pressure within the cell area. The bipolar
plates are made out of metal or graphite compound. The material has to be gas tight,
so that in a stack no reactants can permeate from the anode to the adjacent cathode
or vice versa.
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2.1 PEM Fuel Cell Components, their Properties and Functions

2.1.2 Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)

The gas diffusion layer acts as gas diffuser and as electron carrier. In Fig. 2.1 it can
be seen that large areas of the catalyst layer would be covered by the ribs of the flow
field if no GDL is attached. This would lead to blocking of reactants to the catalyst
layer under the ribs and therefore to huge dissipation of active area. With a GDL
of sufficient thickness, reactants can flow by diffusion or convection, depending on
the flow field design, to the shadowed area under the ribs. A second functionality
of the GDL is to provide the electron pathway from the catalyst layer to the bipolar
plates or vice versa. The GDL is typically made out of carbon cloth or carbon paper,
impregnated by polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to increase the hydrophobicity. A non-
wetting surface of the GDL fibers is essential for a proper liquid water transport from
the catalyst layer to the gas channel. The GDL also provides mechanical support for
the flexible MEA, especially under the channel region.

2.1.3 Catalyst Layer (CL)

The heart of a fuel cell is the catalyst layer where the chemical energy of the reactants
is converted into electrical energy. The catalyst layer forms a very complex structure
and provides several functions: (1) the CL should provide a large active area (three-
phase boundary) to minimize the activation overpotential for a given current density;
(2) a catalyst is needed to improve the kinetics; (3) a sufficient reactant and educt
pathway should be available. All three requirements should be met, provided that low
costs are achieved. Therefore, a technical gas diffusion electrode for fuel cell appli-
cations is a highly porous structure of dispersed carbon supported catalyst, generally
platinum-based. The carbon network is partially filled with ionomer, acting as binder
in the layered structure and providing proton pathway. The porous CL with a thickness
of generally 10− 20μm increases the active area for several orders of magnitude with
regard to the geometrical area of length×width, which results in high current density
values. A SEM image of a typical catalyst layer is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The CL shows mixed wettabilities, because the carbon support has a non-wetting
surface, whereas the ionomer is strongly hydrophilic. For insufficient liquid water re-
moval, the liquid water can cover the active sites, clog the void space and therefore
hinders gas diffusion, which lowers the electrode performance.
Depending on the fuel, the CL can suffer from catalyst poisoning. For example, a
small amount of carbon monoxide (CO) in the hydrogen stream, which is the case for
reformat gas, or as intermediate species in the methanol oxidation reaction in DMFC
application would lead to strong bonded CO on the catalyst sites, where the latter
becomes inactive. This phenomenon is called catalyst poisoning.
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2 Fundamentals of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell

Figure 2.2: SEM image of a catalyst layer shows the complex structure of pore space and
solid matrix.

2.1.4 Polymer Membrane

The membrane of a PEM fuel cell acts as separator of the anode and cathode com-
partment and as proton conducting electrolyte. The most well known polymer mem-
brane is Nafion R© (DuPontTM), against which others are judged. The molecular struc-
ture based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), sulphonated by adding a side chain of
sulphonic acid HSO3 (see Fig. 2.3(a)). The HSO3 group is ionically bonded (SO−

3 ) on
the PTFE backbone, and therefore called an ionomer. The presence of SO−

3 and H+

ions leads to highly hydrophilic clusters within a generally hydrophobic structure. The
hydrophilic regions can adsorb a large quantity of water due to interaction of water,
having a dipole character, with the SO−

3 group. Within these hydrated regions the H+

ions are relatively weakly bonded on the side chains, which leads Nafion R© to a proton
conductive material. The proton conductivity is a strong function of its hydration level
[1], shown in Fig. 2.3(b) where the conductivity of Nafion R© at different temperatures
is plotted against the relative humidity of the environment in which the membrane is
exposed. Nafion R© exhibits high chemical and thermal stability, and is stable against
chemical attack in strong bases, strong oxidizing and reducing environments at tem-
peratures up to 125◦C.
The separation of the reactants by the polymer membrane is sufficient in case of a
hydrogen PEM fuel cell (PEFC), where the gas crossover reduces the open circuit
potential at most about 200mV . Problematical is the use of liquid methanol as fuel.
Due to the similar physical/chemical properties of methanol and water, the uptake and
permeation of methanol through the membrane is as high as for water, which results
in strong performance losses due to mixed-potential formation. To prevent this prob-
lem, new membrane materials have to be developed which do not need the uptake of
water for a good ionic conductivity and therefore can be of hydrophobic nature. This
would inhibit the methanol diffusion through the membrane. A second alternative to
prevent mixed potential on the electrode is the development of selective catalyst for
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2.2 Basic Principle of Electrochemistry in a PEM Fuel Cell

the oxidation and reduction reaction. This is addressed in Chapter 5.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Molecular structure of Nafion R©. (b) Conductivity of Nafion R© as a function of
the relative humidity for three different temperatures, according to Springer et al
[1].

2.2 Basic Principle of Electrochemistry in a PEM Fuel
Cell

The principle of a PEM fuel cell based on redox reactions (electron transfer reactions)
that are spatially separated by the electrolyte membrane. The catalyst layer donating
electrons is defined as the anode and the cathode is the electron acceptor. A redox
reaction of a half cell (cathode or anode) can be written as

Red ↔ Ox + n e− , (2.1)

where Red is the reductive and Ox is the oxidant. The number of electrons transferred
between the electron conductor and the involved species in the redox reaction is
denoted by n. The double-headed arrow, used in the redox equation, shows that the
process is allowed in both directions. By applying a certain electrode potential this
redox reaction can be forced towards an oxidation reaction or a reduction reaction.
The relation is derived in the following subsection yielding the fundamental equation
of electrochemistry, the Butler-Volmer equation.
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2.2.1 Butler-Volmer Equation

The interfacial charge transfer flux at the electrode ji depends on the rate constant ki

and the concentration cj of the electroactive species at the site of electron transfer

ji = ±F ki cj . (2.2)

The subscript j stands for the reductive and oxidant, respectively and the superscript i
stands for oxidation and reduction, respectively. By convention [2], the charge transfer
flux for the oxidation reaction is a positive quantity, whereas the charge transfer flux
for the reduction reaction is defined as negative. F denotes the Faraday constant.
The net charge flux at the phase boundary is the sum of the partial currents

(a) An activation barrier has to be overcome
following the reaction path from reactant and
product state, whereby the maxima of the free
energy in between is called activated complex.

(b) A catalyst modified the potential energy sur-
face in such a way that the energy barrier is re-
duced.

Figure 2.4: The potential energy surface determines the reaction path from the initial to the
final state.

j = jOx + jRed = F (kOx cRed − kRed cOx) . (2.3)
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It is an experimental fact that most rate constants vary with temperature T in the form
of an Arrhenius equation

ki = Bi exp

(
−Δ#Gi(ΔΦ)

RT

)
, (2.4)

where Bi is a constant in unit of (ms−1), R the ideal gas constant and Δ#Gi the
energy barrier that has to be overcome for the reaction. The idea of this energy bar-
rier based on the activated complex theory, also known as transition state theory,
illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). As the reaction takes place, the molecules/atoms of the re-
actants have to change their position, their orientation, and have to desolvate and
adsorb on the metal, etc. All these complex processes are expressed in terms of a
multidimensional potential energy surface along generalized coordinates. The initial
state corresponds to the reactant structure, the final state is the configuration of the
product. Both states have to be local minima on the energy surface to remain as
significant lifetimes. The reaction path connects two minima. The change in internal
energy passing over an intermediate maximum (activated complex) is called the acti-
vation energy.
Figure 2.4(b) shows an example of a modified energy surface by the introduction of
a catalyst, that changes the reaction path via an intermediate state and therefore re-
duces the height of the activation barrier.
In electrochemical reactions the activation energy is typically a function of the applied
potential difference (electrode potential) between the potential of the solid matrix Φe

and the potential of the proton conductor (electrolyte) Φp and therefore called the
electrochemical free energy of activation Δ#Gi(ΔΦ), where

ΔΦ = Φe − Φp . (2.5)

Inserting Eq. 2.4 into Eq. 2.3 yields

j = F BOx cRed exp

(
−Δ#GOx(ΔΦ)

RT

)
− F BRed cOx exp

(
−Δ#GRed(ΔΦ)

RT

)
. (2.6)

Equilibrium of the redox reaction is given for a net charge transfer of zero (j = 0). De-
pending on Bi and cj, equilibrium is achieved for an electrode potential of ΔΦ = ΔΦ0,
which is called the reversible electrode potential. At reversible electrode potential the
partial interfacial charge transfer are equal and defined as exchange current den-
sity i0

i0 = F BOx cRed exp

(
−Δ#GOx(ΔΦ0)

RT

)
= F BRed cOx exp

(
−Δ#GRed(ΔΦ0)

RT

)
. (2.7)
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As a first approximation, a linear dependence of the free energy of activation Δ#Gi(ΔΦ)
on the applied potential difference can be assumed

Δ#Gi(ΔΦ) = Δ#Gi(ΔΦ0) + βinF (ΔΦ−ΔΦ0) , (2.8)

where the symmetry factors βi describes the fraction of the change of free energy of

Figure 2.5: Free energy of activation diagram as function of the reaction coordinate. Red and
Ox denotes the reductive and oxidant respectively, abbreviations are introduced
for Δ#Gi = Δ#Gi(ΔΦ), Δ#Gi

0 = Δ#Gi(ΔΦ0) and η = ΔΦ−ΔΦ0.

activation to the total energy change (nF (ΔΦ −ΔΦ0)) (see Fig. 2.5). The symmetry
factors are assumed to be constants, taking values between 0 and 1. Substitution of
Eqs. 2.8 into Eq. 2.6, whereas βRed = α and βOx = −(1−α), yields to the fundamental
equation of electrode kinetics, the Butler-Volmer equation

j = FBOxcRed exp

(
−Δ#GOx(ΔΦ0)

RT

)
exp

(
(1− α)nF (ΔΦ−ΔΦ0)

RT

)

−FBRedcOx exp

(
−Δ#GRed(ΔΦ0)

RT

)
exp

(
−αnF (ΔΦ−ΔΦ0)

RT

)

= i0

(
exp

(
(1− α)nF (ΔΦ−ΔΦ0)

RT

)
− exp

(
−αnF (ΔΦ−ΔΦ0)

RT

))

⇒ j = i0

(
exp

(
(1− α)nFη

RT

)
− exp

(
−αnFη

RT

))
, (2.9)
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where the deviation between the applied electrode potential and the equilibrium (re-
versible) potential is called overpotential, sometimes also referred to as overvoltage2

η = ΔΦ−ΔΦ0 . (2.10)

2.2.2 Reversible Electrode Potential

After knowing the characteristic of the net charge flux with applied electrode potential,
the reversible electrode potential is of note. The maximum energy that can be used
from a redox reaction like Eq. 2.1 at constant pressure p and constant temperature T
is given by the change of the molar free energy of the products and educts

Δg(T, p) = gproduct(T, p)− geduct(T, p) . (2.11)

The electric energy Wel of n electrons passing the electrode of a Galvani potential of
ΔΦ, which is given by Δg(T, p), can be described as

Wel = Δg(T, p) = −nFΔΦ . (2.12)

Solving Eq. 2.12 for ΔΦ yields the reversible electrode potential

ΔΦ0 =
−Δg(T, p)

nF
. (2.13)

The electrode potential is not a direct measurable quantity, since the protonic potential
Φp has to be known. Therefore a second electrode in contact with the same electrolyte
(same Φp), acting as a reference with a fixed potential, is necessary to measure the
desired electrode potential. By definition, the reversible electrode potential of the
redox reaction of hydrogen on a platinum surface at standard conditions3 is used as
reference and its potential set to 0V

H2 ↔ 2H+ + 2 e− : ΔΦ0
H2

= 0V . (2.14)

The cell voltage at open circuit condition (OCV) of a chemical cell (fuel cell, battery)
is the difference between the cathode and anode reversible electrode potential

OCV = ΔΦ0
c −ΔΦ0

a . (2.15)

The relevant electrode potentials (oxygen reduction and methanol oxidation) and the-
2Strictly speaking the overvoltage is the sum of the overpotentials of the two electrodes and the ohmic
loss of the cell. In this thesis the term "overpotential" is used for the analysis of a certain electrode,
even if ohmic losses are included in the data.

3Standard condition: T 0 = 25◦C, p0 = 1 bar
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oretical open circuit voltages for this work are summarized in Table 2.1.

PEFC DMFC
anode reaction H2 ↔ 2H+ + 2e− CH3OH +H2O ↔ CO2 + 6H+ + 6e−

Δga / kJmol−1 0 +9
ΔΦ0

a / V 0 0.015
cathode reaction 1

2
O2 + 2H+ + 2e− ↔ H2O

3
2
O2 + 6H+ + 6e− ↔ 3H2O

Δgc / kJmol−1 −237.3 −711.5
ΔΦ0

c / V 1.229 1.229
overall reaction H2 +

1
2
O2 ↔ H2O CH3OH + 2

3
O2 ↔ CO2 + 2H2O

Δg / kJmol−1 −237.3 −702.5
OCV / V 1.229 1.214

Table 2.1: Thermodynamic data of PEFC and DMFC at 25◦C and 1 atm [3].

Since the Gibbs free energy is a function of the temperature T and pressure p, the
theoretical OCV can be derived to

Uoc(pi, ..., T ) = Uoc(p
0
i , ..., T

0) +
Δs

2F
(T − T 0)− RT

2F

∑
i

νi ln

(
pi
p0i

)
, (2.16)

where Δs is the molar entropy of reaction, pi the partial pressure of the educts and
products respectively, and νi the stoichiometry factor (negative defined for educts).

2.2.3 PEM Fuel Cell Loss Mechanism

Activation Overpotential

In electrochemical systems, e.g. the oxygen reduction reaction on the cathode of a
fuel cell, it is convenient to consider the limiting behavior of the Butler-Volmer equation
(see Eq. 2.9) for large negative overpotential

j = −i0 exp

(
−αnFη

RT

)
for − η � RT

nF
, (2.17)

and in case for a slow oxidation reaction, the limiting behavior for large positive over-
potential

j = i0 exp

(
(1− α)nFη

RT

)
for η � RT

nF
. (2.18)
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These relationships are often written in form of the Tafel equation

η = −RT ln(10)

αnF
lg

( |j|
i0

)
for − η � RT

nF
,

η =
RT ln(10)

(1− α)nF
lg

( |j|
i0

)
for η � RT

nF
, (2.19)

where
bi =

RT ln(10)

βinF
(2.20)

is known as Tafel slope.
In case of a kinetic controlled reaction the polarization loss of the electrode under
load is called activation overpotential η = ηact.

Concentration Overpotential

The derivation of the Tafel approximation from the limiting behavior of the Butler-
Volmer equation (Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18) was done with the assumption of a constant
exchange current density (kinetic controlled), which implies a constant concentration
of the educts c0,j. In general, a decline in concentration cj with increasing current
occur due to mass transport limitation. To take this into account, Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18
can be written as

j = ∓i0
cj
c0,j

exp

(
∓βinFη

RT

)
, (2.21)

η = ∓RT ln(10)

βinF

[
lg

( |j|
i0

)
+ lg

(
c0,j
cj

)]
. (2.22)

A comparison of Eq. 2.22 with Eq. 2.19 leads to the expression of the concentration
overpotential

ηcon = ∓RT ln(10)

βinF
lg

(
c0,j
cj

)
. (2.23)

Reaction Overpotential

The intrinsic redox reaction can be hindered by chemical steps that must occur before
the electron transfer reaction and thus determine the reaction rate. Such systems are
known as ’preceding chemical reactions’

A ↔ Ox , (2.24)
Ox + ne− ↔ Red . (2.25)
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It is also possible that the product of a redox reaction has to react in a second chemi-
cal step to clean the active sites, which is known as ’following chemical reactions’

Ox + ne− ↔ Red , (2.26)
A + Red ↔ P . (2.27)

If this first (reaction 2.24) and second step (reaction 2.27), respectively, is slow, it
would determine the overall reaction rate. For a detail description of such systems, it
is referred to Chapter 5, where the problematic is discussed in detail for a operating
DMFC. These performance losses can be concluded as reaction overpotential ηr [2,
4].

Ohmic Overvoltage

Due to the finite conductivity of the fuel cell components (current collector, GDLs, CLs
and membrane), as well as the non-negligible contact resistances between the layers,
ohmic losses at high current densities has a strong attribute on fuel cell losses. These
losses are called ohmic overvoltage and can be expressed by Ohm’s law

ηΩ = j RΩ , (2.28)

where RΩ is the specific resistance in (Ω cm2).

Crossover and Mixed Potentials

Due to the finite leak-tightness of the polymer membrane for the electrochemical ac-
tive species, it is possible that passed oxidant reacts on the anode side and fuel on
the cathode side, respectively. This leads to internal parasitic current that suppresses
the electrode potential despite a nominal zero charge flux at the external circuit. This
phenomenon is called mixed potential and is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

Cell Voltage Under Load

Summarizing all loss mechanisms the cell voltage under load can be calculated as
follows:

Ucell = ΔΦc −ΔΦa − ηΩ

= ΔΦ0
c − ηact,c − ηcon,c − ηr,c︸ ︷︷ ︸

cathode losses

−ΔΦ0
a − ηact,a − ηcon,a − ηr,a︸ ︷︷ ︸

anode losses

−ηΩ . (2.29)

Figure 2.6 illustrates the potential distribution along a cross-section of a fuel cell.
Ohmic losses due to finite conductivity of the layers are visible by the potential gra-
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dients and the contact resistances by the steps between the interfaces. Activation,
reaction and concentration overpotentials are integral parts of the reduced Galvani
potential in the electrodes ΔΦa/c. The cell voltage is the difference between Φe

c at the
outer surface of the cathode bipolar plate and Φe

a on the anode bipolar plate. The pro-
tonic potential is not measurable. Its value is determined by the cell current in such
a way that the resulting overpotentials on both electrodes generate the same current
which in term links the cathodic and anodic electronic potential.

Figure 2.6: Schematic potential distribution across the layers of a PEM fuel cell. On the
cathode side the ohmic overvoltage due to contact resistance between the layers
are labeled, on the anode side the ohmic losses due to finite conductivity are
marked.

For analyzing the different losses within a fuel cell several characterization techniques
are necessary which are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Characterization techniques

In this chapter a short overview of the applied characterization techniques and mea-
suring devices used in the thesis is given. Depending on the question that is ad-
dressed every experimental method has advantages or disadvantages. These are
briefly discussed.

3.1 Cathode and Anode Polarization Curve

The most applied characterization technique for fuel cells is the measurement of
steady-state voltage-current curves. Every operating point is held as long as equi-
librium is reached and finally logged. This measurement technique is adequate if
only the overall cell performance is of interest. The voltage-current curve can not pro-
vide any information about the dynamic behavior of the cell since the recorded data
are measured at steady-state. If not only the overall cell performance but rather the
electrode performance is of interest, it is essential to distinguish between the anode
and cathode polarization by means of a reference electrode. Embedding a reference
electrode in a fuel cell is not state-of-the-art. It involves several technical difficulties
and challenges, which have to be overcome in order to avoid systematic errors. A
detailed discussion about this issue is given Chapter 4, where a realization of a test
fuel cell with integrated reference electrodes is presented.
In this work a Solartron 1286 is used as electrochemical interface which measures the
current for an applied cell voltage (potentiostatic mode) and the voltage for an applied
current load (galvanostatic mode), respectively. The distinct potential differences be-
tween working, counter and reference electrodes are measured with a datalogger
from Agilent (HP 34970A).
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3.2 Potential Sweep Technique

The potential sweep technique is a dynamic experiment where the cell voltage is
swept between two values U1 and U2 at a known sweep rate ν, before halting the
potential sweep. It is also possible to cycle the cell voltage between the two val-
ues, i.e. on reaching the cell voltage U2, the sweep is reversed. The entire cycled
sweep can be repeated several times. The choice of the start and end voltage as
well as the sweep rate determines which process can be identified. The potential
sweep technique (also called cyclic voltammetry CV) is well known in half cell mea-
surements used to investigate e.g. the active surface area, reaction kinetics and
intermediates. In this thesis, the technique is applied to investigate membrane hydra-
tion/dehydration as well as flooding phenomena. Both processes cause a unsteady
behavior of the cell performance, implying that steady-state measurements or elec-
trochemical impedance spectroscopy can not be performed in the desired region.

3.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful characterization
tool to investigate electrochemical systems. The system performance is generally
governed by a number of coupled processes each proceeding at a different rate, e.g.
electrode reactions, double-layer charging, charge migration or diffusion processes.
In the direct current case (DC), an overall resistance of the fuel cell can be assigned
by the slope of the voltage-current curve. This resistance is the sum of all limiting
processes occurring at the measured operation point. By means of EIS, these losses
can be distinguished in case of specifiable relaxation time constants of the investi-
gated processes.
EIS can be performed on every well-defined operating point along the voltage-current
curve, as long as this point is stable during the measuring time. A schematic is
shown in Fig. 3.1. A small harmonic excitation signal at a particular frequency (
i[t] = i∗ cos[ω t], when operated in galvanostatic mode or u[t] = u∗ cos[ω t], when oper-
ated in potentiostatic control mode) is added to the DC operating point. A frequency
response analyzer (FRA) determines the impedance of the cell (Z[ω]) at the given
frequency by the measured AC voltage across the cell and the AC current passing
through the cell

Z[ω] =

∫∞
0

u∗ cos[ω t]∫∞
0

i∗ cos[ω t+ ϕ]
. (3.1)

When measuring only the oscillating potential drop across the electrode to be ana-
lyzed with respect to a reference electrode, the measured impedance contains only
the losses of this electrode.
EIS bases on linear response theory, which means the system gives a linear response
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of EIS measurement: a small harmonic excitation signal at a particular
frequency is added to the DC operating point and the response is measured. The
amplitude and phase of the response at different frequencies gives information
about the excited process.

Figure 3.2: A typical Nyquist plot of an impedance spectrum. Characteristics are the intercept
at high frequency (RΩ) and the charge transfer loop (RCT ).
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to an excitation. Due to the fact that electrochemical systems are highly non-linear, the
excitation has to be small to avoid distortion by higher harmonics, in this case about
10mV [5]. For characterizing the concurrent processes in a fuel cell the impedance
is measured for a number of frequencies in the range of interest.
One possible representation of an impedance spectrum is the Nyquist plot shown
in Fig. 3.2. The impedance data are plotted in the complex plane (real and imagi-
nary part of the impedance) for every measured frequency. The intercept with the
abscissa at high frequencies (commonly about 10 kHz for fuel cells) is the sum of all
ohmic resistances. Since the resistance of the electron conductive phases (BP, GDL,
carbon in CL) and the contact resistance are small compared to the ionic conductive
ionomer, the measured high frequency resistance (HFR) is primarily the membrane
resistance. Thus, the HFR is a good quantity for the hydration level of the membrane.
Depending on the dominating processes different loops are visible in the Nyquist plot.
The first loop (high frequencies), which is always present in fuel cells, addresses the
charge transfer process of the redox reaction. For thick electrodes with low conductiv-
ity a linear branch with an angle of 45◦ is also visible in the high frequency range due
to the combined process of proton migration and double-layer charging [6]. Several
loops in the low frequency range can appear in case of slow processes determining
the current generation, which do not have to be essentially of capacitive nature. Dif-
fusion processes and flooding events behave like a capacitance, while ad-/desorption
processes of educts or intermediates generally show inductive behavior.
A Solartron 1250 is used as FRA for the impedance measurements in combination
with a Solartron 1286 electrochemical interface.

3.4 Current interrupt method

The current interrupt method is usually used for determining the ohmic cell resistance.
First, the cell is operated at a certain current as long as the cell reaches steady-state
conditions. Then the load is abruptly switched off and the cell voltage is recorded.
Instantaneously, the voltage increases to about the ohmic drop (i · RΩ), therefore
the resistance RΩ can be extracted. The following voltage relaxation can be used to
investigate double-layer charging and diffusion processes. Again, in case of polarized
anode and cathode electrodes, a reference electrode is essential to separate the time-
dependent voltage curve into the anode and cathode polarization relaxation curve.
A KEPCO R© load (BOP 20-5M) is used as electrochemical interface. The relaxation
curves are recorded by a digital oscilloscope (TEKTRONIX R© TDS 3014B).
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3.5 Chronoamperometry

Chronoamperometry is a potential step experiment, where the cell voltage is stepped
instantaneously from a value of U1 to a value of U2, and the current-time response is
recorded. Depending of the sample rate of the data acquisition, relaxation processes
within the cell in the range of μs to min can be examined. Chronoamperometry is a
strong tool for highlighting flooding effects which appear in a time-scale of seconds.
The data are recorded by a fast measuring board from National InstrumentsTM (NI
cRIO-9215).

3.6 Imaging technique by Environmental Scanning
Electron Microscope (ESEM)

An ESEM is a scanning electron microscope that permits the imaging of wet sys-
tems without any prior special preparation by operating in low vacuum. The electron
beam of a conventional SEM accumulates negative charge on insulating specimens
and thus creates an electrical potential, which deflects the electron beam from the
scanned point. To avoid this charging artifacts in the image, the specimen have to be
coated by a conductive layer. An ESEM takes advantage of the gas molecules in the
low vacuum of the specimen chamber. Some gas gets ionized by the electron beam
and discharges on the specimen surface. Therefore, with the applied technique it is
not necessary to make non-conductive samples conductive. Thus, the surface prop-
erties remain unchanged and dynamic measurements of mobile surfaces such as
droplet growth and movement can be performed.
An ESEM (FEI QuantaTM 400) was used for ex-situ examination of the wettability of
fuel cell components such as gas diffusion layers. The condensation of the water can
be forced by increasing the pressure in the sample chamber or by cooling down the
sample with an integrated cryostatic sample holder (Emott HK102HT) until a satu-
rated atmosphere is reached and water droplets grow on the GDL fibers. A detailed
description of the ESEM and the cooling process is given in Alink et al. [7].
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4
Chapter 4

Development of a Fuel Cell
with Reference Electrodes

Analyzing loss mechanisms in a PEM fuel cell in operando is an ambitious task due to
the complex coupling of different processes occurring in different layers. A large step
is done if it would be possible to implement a reference electrode in a fuel cell, that
is able to serve for steady state as well as for dynamic measurements. A solution of
this technical problem is presented in this chapter, showing the preparation technique
and a proof of concept.

4.1 The Need and Challenge of Reference Electrodes

It is difficult to separate the anode and cathode polarization losses under real fuel
cell conditions, especially in DMFC mode. For a hydrogen PEFC the anode can be
assumed as non-polarizable for low and medium current densities and therefore all
voltage losses can more or less be attributed to the cathode and ohmic losses. In
a DMFC, the reaction rate of the methanol oxidation reaction is comparable with the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on the cathode side. Hence, the measured overall
voltage loss of the fuel cell comprise the anode as well as to the cathode polarization.
To make matters worse, a DMFC suffers from reactant crossover through the mem-
brane, causing high mixed potentials. This fact in turn makes half-cell measurements
of the respective electrode under investigation senselessly for a direct comparison
under real fuel cell conditions. For analyzing the loss mechanisms in a DMFC the in-
fluence of methanol on the cathode performance and the coupling of the electrodes,
respectively, is essential and can only be made by having a reference electrode (RE)
configuration in the cell.
Recently, several papers have been published about reference electrodes in fuel cells.
Some of these publications focus on modeling the influence of the position of the ref-
erence electrode [8, 9, 10]. It was found that a misalignment of the working and
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counter electrodes in the range of a few microns (depending on the membrane thick-
ness) results in a highly asymmetric potential distribution near the electrode edges in
the membrane, causing an unknown potential shift of the reference electrode towards
the overhanging electrode. Additionally, this shift depends on the current applied to
the cell, which leads to significant errors in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements.
For illustration of this problem, Fig. 4.1(a-c) shows the simulated protonic potential
within the membrane of a fuel cell. In all three cases a potential drop of 400mV
across the membrane is set by the boundary conditions. In Fig. 4.1(a), perfect aligned
electrodes and homogeneous conductivity for the protons throughout the membrane
thickness L is assumed. These assumptions lead to a symmetric potential distribution
in the membrane that gives a stable and well known protonic reference potential at the
middle of the membrane (the half overall ohmic potential loss of 200mV ) for the refer-
ence electrode measurements. In the case of an electrode misalignment (Fig. 4.1(b))
an asymmetric potential distribution is present, leading to an unknown protonic refer-
ence potential that is far away from the half potential loss of 200mV (in this arrange-
ment Φp = 100mV ). In this case the shift of the protonic reference potential depends
on the drawn current density. The case of an inhomogeneous conductivity throughout
the membrane is investigated in Fig. 4.1(c). Since the conductivity of the membrane
is a strong function of the water content [1], which in turn is a function of the operating
conditions such as gas humidity (see Fig. 2.3 on page 9), current density, used fuel,
etc., this problem has to be discussed although it can not be avoided in most cases.
The simulation also shows a strong asymmetric distribution that would effect the refer-
ence electrode measurements. Corrective action can be done by measuring the high
frequency resistance (HFR) of the electrodes in relation to the reference electrodes
(Zc→ref, Za→ref), that allows to recalculate the potential shift of the protonic reference
potential. This procedure is applied in all electrode polarization curves in this thesis.

As just explained, an exact electrode alignment is necessary for the reference elec-
trode to contact a current-independent potential in the center of the membrane. This
makes the preparation of a catalyst coated membrane (CCM) including a reference
electrode very difficult and hardly feasible because the tolerance is in the range of a
few microns. Thus, few publications can be found presenting a reference electrode
configuration in a fuel cell [8, 11, 12] to determine polarization data of the cathode
and anode. Due to the higher requirements on the reference electrodes for EIS mea-
surements only one paper presents impedance spectra [13].
In this chapter a new concept for a state-of-the-art prepared CCM (or MEA) is pre-
sented that will be treated by laser ablation to produce a reference electrode on the
same membrane. This technique allows electrical isolation of the electrodes by evap-
oration of a small part of the catalyst layer with a laser beam, resulting in a small
isolation gap. The segmented part can be used as a reference electrode.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated potential distribution in a membrane with (a) perfect aligned electrodes
and homogeneous conductivity; (b) misaligned electrode configuration and ho-
mogeneous conductivity ; (c) perfect aligned electrodes and a linear increasing
conductivity from bottom to top.
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4.2 Laser Ablation Technique

Starting from a customary prepared CCM the catalyst layer is removed at the bound-
ary of the working (WE) and counter electrode (CE), respectively, and the reference
electrodes (RE) by laser ablation. Thus, a CCM with electrically isolated catalyst layer
regions is obtained (Fig. 4.2).
The CCM laser ablation was carried out with a Nd:YAG-LASER (‘Rofin Sinar Laser
GmbH‘) operating at a wavelength in the near infrared of 1064nm. Due to the high
adsorption values of the carbon supported catalyst and the fact that the membrane is
transparent to the laser beam, the catalyst layers are very effectively removed on both
sides simultaneously without damaging the membrane. The laser beam burns a gap
of about 30μm in the catalyst layers. To ensure sufficient isolation between WE/CE
and RE and to avoid edge effects of the potential distribution in the membrane to the
reference potential the laser ablation was repeated 10 times with a offset of 30μm. An
isolation gap of 300μm was reached (Fig. 4.2(a)). By means of this technique sharp
electrode edges with an exact alignment of the cathode and anode catalyst layers
(Fig. 4.2(b)) can be realized which would not be possible with conventional electrode
preparation methods. A detailed discussion of MEA laser ablation can be found in
Schmitz et al. [14].

(a) Top view: An isolation gap of about
300μm with sharp electrode edges is
achieved.

(b) Cross-section view: The electrode
edges are exactly on top of each
other.

Figure 4.2: SEM image of the ablated CCM, based on a Nafion R© 117.

4.3 Test Cell Design

The CCM treated by laser ablation is sandwiched between two gas diffusion layers
with micro porous layers. The current collectors are made of titanium. Figure 4.3(a)
shows the single channel flow field milled in the current collector with a geometric
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Disassembled test fuel cell with a geometric catalyst area of 1 cm2. (b) The
contact to the reference electrode is realized by a wound gold wire at the gas/fuel
inlet of the cell.

area of 1 cm2. The cell temperature is controlled by water channels inside the tita-
nium block connected to a cryostat (Fisherbrand FBC 720). The cell temperature is
measured by a thermocouple 1mm above the flow channel in the titanium plate on
the cathode side. The contacts to the laser ablated reference electrodes are realized
by gold wires positioned on the gas/fuel inlet of the cell, approximately 2mm from
the working/counter electrodes (Fig. 4.3(b)). The gold wire is wound like a spring
to achieve a good and stable contact to the electrodes even when the membrane
is swelling or shrinking. Note that the reference electrode on the anode side and
cathode side is in the same reactant compartment as the WE and CE, respectively.
Therefore, the potential of the reference electrode on the cathode side is not that of a
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) but the equilibrium potential of the ORR. The po-
tential of the reference electrode on the anode side is the equilibrium potential of the
methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) in DMFC mode or the RHE in PEFC mode. The
advantage of this configuration is that the reference electrodes are located as close
as possible to the WE/CE because no sealing is necessary to separate different re-
actant compartments. Disadvantageous is that the absolute values of the potentials
(referred to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)) can not be measured and further-
more poisoning of the reference electrodes can impact the potential measurements.
This problem is discussed in the next section.
Figure 4.4 schematically shows an ablated CCM. The five measurable voltages (V 1−
V 5) and impedances (Z1 − Z5) are illustrated. The equipotential lines of an ideal
symmetric electrode alignment and homogeneous conductivity of the membrane are
pictured. Hence, the electronic potentials of the REs (Φe

ra,Φ
e
rc) are connected via the

phase boundary to the protonic potential level in the middle of the membrane.
In this work, the voltage loss under load has been separated into cathode overpoten-
tial, anode overpotential and ohmic loss as follows:
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of an ablated CCM. Five different voltages and impedances are mea-
surable.

• the ohmic loss is calculated by Ohm’s law with the measured current density
(icell) and the measured HFR at 10 kHz (Z1)

ηΩ = icell · Z1 , (4.1)

where
Z1 = Zmem + Zcontact (4.2)

is the sum of the membrane resistance (Zmem) and the contact resistances
(Zcontact). The electronic losses in the bulk material (current collector, GDL, elec-
trode) are negligible. All further measurable HFRs (Z2 − Z5) are in the same
way the sum of the ionomer resistance of the proton pathway and the contact
resistances.

• the anode overpotential is defined as the potential difference between the anode
(current collector) Φe

a and the reference potential Φe
ra, corrected by the ohmic

drop between both voltage tabs [15]. This ohmic drop has been taken into
account by measuring directly Z5 or by the assumption of a symmetric potential
distribution in the membrane and equal contact resistances on the cathode and
anode side, which leads approximately to an overpotential correction of the half
cell impedance multiplied by the current density

ηa = Φe
a − Φe

ra − icell · Z5 , (4.3)

≈ Φe
a − Φe

ra −
1

2
· icell · Z1 . (4.4)

• the cathode overpotential is defined as the difference between the cathode (cur-
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rent collector) Φe
c and the reference potential Φe

ra with respect to the theoretical
open circuit voltage of 1.23V 1 in PEFC mode. The data are corrected by the
ohmic drop between cathode current collector and the reference electrode, mak-
ing the same assumptions as for the anode overpotential correction

ηc = 1.23− (Φe
c − Φe

ra)− icell · Z2 , (4.5)

≈ 1.23− (Φe
c − Φe

ra)−
1

2
· icell · Z1 . (4.6)

By measuring the voltage between the cathode current collector and the cath-
ode reference electrode Φe

rc it is also possible to monitor the characteristic of the
cathode overpotential

ηc = Φe
c − Φe

rc − icell · Z2 . (4.7)

In doing so the overpotential has a bias to lower values since the potential differ-
ence between the reference electrodes are always below the theoretical values.
This is extreme in DMFC mode where the electrodes suffers from mixed poten-
tial formation.

4.4 Proof of Concept

First, a proof of concept of the laser ablation for isolating reference electrodes from
a CCM is given. Figure 4.6(a) shows a voltage-current curve of a DMFC2 together
with the cathode and anode overpotentials. The operating conditions are listed in
the caption. Additionally, the voltage difference between both reference electrodes
(UOC,R = Φe

rc − Φe
ra) is pictured, which shows a stable potential under load of about

610mV . The cathode overpotential is corrected by the iR-drop whereas the resis-
tance is taken by the HFRc measured from the cathode (CE) to the cathode reference
electrode (see Fig. 4.4). The anode overpotential is also corrected by the iR-drop
measured from the anode (WE) to the anode reference electrode (HFRa). For this
operation condition the activation overpotential of the ORR is about twice as large
as the overpotential of the MOR. The open circuit voltage is about 605mV (close to
UOC,R).
Polarization curves of a CCM3 fed with hydrogen as fuel are depicted in Fig. 4.5(b).
The measurements show a higher OCV (875mV ) and a higher limiting current den-
sity. The reference potentials are also stable but UOC,R only reaches a value of about

1In the strict sense this theoretical value is only valid under standard conditions which can not be
achieved in operating fuel cells due to several aspects such as mixed potential formation, poisoning
effects or temperature gradients.

2A Nafion R© based CCM (CCM #1) from the Research Center Jülich (IEF-3) was used. Details con-
cerning catalyst loadings are given in Table 5.1 on page 37.

3CCM #2, see Table 5.1 on page 37
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(a) Operated with methanol (1M) as fuel,
V̇MeOH = 2mlmin−1, V̇O2

= 12mlmin−1,
Tcell = 71◦C.

(b) Operated with hydrogen as fuel,
V̇H2

= 8mlmin−1, V̇O2
= 12mlmin−1,

Tcell = 41◦C.

Figure 4.5: Measured polarization curve of the cell (Ucell), the OCV between the two refer-
ence electrodes (UOC,R) and the overpotential of the cathode and anode.

820mV . An explanation for this could be that the reference electrodes have never
been under load and therefore the catalyst is not completely activated or is in ox-
idized state which would cause a lower UOC,R. The activation overpotential of the
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is negligible compared to the ORR. The results
of the steady state measurements show that oxygen as well as methanol generate
a stable reference potential. An isolation gap of 300μm in case of a Nafion R© 117 is
large enough for the REs not to be influenced by edge effects from the WE/CE.
Figure 4.6(a) shows impedance spectra of CCM #1 at a cell potential of 50mV (Tcell =
51◦C) using an aqueous methanol solution (1M) as fuel. Both small impedance loops
are anode spectra: Z4 is measured versus the cathode reference electrode and Z5 is
measured versus the anode reference electrode (see Fig. 4.4). The diameter of the
loops are equal, indicating that both reference electrodes are stable for EIS measure-
ments. Z2 and Z3 are the cathode impedance spectra referring to the two different
reference electrodes. Their diameters are also the same. The addition of the mea-
sured anode and cathode impedance spectra (Z3+Z5) results in the measured total
cell impedance. This result is a good proof for time stability of the REs (measuring all
5 spectra one after another needs about 10 minutes).
Figure 4.6(b) shows impedance spectra of CCM #2 at a cell potential of 600mV
(Tcell = 41◦C) with hydrogen as fuel. As opposed to the DMFC the anode impedance
of a PEFC is small compared to the cathode impedance. The anode impedance
shows an inductive behavior in the low frequency range. Explanations for this fact
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could be the ad-/desorption process of hydrogen molecules on the active sites or the
water dependence of the electrode performance [16, 17].

(a) Impedance spectra at a cell voltage of
50mV , operated with methanol (1M) as fuel,
V̇MeOH = 2mlmin−1, V̇O2 = 12mlmin−1,
Tcell = 51◦C.

(b) Impedance spectra at a cell voltage
of 600mV , operated with hydrogen as
fuel, V̇H2 = 8mlmin−1, V̇O2 = 12mlmin−1,
Tcell = 41◦C.

Figure 4.6: Measured impedance spectra of the total cell (Z1), the cathode (Z2, Z3) and the
anode (Z4, Z5). The summation of the cathode and anode impedance (Z3+Z5)
results in the total cell impedance (Z1) in both cases.

Despite nearly perfect electrode alignment the high frequency resistances of the an-
ode and cathode spectra differ in both DMFC and PEFC measurements. This means
that the reference electrodes do not contact the electrolyte potential in the middle of
the membrane with a symmetrical potential distribution such as depicted in Fig. 4.1(a).
The simulation shows that an inhomogeneous membrane conductivity due to a gra-
dient in the membrane water content results in an asymmetrical potential distribution
even with a perfect electrode alignment (Fig. 4.1c). Therefore, HFRa is smaller than
HFRc in DMFC measurements due to the aqueous methanol solution humidifying the
anode side very well. In PEFC measurements it is vice versa due to the higher water
content on the cathode side from the product water of the ORR and the electroos-
motic drag.
Impedance spectra at different cell potentials indicate a constant ratio of the HFRa to
HFRc in DMFC mode (Fig. 4.7). This means that the asymmetrical potential distri-
bution is not affected by the applied current and therefore does not disturb the EIS
measurements.
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Figure 4.7: Measured HFRs at different cell voltages. The applied current did not affect the
HFRs of the DMFC indicating a stable conductivity distribution within the relatively
thick (178μm) Nafion R© membrane.

4.5 Summarized achievements

A new concept for realizing a reference electrode configuration in a polymer elec-
trolyte fuel cell is presented. By means of laser ablation technique a selected part
of the electrodes (cathode/anode) of a state-of-the-art CCM was electrically isolated
and used as reference electrodes. It was shown that oxygen as well as methanol gen-
erate a stable reference potential for both steady-state measurements and dynamic
measurements such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and current inter-
rupt measurements. The separation of the cathode and anode losses for a PEFC as
well as a DMFC is practicable.
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Chapter 5

Reaction Kinetics in a Direct
Methanol Fuel Cell

5.1 Problem of Methanol Crossover and Mixed
Potential

The high energy content of liquid methanol, simple storage and simple refilling make
direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) a promising candidate for portable power applica-
tions. However there are several serious technical problems to overcome before they
become competitive on the market. The thermodynamic reversible cell potential for
the overall cell reaction of a DMFC is 1.21V at 298K [18]. However, the open circuit
voltage (OCV) is typically only in the range of 600− 750mV [19, 20, 21, 22], depend-
ing on the operating conditions, membrane type, catalyst and catalyst loading. The
question arises »why«?
It is assumed that the relatively high concentration of methanol (compared with gaseous
reactants such as oxygen and hydrogen) and the high permeability of the polymer
electrolyte membrane combine the possibility of a high flux of methanol to the cath-
ode where it can react with oxygen in an electrochemical reaction. One following
consequence is that the electrode on the cathode is always under load even if no
external current is drawn from the cell. Thus, the cathode potential is suppressed by
the activation overpotential due to the internal parasitic current, quite obvious at OCV.
This phenomenon of a deteriorated electrode potential caused by fuel crossover from
the anode to the cathode side where methanol is oxidizing on the platinum catalyst,
is called mixed potential [23, 24, 25, 26, 22, 19]. Further drawbacks of methanol
crossover are the waste of fuel and the poisoning of cathodic electrocatalyst. The
blocked Pt-sites by adsorbed intermediates are not available for the desired ORR,
therefore the cathodic active surface is reduced leading to higher overpotential under
load.
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5.2 Methanol Tolerant Catalyst for the ORR in a DMFC

To avoid the oxidation of methanol on the cathode, several methods have been ex-
plored. Possibilities are the development of a novel membrane that prevents or at
least reduces the permeation of methanol through the membrane [27, 28] or the use
of methanol vapor instead of a liquid methanol solution to reduce the amount of dis-
solved methanol in water at the electrode/membrane interface [29] and therefore the
diffusive flux of methanol to the cathode. Another approach to overcome the decrease
in cathode performance by methanol crossover is to use a methanol tolerant oxygen
reduction electrocatalyst, i.e. an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) selective catalyst
[26, 30, 31, 32, 24]. High methanol tolerance is reported in the literature for non-
noble metal catalysts based on chalcogenides and macrocycles of transition metals
or platinum-based binary alloyed catalysts [31]. Investigations of the electrocatalytic
activity of such catalysts using rotating disc electrode (RDE) measurements in acidic
media show cathode potentials up to 1V [32, 31]. In using such catalysts in a fuel
cell, an apparent higher OCV should be measured. Nevertheless, the OCV of tech-
nical electrodes with methanol tolerant cathode catalysts in DMFCs does not show
such high values. Thus, either the anode potential of the methanol oxidation reaction
(MOR) is far above the theoretical value of approx. 20mV as opposed to normal hy-
drogen electrode [18], or a coupling between the cathode and anode which is not yet
completely understood causes this low OCV despite a methanol tolerant catalyst.
By means of the new concept of a reference electrode configuration in the test cell
presented in Chapter 4, the performance and loss mechanism of a methanol toler-
ant ruthenium-based catalyst modified with selenium (RuSex) was investigated using
polarization curves, EIS measurements and current interrupt measurements (CI).

5.2.1 Electrode Preparation and Operating Conditions

Electrode Preparation

The catalyst coated membranes were prepared by scientists from the research cen-
ter Jülich. For the anode side a PtRu/XC72 catalyst from Johnson Matthey (HiS-
pec10000) was used. For the cathode side 40w%RuSex on 60w%XC72 was used.
The catalyst ink was pasted on a decal foil and then hot-pressed on Nafion R© 117 [33].
The catalyst loadings for the investigated CCMs can be found in Table 5.1. A carbon
cloth from E-Tek (thickness 350μm) with a micro porous layer (40%PTFE/60%Vulcan
XC72, thickness 80μm) was used as gas diffusion layer for all experiments.

Test Set-up

A SOLARTRON 1286 in combination with a SOLARTRON 1250 frequency response
analyzer (FRA) is used for electrochemical measurements. The current and cell po-
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cathode anode
No. catalyst loading catalyst loading
CCM #1 RuSex 0.9mg cm−2 Pt/Ru 2.0mg cm−2

CCM #2 RuSex 0.6mg cm−2 Pt/Ru 0.5mg cm−2

CCM #3 RuSex 1.26mg cm−2 Pt/Ru 1.9mg cm−2

CCM #4 Pt 1mg cm−2 Pt/Ru 3mg cm−2

Table 5.1: Catalyst loadings of the investigated CCMs.

tential is recorded by the load itself. The cathode overpotential (ηc = Φe
c − Φe

rc), the
anode overpotential (ηa = Φe

a − Φe
ra) and the voltage difference of the REs (UOC,R =

Φe
rc − Φe

ra) are measured with with a datalogger (HP 34970A). The electrochemi-
cal impedance spectra are recorded in the frequency range of 100mHz to 10 kHz.
The current interrupt measurements are done with a KEPCO load (BOP 20-5M)
whereas the potential relaxations are recorded by a digital oscilloscope (TEKTRONIX
TDS3014B). The abrupt current interruption is realized by a fast circuit breaker. The
gas flow is regulated with gas flow controllers (Bronkhost) and are humidified by pass-
ing each gas stream through an externally tempered humidifier. Temperatures of gas
lines between humidifier and cell are maintained at 5◦C above the humidifier tem-
perature to avoid condensation. A pump (HPLH20/200-PF, Ingenieurbüro CAT) is
employed to supply aqueous methanol solution from a reservoir.

5.2.2 Performance of RuSex Catalyst

Polarization Curve

Figure 5.1 shows two polarization curves of the CCM #3. First the cell was oper-
ated with methanol (1M) before switching to hydrogen as fuel. It is obvious that the
hydrogen-driven fuel cell (PEFC) shows much better performance. An increase of
the OCV from 610mV to 860mV and an increase of the peak power density from
16.4mWcm−2 to 120mWcm−2 is observed. The huge difference in OCV was actually
not expected because the methanol tolerant RuSex catalyst should not be sensitive
towards methanol permeation. The break-in of OCV is not in agreement with half-cell
RDE measurements from the group of Dr. Fiechter from the Hahn-Meitner-Institute
[34] who provided the catalyst for the CCMs. A closer look at the polarization curve
of the cathode potential for both measurements (Fig. 5.2) shows that the activation
overpotentials differ just a little. The cathode overpotential of the methanol-driven cell
is slightly higher than that of the PEFC. It is assumed that an additional mass trans-
port limitation in the porous gas diffusion electrode due to the presence of permeated
liquid methanol/water solution could cause this difference. The aqueous methanol
solution on the anode side results in a high water uptake (up to 22 water molecules
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the performance of the RuSex cathode catalyst (CCM #3) between
hydrogen (V̇H2 = 8mlmin−1, Tcell = 64◦C) and methanol (V̇MeOH = 2mlmin−1,
Tcell = 83◦C) as fuel. In both cases the oxygen flow rate was 12mlmin−1. Chang-
ing from hydrogen to methanol shows a drastic decrease of the performance.

per SO−
3 for Nafion R© [35]). The equilibrium water content on the cathode side with

fully humidified air is 14 water molecules per SO−
3 . This results in a capillary pressure

driven water flux through the membrane from the anode to the cathode [36, 37]. The
ionomer releases water into the porous cathode electrode as long as the capillary
pressure of the liquid water in the porous electrode reaches the same value of that in
the ionomer. This would lead to a high saturation1 level of the cathodic porous media
(as on the anode side) if there were no water release to the cathodic flow channels.
A detailed discussion concerning water management, especially flooding issues in a
PEFC is given in Chapter 6.4.

1The saturation of a porous media is defined as the ratio of the occupied volume by a liquid to the
entire pore volume.
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Figure 5.2: The steeper increase of the cathode overpotential if methanol is used as fuel
could be explained by flooding due to permeated aqueous methanol solution to
the cathode causing a limitation for the oxygen diffusion to the active sides.

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

In Fig. 5.3 the cell impedance spectra of CCM #3 at a current density of 0.033Acm−2

in DMFC and PEFC mode is shown. Due to a better membrane humidification the
high frequency resistance of the DMFC is slightly lower than that of the PEFC but
shows a significantly larger impedance loop. The measured cathode impedance of
the DMFC (Fig. 5.4a) differs moderately from that of the PEFC. The loop is slightly
enlarged which can be explained by the same effect as discussed for the overpotential
curve above: the aqueous methanol solution covers the active sites and finally leads
to additional mass transport limitations. A parasitic MOR with strong impact on the
cathode can be excluded. A large difference is measured in the anode impedance
(Fig. 5.4b). In contrast the impedance of the hydrogen-driven anode is negligible
compared to the methanol-driven anode. This comparison shows the slow kinetics of
the MOR that has to be improved by developing better catalysts.
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Figure 5.3: Measured cell impedance spectra in PEFC (V̇H2 = 8mlmin−1, Tcell = 65◦C) and
DMFC (V̇MeOH = 2mlmin−1, Tcell = 81◦C) mode. In both cases the oxygen flow
rate was 12mlmin−1.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: (a) Cathode impedance spectra in PEFC and DMFC mode. With methanol as
fuel the loop of the impedance spectrum is a little bit larger than with hydrogen as
fuel. (b) The loops of anode impedance spectra are completely different in their
size.
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Current Interrupt Measurements

Investigations to determine the methanol tolerance of a catalyst are easy to carry out
in half cell measurements in liquid electrolyte because the potential of the working
electrode is measurable with respect to a reference electrode and the potential of
the investigated electrode is not affected by the counter electrode. Under real fuel cell
conditions the measurable cell voltage depends on both electrode potentials (WE/CE)
influencing each other (e.g. methanol crossover), therefore the potential difference
between the cathode and the anode at open circuit is not really a good measure for
the methanol tolerance of a catalyst.
One possibility to investigate the methanol tolerance of the cathode catalyst is to mea-
sure the cathode exhaust [33]. If there is a large amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) in
the exhaust gas, a high methanol oxidation reaction rate on the cathode can be con-
cluded, since CO2 is the product of the MOR. A problem of this measurement tech-
nique is the diffusion of CO2 from the anode side through the membrane. Therefore,
CO2 is always present in the cathode gas compartment, which has to be considered
in the analysis.
In several publications an overshoot of the cell voltage is measured if there is a sud-
den load step from a high current to a low current. In most cases the phenomenon
is discussed as an interaction between the relaxation of the ORR potential and the
methanol crossover building a mixed potential on the cathode side [38, 39, 25]. Thus,
in the experiments described here, the current interrupt technique was used to prove
the methanol tolerance of the RuSex catalyst with the reference electrode configu-
ration. Figure 5.5 shows the cathode potential relaxation of two different CCMs. A
current density of 0.1Acm−2 was applied before a fast circuit breaker opened the elec-
tric circuit and unload the cell. One CCM is prepared with Pt/C (CCM #4) as cathode
catalyst, while the other CCM is prepared with RuSex/C (CCM #3). Pt/Ru is used as
anode catalyst for both CCMs. The curve with the Pt catalyst shows an overshoot
behavior of the cathode potential (gray line), while the RuSex-based CCM does not
show such a behavior (black line). This indicates a high methanol tolerance of the
RuSex/C catalyst.
By taking a look on the transient cell voltage (Fig.5.6) of the RuSe-based CCM after
CI, which would be the only accessible information in case of an absent reference
electrode configuration, the conclusion of a methanol-tolerant catalyst could not be
drawn by this technique. The cell voltage shows an overshoot behavior in the voltage
relaxation. By means of the reference electrode configuration this overshoot of the
cell potential can be clearly attributed to an undershoot of the anode potential. This
measurement obviously shows the need of a reference electrode configuration.
Presently there are no scientific publications known, which report on monitoring of an
anode undershoot relaxation. From the measurements it can be concluded that on
the anode side at least two processes with different time constants are taking place
and competing with one another. The faster process is responsible for the anode
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Figure 5.5: The cathode polarization relaxation curve after current interruption (0.1Acm−2)
of a Pt-based electrode shows an overshoot behavior due to methanol crossover
that results in a cathodic mixed potential formation. The RuSex-based electrode
does not show such overshoot behavior, which can be interpreted as a positive
evidence of the methanol tolerance of this catalyst. (V̇MeOH,1M = 2mlmin−1,
V̇O2 = 12mlmin−1, Tcell = 81◦C)

potential decrease to low potentials (favorable for fuel cell application), the second
process dominates after some seconds (approx. 6 s) and forces the anode potential
to an adverse high potential.
The undershoot behavior of the anode relaxation curve leads to the conclusion that
the anode potential at steady state is at least 100mV higher as expected from theory.
Unfortunately, this assumption can not be proven with the used reference electrode
configuration because the absolute value of the REs are unknown. Here, a hydrogen
reference electrode is essential. The increased anode potential consequently results
in a low cell voltage even if a methanol tolerant catalyst is used. Figure 5.7 shows the
dependence of the anode potential relaxation on the load current and methanol con-
centration. Starting from a load current of 0.01Acm−2 and 0.04Acm−2 respectively,
the anode potential relaxation was measured with two different methanol concentra-
tions (0.5M and 3M ). The curves show clearly that a higher load current results in
larger undershoot. The relaxation curves with 0.5M methanol solution reach steady
state after approximately 14 s, while the relaxation curves with 3M methanol solution
do not reach steady state within 30 s. The reason of the undershoot can be poison-
ing effects of the anode by intermediates such as CH2OH, CHOH, CHO or CO
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described in [29, 25], coupled with a so far not investigated parasitic current on the
anode side.
Qualitative investigations of the anodic potential relaxation are made in the next sec-
tion (5.3) by numerical modeling that gives an explanation for the anode undershoot
behavior. To quantify the anode overpotential further fundamental electrochemical
investigations and analysis techniques such as e.g. gas chromatography and x-ray
adsorption spectroscopy have to be conducted, which was not scope of this work.

Figure 5.6: An undershoot behavior can be measured of the anode potential after current
interruption resulting in an overshoot behavior of the cell voltage. (RuSex catalyst,
V̇MeOH,1M = 2mlmin−1, V̇O2 = 12mlmin−1, Tcell = 81◦C).

5.2.3 Remarks to the Experimental Results

The performance of a selenium-modified ruthenium-based (RuSex) cathode catalyst
was investigated under real fuel cell conditions. Polarization curves and impedance
spectra of the RuSex catalyst based electrode show comparable cathode losses for
both hydrogen and methanol as fuel. In DMFC mode, the missing overshoot behavior
of the cathode potential after current interruption indicates the methanol tolerance of
the RuSex catalyst. Nevertheless, it was found that despite the methanol tolerance
of the cathode catalyst there is a large difference in the OCV depending on whether
methanol or hydrogen is used as fuel. The relaxation curve of the anode potential
shows a strong undershoot behavior (up to 100mV ) which reveals a large capabil-
ity for the kinetics improvement of the anode. It is assumed that there is a strong
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Figure 5.7: Amplitude and relaxation time of the undershoot of the anode potential de-
pends on load current as well as on methanol concentration (RuSex catalyst,
V̇MeOH,1M = 2mlmin−1, V̇O2 = 12mlmin−1, Tcell = 81◦C).

influence of CO poisoning (or other intermediates) on the anode potential that also
causes the lower OCV. A mathematical model presented in the next chapter can give
an insight into the dynamic processes of a DMFC and give an explanation of the mea-
sured phenomena. Due to the lack of reference electrodes in fuel cells the influence
of methanol crossover building a mixed potential (supposedly responsible for the low
OCV) is often overestimated in published dynamic DMFC measurements. The ex-
planation for the overshoot behavior of the cell voltage after load change is in most
cases completely referred to the methanol crossover which is not true. By means of
the reference electrode configuration it can be shown that the high anode potential
at steady state has a strong impact on the low cell voltage of a DMFC. Finally, it can
be concluded that a reference electrode configuration is necessary in order to distin-
guish losses of the anode and cathode for examining coupled phenomena, which is
not possible in half cell measurements often carried out for DMFC.
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5.3 Modeling Catalyst Poisoning and Mixed Potential
in a DMFC

5.3.1 Motivation and Literature Overview

The methanol oxidation reaction has been subject of a large number of studies in
recent years [40, 41, 42, 43]. Detailed electrochemical analysis revealed a complex
reaction mechanism, indicating the MOR as one of the most difficult tasks in the im-
provement of a direct methanol fuel cell. The slow anode kinetics lead not only to the
desired reaction product CO2 but also form adsorbed CO on the active sites, leading
to high activation overpotential for the methanol oxidation on a pure Pt electrode. This
indicates that pure platinum is not the best catalyst for fuel cell operation in the range
of room temperature to 70◦C. CO formed during dissociative adsorption on pure Pt
blocks a noticeable fraction of active sites within seconds. At electrode potentials be-
low 0.4V , Pt is not able to form OH-molecules for the further oxidation of CO to CO2,
therefore the electrode gets poisoned and the current generation comes to rest. A
catalyst for the MOR should be able to dissociate the C −H bond and provide by an
catalytic process some O-containing species to form CO2.
The presence of water in the anode compartment of a DMFC is not only required for
the dilution of the methanol to suppress fuel crossover, it is also needed as oxygen
donor for the CO oxidation, suggested by Gilman [44]. Unfortunately, below poten-
tials of 0.4−0.45V pure Pt is not able to dissociate water in a sufficient rate to provide
OH, which leads to high anode overpotential for the formation of CO2. General con-
sensus is found that the oxidation/adsorption of methanol or the removal of CO is the
rate-determining step depending on the applied potential. Gasteiger et al. [45] sug-
gest that the CO oxidation is the rate-determining step in the potential region between
0.4− 0.7V . IR spectroscopy indicates that CO indeed accumulates on the surface at
low potentials, since the water dissociation rate by Pt catalyst is too low.
Despite the problem of strong poisoning by adsorption products, Pt is the best cata-
lyst known for breaking C −H and O−H bonds in alcohol molecules. Therefore, the
research of binary and ternary catalysts based on platinum for a further oxidation of
the adsorbed CO has been paid a lot of attention. After meeting the first requirement
of a high activity towards water dissociation at low potentials, the co-catalyst must
also fulfill long-term stability in fuel cell conditions. At present, the most promising
anode catalyst is PtRu.
The reason for the enhanced methanol oxidation rate on PtRu can be explained by
the so called bi-functional mechanism [46]. The Pt catalyst oxidizes methanol to
CO and Ru dissociates water, forming adsorbed OH. Finally, following the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism the adsorbed CO reacts with adsorbed OH to CO2, whereby
surface diffusion of CO is assumed [47]. Besides the promoter effect of Ru through
the supply of OHads, there is experimental indication of additional effects of Ru on
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the overall reaction such as negative potential shift in the dissociative adsorption of
methanol and a lowering of the CO adsorption energy for the alloy [48, 49].

The problem of methanol crossover can hardly be solved as long as perfluorosul-
fonic acid membranes such as Nafion R© are used as separator between anode and
cathode compartment. The fact that hydration of protons is required for a proper ionic
conductivity and that water is needed for the methanol oxidation to CO2, necessitates
that water has always to be present in the anode compartment. Water and methanol
are interchangeable in the hydration and osmotic process because the free energy
of association with protons is approximately the same for both solvents. This in turn
leads to high methanol flux through the membrane causing mixed potential on the
cathode side.

In the literature, different DMFC models highlighting various physical and electro-
chemical aspects are published. Shivhare et al. [50] developed a simplified steady-
state anode model. The model is focused on the anode kinetics and therefore ac-
counts for the CO catalyst poisoning as well as for the water activation by the bi-
functional mechanism. The simulation results show that CO coverage does not play
an important role in the loss mechanism of the anode. Ge and Liu [51] developed a 3D
model subjected to mass transport processes in the channel, GDL and CL. The reac-
tion kinetics is modeled as a lumped Tafel approach without considering multi-steps
reaction and the influence of residues. A cathodic mixed potential is calculated by
the assumption of a leak current due to methanol crossover, implemented in the Tafel
equation by adding to the external load current. A similar model in 2D is presented by
Yang et al. [52]. The steady-state model from Liu and Wang [53] focused on mixed
potential and the influence of surface coverages of CO and OH only for the cathode.
Mass transport limitations are considered in the two-phase formulation. The anode
side is not regarded. The effect of pulsed-current load of a DMFC on the performance
is investigated by Vilar et al. [54]. Their dynamic model is reduced to the anode side,
subjected to a detailed bi-functional methanol oxidation kinetics. The model predicts
an undershoot relaxation that is attributed to a small electrical short-circuit though the
membrane. For simplification, the electrodes are not spatially resolved.

The fact of the low OCV of a DMFC measured with a methanol tolerant catalyst and
the transient response of the anode potential after current interruption, both presented
in the latter chapter, induce a closer look on the anode kinetics and its parasitic pro-
cesses. In the literature the presented cell-voltage overshoot is mostly attributed to
mixed potential on the cathode side. Therefore, the main research activities are fo-
cused on preventing methanol crossover and parasitic MOR on the cathode. Less
concentration is given on the dynamics of the anode kinetics. It is believed that
the bi-functional mechanism of a Pt-Ru alloy catalyst is sufficient for the oxidation
of methanol to CO and further to CO2 by a hydroxyl ion OH but the influence of oxy-
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gen crossover to an anode mixed potential has not been investigated so far. In spite
of a much lower oxygen flux through the membrane compared to the methanol flux,
the resulting parasitic ORR at the anode side can have a strong impact due to the
slow anode kinetics, intensified by partially blocked Pt-sites by CO.
In the following this phenomena is investigated by a new developed DMFC model.

5.3.2 Model Description

The present model is developed to investigate the coupled reaction mechanism of a
DMFC and therein associated voltage losses in the catalyst layers. The model ac-
counts for the crossover of (i) methanol from anode to cathode and (ii) oxygen from
cathode to anode. The reactant crossover results in parasitic internal currents which
finally are responsible for high overpotentials in both electrodes, so-called mixed po-
tentials, most evident at no-load condition in the open circuit voltage. A simplified and
general reaction mechanism for the MOR derived from a more complex mechanism
was selected [55, 56], that accounts for the coverage of active sites by intermediate
species occurring during the MOR. Additionally, the effect of oxygen crossover to the
anode side is implemented, which is a novel approach in DMFC modeling and not yet
reported in the appropriate literature.
The model describes a complete five-layer membrane electrode assembly (MEA),
with cathode gas diffusion layer (CGDL), cathode catalyst layer (CCL), membrane,
anode catalyst layer (ACL) and anode gas diffusion layer (AGDL), as depicted in
Fig. 5.8.
In this model performance losses are mainly addressed to electrochemical processes.
For simplification, the gas diffusion electrode is modeled as a homogeneous cata-
lyst layer, where details on the electrode morphology, i.e. agglomerate approach
[57, 58, 59, 60, 6], are neglected. Although under these assumptions mass trans-
port losses are not correctly represented, the model does not loose its significance
because the electrochemical phenomena such as mixed potential and catalyst poi-
soning are the determining loss mechanism in DMFCs [61].
Since the limiting current density of DMFCs is significantly lower compared to H2-
PEFCs on a two-phase flow description concerning liquid water in the cathodic porous
media and on CO2-bubble formation on the anode were passed.

Reaction Mechanism

The model description starts with the assumptions of the basic reaction processes
occurring in the electrodes.

Oxygen Reduction Reaction: The desired reaction in the CCL is the oxygen re-
duction reaction. The simplest description for its kinetics in acidic environment is a
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of a five-layer membrane electrode assembly. The solving variables
are denoted and their computational domains are marked by white arrows.

four-electron step mechanism after adsorption on an active site

O2 + (Pt)
kO2,ads

GGGGGGGGGGB
F GGGGGGGGGG

kO2,des

(Pt −O2) , (5.1)

(Pt −O2) + 4H+ + 4 e−
kORR

GGGGGGGGB
F GGGGGGGG 2H2O + (Pt) , (5.2)

where the reaction is catalyzed by platinum catalyst.
It is assumed that the ORR is not restricted to the CCL. A Nafion R©-based membrane
shows a low but not negligible gas permeability. This leads to the situation that a
small amount of dissolved oxygen diffuses through the membrane to the anode side,
where it also can be reduced on free Pt-sites following reaction 5.1 - 5.2.

Methanol Oxidation Reaction: It is widely accepted that during methanol oxidation
reaction, first methanol adsorbs on a Pt catalyst site and then oxidizes. Unfortunately,
methanol does not oxidize to CO2 in a single step. One intermediate of the reaction
is carbon monoxide CO that remains as residue on the catalyst site. The latter is
inactive for further reactions as long as the CO-adsorbate blocks the catalyst. This
phenomenon is called CO-poisoning. An appreciable blocking by other intermediates
such as CH2OH, CHOH, CHO, acting as catalyst poison, is not reported in the
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literature. Thus, the reaction of methanol to CO is assumed as rate-determining step

CH3OH + (Pt)
kM,ads

GGGGGGGGGGB
F GGGGGGGGGG

kM,des

(Pt − CH3OH) , (5.3)

(Pt − CH3OH)
kMOR

GGGGGGGGGB
F GGGGGGGGG

k′
MOR

(Pt − CO) + 4H+ + 4 e− . (5.4)

Ruthenium is mostly added to Pt as co-catalyst on the anode side to promote the
bi-functional mechanism, proposed by Watanabe and Motoo [62]. Fig. 5.9 gives an
illustration of the bi-functional MOR mechanism, described in subsection 5.3.1. It is
assumed that the catalytic activity of Pt for the MOR is at least two orders of magni-
tude higher then Ru. Therefore, the electro-oxidation of methanol on Ru is neglected.
A bi-functional catalyst, like Pt-Ru alloy catalyst, enhance the CO oxidation reaction
(COOR) [62]. The Ru catalyst activates water molecules to hydroxyl radicals (reac-
tion 5.5), which react with CO adsorbates to carbon dioxide CO2 (reaction 5.6). Here,
it is assumed that water preferentially adsorbs onto Ru-sites

H2O + (Ru)
kH2O,ox

GGGGGGGGGGGB
F GGGGGGGGGGG

kOH,red

(Ru −OH) +H+ + e− , (5.5)

and that the adsorbed OH species are mobile enough to reach the Pt-sites where
CO become oxidized

(Pt − CO) + (Ru −OH)
kCO,ox

GGGGGGGGGGA CO2 +H+ + e− + (Pt) + (Ru) . (5.6)

Due to the missing Ru catalyst in the cathode CL, reaction 5.5 is not present on the
cathode side.
A second possible reaction pathway is the heterogeneous oxidation of CO to CO2 in
case of accessible oxygen. This reaction pathway is often utilized in hydrogen PEFC
fed with reformat gas, where CO is present in the range of several ppm. In giving a
small amount of oxygen into the hydrogen reformat feed stream, the CO-poisoning
of the anode catalyst gets significantly reduced (known as oxygen bleeding) by a
heterogeneous oxidation reaction [63]. This reaction is also addressed in the model
for the CO adsorbate at the Pt-sites

2 (Pt − CO) +O2

kbleed
GGGGGGGGGA 2CO2 + (2Pt) . (5.7)

Without assuming this heterogeneous reaction, there is no possibility to clean the
Pt catalyst from CO on the cathode side, since no Ru catalyst is available to form
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OH-species for further oxidation. Consequently, the methanol oxidation on the cath-
ode would poison the active sites by-and-by until no current can be drawn from the
cell. Obviously this scenario does not occur in real DMFCs, confirming the assumed
reaction pathway 5.7.

Figure 5.9: Bi-functional mechanism of the methanol oxidation reaction on PtRu catalyst: (a)
electro-oxidation of methanol to carbon monoxide, (b) water activation forming
hydroxyl (OH) radicals, (c) electro-oxidation of CO by an OH-radical.

Governing Equations

The model based on a system of coupled partial differential equations, whereby conti-
nuity equations for eight variables have to be solved. The solving variables are oxygen
concentration cO2, methanol concentration cM , electronic potential Φe, protonic poten-
tial Φp and surface coverages of oxygen ΘO2, methanol ΘM , carbon monoxide ΘCO

and hydroxyl ions ΘOH .
The concentrations are defined in all five layers, the electronic potential is defined in
the electronic conductive regions (CLs and GDLs), the surface coverages are defined
in the CLs and the protonic potential is defined in the layers where ionomer is present,
namely the CLs and the membrane (denoted by white arrows in Fig. 5.8).

Reaction Rates: The volumetric reaction rates describe the conversion of the re-
actants and intermediates dependent on their kinetic parameters, coverages and ap-
plied overpotentials.

The oxygen reduction reaction can be described by Butler-Volmer kinetics, where
only adsorbed oxygen on the Pt-sites, expressed as ΘO2, takes part in the reaction

qORR = γc,a kORR e
73.2·103

R
( 1
353

− 1
T
) ΘO2

(
e

Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0
ORR

b∗ORR − e
−Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0

ORR
bORR

)
. (5.8)
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The temperature dependent Tafel slope for the ORR is defined as

b∗ORR =
(1− αORR) nORR F

R T
and bORR =

αORR nORR F

R T
, (5.9)

where αORR is the symmetry factor, nORR the number of transferred electrons, F the
Faraday constant, R the gas constant and T the temperature. Thus the assumed
oxygen reduction reaction depends on the reaction constant kORR, the Tafel slope of
the ORR, the reversible potential ΔΦ0

ORR of the ORR, the catalyst loading γc,a and
the applied overpotential, determined by Φe and Φp, which are the potentials in the
electronic and ionic conductive phase, respectively.
The reaction constant kORR as well as all following reaction constants ki are functions
of the catalyst type (CT), catalyst support (CS) and the active surface area (A), which
in turn depends on the loading and dispersion of the catalyst and the three-phase
boundary formation

ki = ki(CT,CS,A) . (5.10)

Therefore the published values differ strongly, depending on the electrode system and
preparation. In this model a simple constant is used merging all mentioned character-
istics. A semi-empirical adsorption isotherm, known as Frumkin isotherm, is assumed
for the description of the oxygen adsorption process in the catalyst layer. The Frumkin
isotherm takes the interaction between the adsorbed species into account

qO2,ads = γc,a kO2,ads (1−ΘO2 −ΘCO −ΘM) cO2 e
−g1 ΘO2 , (5.11)

where the dimensionless constant g1 is a measure of the mean interaction energy
(attraction constant). Adsorption only takes place at free catalyst sites, expressed as
(1−∑

i

Θi).

It is assumed that methanol oxidizes in a four-electron step mechanism to CO, pref-
erentially on Pt-sites. This leads to a Butler-Volmer expression

qMOR = γc,a k
∗
MOR ΘM e

Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0
MOR

b∗MOR − γc,a k
′
MOR ΘCO e

−Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0
MOR

bMOR , (5.12)

where
k∗

MOR = kMOR e−
98.3·103

R T , (5.13)

ΘM and ΘCO is the methanol and carbon monoxide surface coverage, respectively,
b∗MOR = (1−αMOR) nMOR F

R T
and bMOR = αMOR nMOR F

R T
are the Tafel slopes of the MOR. The

values of the reversible potential of the MOR ΔΦ0
MOR, the symmetry factor αMOR and

the reaction rates (kMOR, k
′
MOR) are listed in Table 5.2.
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Again, the methanol adsorption is expressed as Frumkin isotherm

qM,ads = γc,a kM,ads (1−ΘO2 −ΘCO −ΘM) cM e−g2 ΘM − γc,a kM,des ΘM eg2 ΘM , (5.14)

where kM,ads and kM,des are the rate constants for the adsorption and desorption pro-
cess.

The hydroxyl ion formation onto Ru catalysts, also called water activation, is cou-
pled with an electron transfer, which can also be expressed by the Butler-Volmer
expression

qact = k∗
H2O,ox (1−ΘOH) e

Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0
OH

b∗act − k∗
OH,red ΘOH e

−Φe−Φp−ΔΦ0
OH

bact , (5.15)

where
k∗
H2O,ox = kH2O,ox e

− 73.6·103
R T (5.16)

k∗
OH,red = kOH,red e−

25.4·103
R T (5.17)

are the temperature dependent rate constants for the forward and reverse reaction,
respectively, ΔΦ0

OH is the equilibrium potential, b∗act =
(1−αact) nact F

R T
and bact =

αact nact F
R T

are the Tafel slopes of the water activation reaction. The adsorption process of water
prior to the activation is not explicitly modeled, valid for fast adsorption rates.

A Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism is assumed for the CO oxidation by hydroxyl
ions, which strongly depends on the potential modeled with a simple Tafel expression

qCOOR = k∗
CO,ox ΘCO ΘOH e

ΔΦ0
COOR−(Φe−Φp)

bCOOR , (5.18)

where
k∗
CO,ox = kCO,ox e

− 12.6·103
R T (5.19)

is the reaction rate constant, bCOOR = (1−αCOOR) nCOOR F
R T

the corresponding Tafel slope
and ΔΦ0

COOR the equilibrium potential.

The heterogeneous oxidation of CO with O2 is modeled according to a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism

qbleed = kbleed ΘO2 (ΘCO)
2 e(−

90·103
RT

) , (5.20)

where an Arrhenius expression with a reaction rate constant kbleed is chosen to count
for the temperature dependance.
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Oxygen Concentration: Oxygen enters the five-layer MEA at the cathode GDL,
diffuses to the cathode catalyst layer, where it dissolves into the ionomer to reach the
active sites for the ORR. If not all oxygen is consumed in the cathode CL, that means
there is an oxygen concentration unequal to zero at the interface CL ↔ membrane,
the dissolved oxygen can diffuse through the membrane forced by a concentration
gradient between cathode and anode CL.
The oxygen flux in gaseous jgO2

and dissolved phase jdO2
is modeled by simple Fick’s

diffusion

jg,dO2
= −Deff,Ω

O2

LΩ

∂cg,dO2

∂y
, (5.21)

where Deff,Ω
O2

is the effective diffusion coefficient in domain Ω

Deff,Ω
O2

=

{
Dg

O2
((1− s)εΩO2

)1.5( T
353

)1.5 if Ω = CGDL ∧ CCL ,

Dd
O2

if Ω = Mem ∧ ACL .
(5.22)

LΩ denotes the thickness of the layer Ω since the model domains are normalized to
one. In the porous media a Bruggeman expression accounts for the reduced diffu-
sion pathway by the solid matrix and water saturation. Since the diffusion process
of dissolved oxygen in the ionomer is of several magnitudes slower than for gaseous
oxygen in the open gas pores, the oxygen diffusion in the CL is modeled only in
gaseous phase. The local distributed gaseous oxygen cgO2

in the CL is converted to
the dissolved oxygen concentration cdO2

by Henry’s law

cdO2
= H cgO2

, (5.23)

where H is the Henry constant.
Taking the oxygen adsorption process and the heterogeneous CO-oxidation into ac-
count, mass balance equation yields

∂jg,dO2

∂y
= LΩ (qΩO2

− εΩO2

∂cg,dO2

∂t
) (5.24)

whereas the sink terms are defined only in the catalyst layers

qΩO2
=

{ −qO2,ads − qbleed if Ω = CCL ∧ ACL ,
0 if else ,

(5.25)

and εΩO2
is the fraction of space accessible for the oxygen in layer Ω. The accumulation

term in the CCL accounts only for the gaseous oxygen concentration, i.e. εΩO2
= εΩp . In

the membrane and ACL εΩO2
is the ionomer fraction and pore space, since oxygen is

dissolved in the water and ionomer in these domains.
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Methanol Concentration: The anode is fed with methanol via the anode GDL,
from where methanol has to diffuse towards the anode catalyst layer, reaching active
sites. Due to the use of an aqueous methanol solution, a concentration discontinu-
ity between methanol in the secondary pores and in the primary pores is neglected.
Methanol crossover is assumed in the case of a finite methanol concentration at the
interface ACL ↔ membrane. The methanol flux jM is modeled by Fick’s diffusion and
forced by the electro-osmotic drag

jM = −Deff,Ω
M

LΩ

∂cM
∂y

− jp αdrag

F
, (5.26)

with the electro-osmotic drag coefficient

αdrag =
2.5λ

22
ζ , (5.27)

where
ζ =

cM
(1−cM ) vM

vH2O
+ cM

(5.28)

accounts for the fraction of methanol in the aqueous solution dragged by the protons
instead of water molecules. In the transport equation, Deff,Ω

M is the effective diffusion
coefficient of methanol, jp the local current density, αdrag the electro-osmotic drag
coefficient, λ = 22 the water content (water molecules per sulphonic acid sites) of
a fully hydrated ionomer and vi the molar volume of species i. Again a Bruggeman
correction term is used for the effective diffusion coefficient

Deff,Ω
M =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ε1.5i DM if Ω = CCL ∧ Mem ,

(εi + εp)
1.5 DM if Ω = ACL ,

ε1.5p DM if Ω = AGDL ,

(5.29)

Methanol mass conservation equation can be expressed by

∂jM
∂y

= LΩ (qΩM − εΩM
∂cM
∂t

) , (5.30)

where the sink terms are only defined in the catalyst layers

qΩM =

{
qM,ads if Ω = CCL ∧ ACL ,
0 if else , (5.31)

and εΩM is the volume fraction in layer Ω where methanol is present.
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Surface Coverage: The transient surface coverage of O2, MeOH, CO onto Pt and
OH onto Ru are described by ordinary differential Eqs. 5.32 to 5.35:

ΓPt
∂ΘO2

∂t
= +qO2,ads − qORR , (5.32)

ΓPt
∂ΘMeOH

∂t
= +qM,ads + qMOR , (5.33)

ΓPt
∂ΘCO

∂t
= −qCOOR − 2 qbleed − qMOR , (5.34)

ΓRu
∂ΘOH

∂t
= + qact − qCOOR , (5.35)

where Γi is the active site density of catalyst i.

Electronic and Protonic Potential: Ohm’s law is used for the description of the
charge flux

jp/e = ∓
σeff,Ω
p/e

LΩ

∂Φp/e

∂y
, (5.36)

where the subscript p/e stands for protons and electrons. The ionic conductivity of the
ionomer σp is a strong function of the water content for which Springer et al. [1] has
found an analytical expression (Eq. 5.37). Since the water content is not calculated
in the model a constant value of 22 is assumed, that corresponds to an equilibrium
value of a saturated membrane in liquid environment which is fulfilled in the anode
compartment fed with aqueous methanol solution

σeff,Ω
p = (εΩi )

1.5(0.514λ− 0.326) e1268 (
1

303
− 1

T
) with λ = 22 . (5.37)

A Bruggeman correction accounts for the ionomer fraction εΩi in layer Ω.
The charge balance equation reads

∂jp/e
∂y

= LΩ (qΩp/e + CDL
∂(Φe − Φp)

∂t
) , (5.38)

where qΩp/e are the volumetric charge transfer rates defined as

qΩp/e =

{
F (4 qORR + 4 qMOR + qCOOR + qact) if Ω = CCL ∧ ACL
0 if else , (5.39)

and CDL is the double layer capacity that accounts for dis-/charge current when the
Galvani potential changed.
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Boundary conditions

The following boundary conditions are chosen for the boundary value problem:

Oxygen concentration cgO2
: A fix oxygen concentration at the outer surface of the

cathode GDL is assumed, calculated by the ideal gas law at atmospheric pressure
(p = 1.01325 · 105Pa)

cgO2
[−1] =

p

RT
. (5.40)

Oxygen dissolves into the hydrated ionomer within the cathode CL, described by
Henry’s law, where it can react on active sites or diffuse towards the anode. If not all
oxygen is reduced at the cathode and anode CL, respectively, a Cauchy-type bound-
ary condition is chosen for the outflow

jdO2
[3] = ΩO2 c

d
O2
[3] . (5.41)

Methanol concentration cM : Similar boundary conditions are chosen for the methanol
concentration as for the oxygen concentration. Depending on the molarity of aqueous
methanol solution, a defined concentration is assumed at the anode inlet

cM [4] = cmolarity
M . (5.42)

Not oxidized methanol can leave the cathode CL

jM [0] = ΩM cM [0] . (5.43)

Electronic potential Φe: Like in the experiments the simulated DMFC is operated
in potentiostatic mode. Thus, the cathode potential is set to the cell voltage Ucell on
the outer surface of the CGDL

Φe[−1] = Ucell , (5.44)

and the anode potential is set to zero

Φe[4] = 0 . (5.45)

Protonic potential Φp: Since the protons are not allowed to penetrate into the GDLs
on the cathode and anode side, their fluxes are taken to zero at the interfaces CL ↔
GDL

∂Φp[0]

∂y
=

∂Φp[3]

∂y
= 0 . (5.46)
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Numerical Details

The governing equations are solved using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM, a commercial
software package based on finite element methods. A direct Linear System Solver
(UMFPACK) and quadratic Lagrange polynomials as test functions are used. The
solver is allowed to take free time steps. The five model domains are discretized with
non-uniform grid of 611 elements whereas the interface regions between the domains
are meshed with smaller elements.

5.3.3 Simulation Results

The aim of this DMFC model is to give an explanation of the experimental results
presented in the previous subsection 5.2.2. The simulation results reproduce qualita-
tively the effects of mixed potentials which in turn can explain the observed behavior
of the dynamic anode potential relaxation at various operating conditions. The model
prediction of this dynamic behavior indicates that the impacts of multi-step reactions,
bi-functional mechanism and mixed potential formation are essential in DMFC mod-
eling.

Polarization Curves

Before the dynamic simulations with a methanol tolerant RuSex catalyst get dis-
cussed, a short excursion to steady-state simulations of polarization curves is given,
whereby a non-methanol tolerant catalyst such as platinum is assumed as cathode
catalyst. This means, that the same activity of the anode and cathode catalyst to-
wards MOR is assumed, likewise for the activity towards the ORR but certainly with
a higher value than for the MOR. If nothing else is stated all shown results in this
chapter are simulated at a temperature of 81◦C.
Simulated polarization curves of both electrodes and the cell voltage are plotted in
Fig. 5.10. Even though the theoretical values of 1.23V and 21mV are used as equilib-
rium potential of the ORR and MOR in the model, the voltage-current curve starts with
an OCV of about 640mV , highlighting the drastic influence of mixed potentials. The
cell voltage shows an exponential decline in the activation controlled region, that can
be completely attributed to the characteristics of the anode overpotential. The anode
overpotential shows an offset of 130mV at no-load condition, which is about 110mV
above the theoretical value, affected by a parasitic ORR due to oxygen crossover. A
strong mass transport controlled region is visible at about 0.23Acm−2.
The cathode overpotential shows a nontypical linear function of current density with
a slight slope and an offset of 420mV at OCV. This result shows that the cathode
suffers strongly by a parasitic internal current due to methanol crossover. An expla-
nation for this nontypical cathode behavior can be given by the schematic depicted in
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Figure 5.10: Simulated polarization curves of the anode and cathode predict mixed potential
formation on both electrodes resulting in a low OCV of the voltage-current curve.
An exponential increase of the cathode overpotential with current density is not
observable.

Fig. 5.11(a). The three dashed curves show the typical exponential characteristics of
the cathode overpotential with current generation for different fixed parasitic currents.
The fact of a parasitic MOR on the cathode needs an ORR to counterbalance the
involved charge generation, hence the cathode is under load even no external current
is drawn. The largest overpotential is observed for the blue curve due to the high
parasitic current. Since the parasitic current is a function of the methanol crossover
which decreases with increasing methanol consumption on the anode, the apparent
cathode overpotential (red curve) has to be between the blue curve (low current →
high fuel crossover) and the black curve (high current → no crossover) depending on
the external drawn cell current. Thus the typical exponential shape of the cathode
overpotential is lost for such conditions. Measurements published by Eccarius et al.
[64] approve such cathode characteristics (Fig. 5.11(b)).
The reduced OCV and the low performance of the DMFC with the platinum cathode
catalyst can be analyzed by the potential and methanol distribution within the fuel cell,
plotted in Fig. 5.12 and 5.13. It is shown that at open circuit condition the potential dif-
ference between the anodic electronic potential Φe

a and protonic potential Φp is much
higher than the theoretical value of 21mV . The discrepancy between the expected
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(a) Schematic of the cathode overpotential under load for
different constant parasitic currents. The apparent cath-
ode overpotential accounts for the change off parasitic
currents under different load conditions.

(b) Measured cathode losses for different molarities (2 M,
0.5 M, 0.25 M) published by S. Eccarius (taken from [64])
approve the linear characteristics of the cathode overpo-
tential.

Figure 5.11: The cathode overpotential shows a nontypical linear function of current density
due to high parasitic MOR on the cathode depending on the load conditions.
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theoretical value and the simulation results is caused by a small oxygen crossover to
the anode where a parasitic reduction reaction takes place. In case of a hydrogen
PEFC this small amount of oxygen would not lead to a noteworthy anode overpo-
tential since the hydrogen electrode is hardly polarizable. But for the slow methanol
oxidation reaction this small parasitic reduction current deteriorates the electrode po-
tential to almost 120mV . Because the electronic potential Φe

a is set to zero at the
surface of the anode GDL by the boundary condition (like it is done in the experiment
by the potentiostat) the protonic potential falls to negative values relative to Φe

a. The
higher activation losses can be assigned to the cathode. Due to the high electrical
conductivity of the GDL and carbon support in the CL the potential gradient (∇Φe)
across these layers can not be seen in this figure. At the highest current density of
0.2Acm−2 a small ohmic drop is observable across the membrane.

Figure 5.12: Simulated potential distribution across the membrane electrode assembly. Both
the parasitic methanol oxidation on the cathode and the parasitic oxygen reduc-
tion on the anode lead to a reduced cell voltage.

The methanol concentration across the cell as a function of the current density is
visualized in Fig. 5.13(a). It shows that methanol is completely oxidized in the cath-
ode CL. Due to the high mass transport limitation of methanol in the anode GDL the
methanol crossover to the cathode side decreases with increasing current density.
According to this Fig. 5.13(b) depicts the decreasing parasitic MOR on the cathode
side with increasing load. The plot highlights that the MOR takes place within the first
10% of the CCL at the interface to the membrane due to the high overpotential for the
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MOR present on the cathode side.

(a) Methanol concentration profile within the fuel cell as a
function of the current density.

(b) Methanol completely oxidizes within the first 10% of
the CCL due to the extremely high consumption rate at
high overpotential.

Figure 5.13: The methanol crossover and hence the parasitic MOR on the cathode side
decreases with increasing current density due to mass transport limitation of
methanol in the anode GDL.
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In Fig. 5.14 the polarization curves of a DMFC based on a high methanol-tolerant
cathode catalyst such as RuSex are plotted. It is assumed that the activity of the
RuSex catalyst towards MOR is several magnitudes smaller than the activity of a Pt
catalyst (kRuSe

MOR = 10−9 kPt
MOR), but unequal to zero. Additionally, it is well known and

thus considered in the simulation, that the RuSex catalyst shows a relative low activity
for the ORR compared to Pt. The model parameter used for the simulations in this
section are listed in Table 5.2.
The exponential shape of the cathode overpotential shows that there is little parasitic
MOR at this electrode, contrary to the case with the Pt catalyst (see Fig.5.10). Never-
theless, the assumed low activity of the RuSex catalyst for the ORR leads to a steep
increase in the cathode overpotential when an external cell current is drawn, which in
turn leads to comparable performance of a non methanol-tolerant catalyst with high
activity for the ORR such as platinum. The assumed small parasitic methanol ox-
idation on the cathode catalyst together with the fact of a lowered activity towards
ORR (compared to Pt) results in a significant cathode mixed potential formation. Both
mixed potentials on anode and cathode leads to the low OCV of 620mV at 60◦C.
Measured OCVs at different temperatures show an increase with temperature, de-
picted in Fig. 5.15. The same characteristic is also given by the model. The simulated
OCVs predict a slight offset of about 20mV , towards higher cell voltages compared to
the experimental data. Although the kinetic model parameters are not well adjusted
(fitted) to experimental data, the temperature dependancy shows a good agreement
since the temperature is a sensitive parameter involved in all Arrhenius approaches.
The OCV is nearly independent on methanol concentration.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated polarization curves with RuSex as cathode catalyst. Due to the
methanol tolerance of RuSex the cathode overpotential shows an exponential
increase with current, contrary to the overpotential with Pt catalyst shown in
Fig. 5.10.

Figure 5.15: Comparison of the simulated and measured OCV at different temperatures. The
simulation predicts the measured increase of OCV with increasing temperature,
but with a small shift 20mV towards higher voltages.
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Dynamic Simulations

A further benchmark for the developed model is to reproduce the measured transient
response of the anode and cathode potential in a qualitative manner. The overshoot
of the cathode potential observed with a Pt-based cathode catalyst should vanish for
a methanol-tolerant catalyst like it was measured for RuSex (see Fig. 5.5), whereby
the anode undershoot is present for both CCMs. The simulated characteristics of
the anode undershoot behavior on switching to no-load should depend on the load
current and the inlet methanol concentration like it was measured in the experiment.
This is in summary:

• The magnitude of the anode potential undershoot increases with increasing load
current density from 0.01 to 0.03Acm−2 in the measurement. No difference is vis-
ible between 0.03 and 0.04Acm−2, indicating that a kind of asymptotic behavior
is reached at higher currents (Fig. 5.16(a)).

• The undershoot increases with increasing methanol concentration (Fig. 5.16(b)),
combined with longer relaxation times.

(a) A higher load before current interruption
leads to a larger anode potential undershoot,
whereby a saturation is reached at 0.04Acm−2.

(b) A higher methanol concentration also leads
to an enlarged undershoot behavior with larger
relaxation times.

Figure 5.16: Measured relaxation curves of the anode polarization for different load current
and molarity are shown. Since the change in molarity effects also the reference
potential, the steady-state anode potentials are normalized to zero for compari-
son of their transients.

In Fig. 5.17 the simulated relaxation curves of the anode and cathode potential to-
gether with the cell voltage is shown for both cathode catalysts, Pt and RuSex. The
anode undershoot is identical for both cases, indicating that the cathode catalyst does
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not impact the anode side. The cathode overpotential shows a small undershoot in
case of Pt catalyst due to methanol crossover which in turn results in parasitic cur-
rents. The overpotential with the oxygen-selective RuSex catalyst shows a slow tran-
sient without an undershoot. Steady-state is not reached with 35 s. The simulated
characteristics are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 5.17: Potential relaxation curve of the cathode and anode from a load current of
0.2Acm−2. The cathode overpotential with platinum as cathode catalyst differs
significantly from the overpotential with RuSex catalyst.

In Fig. 5.18(a) simulated anode potential relaxation curves for different load currents
are shown. In agreement with the measurements the magnitude of the anode un-
dershoot first increases with the load current and finally ends up in an asymptotic
behavior for higher currents. The time to reach equilibrium also increases with the
load current.
In Fig. 5.18(b) the anode polarization relaxation after CI at 0.1Acm−2 is shown for
different molarities. The anode overpotentials under load vary slightly for different
molarities. After CI the undershoot to the lowest anode potential is observed for the
highest molarity that ends with the longest relaxation time at the lowest steady-state
level. The magnitude of the undershoots are among each other comparable which is
not in agreement with the experimental data.

An explanation of the presented anode potential relaxation can be given by mixed
potential formation combined with CO catalyst poisoning depicted in Fig. 5.19. Under
load the OH promotion on the Ru-sites is sufficient for the further oxidation of CO
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(a) The minima of anode relaxation curves for
different load currents predict an asymptotic
saturation for higher currents.

(b) Dependancy of the anode potential relax-
ation curve on the inlet methanol concentration.
The higher molarity improves the steady-state
potential.

Figure 5.18: The impact of the load current and methanol molarities on the transient response
after CI is analyzed.

to CO2 because the electrode potential is high enough to dissociate water. Thus the
OH surface coverage is about 27% and the CO surface coverage is about 48%. After
current interruption the anode electrode potential first remains stable for some mil-
liseconds due to double layer discharging, than decrease to low values. With a small
time delay the OH surface coverage decreases too. At this point the bi-functional
mechanism comes to rest and thus the CO coverage increases, leading to a strong
catalyst poisoning that makes the electrode potential very sensitive to a parasitic oxy-
gen reduction reaction. Thus, after approx. 3 s the potential increases again.
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Figure 5.19: The anode undershoot behavior is caused by the dynamic change of the CO
adsorbate in the anode catalyst layer. The high poisoning at no-load condition
leads to mixed potential formation due to a low parasitic ORR on the anode side.
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Local Analysis

The advantage of using such a detailed kinetic model is to provide the opportunity
to determine the local conditions within the fuel cell such as surface coverage of ad-
sorbed intermediates, concentrations and potentials. In the following a local analysis
of the transients of certain solving variables after a current interruption from a current
density of 0.1Acm−2 for a Pt-cathode catalyst is made.
Fig. 5.20 shows the transients of the distributed methanol ΘM and hydroxyl ion ΘOH

surface coverage in the anode catalyst layer. Under load (t = −10 s . . . 0 s) the
methanol coverage is nearly homogeneous within the ACL at a value of 0.5, with
a small increase in the region of the membrane interface (Fig. 5.20(a)). This increase
at the interface can be attributed to the oxygen crossover, discussed in the next sec-
tion. A relative smooth transient to a lower value of 0.1 is observed after current
interruption (t>0), except at the membrane interface. Steady-state is reached after
about 25 s. At no-load condition the coverage at the membrane interface increases
from 0.68 to 0.83, leading to a steep gradient near the interface. This increase in-
dicates an insufficient adsorption rate of methanol under load. The coverage of OH
on the Ru-sites shows a very homogeneous distribution within the ACL (Fig. 5.20(b)),
with a value of about 0.19 under load. The coverage decreases rapidly within 3 s to
almost zero when turning to no-load because the water dissociation rate at low anode
overpotential is insufficient to maintain a high coverage.

(a) After current interruption the methanol cov-
erage decreases from about 0.5 to 0.1 within
25 s due to CO poisoning.

(b) A low and homogeneous coverage of OH-
species of about 0.19 is observed before CI, de-
creasing rapidly at no-load condition.

Figure 5.20: Transients of the surface coverage of methanol and OH-species on the an-
ode after current interruption show an insufficient bi-functional mechanism of
the MOR, observable in a vanishing OH-coverage at OCV.

The phenomena of the steep gradient of methanol coverage near the membrane in-
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terface can be explained by the coverage of carbon monoxide. Figure 5.21 shows the
lapse of the carbon monoxide at the cathode and anode. A low coverage is observed
on the cathode side near the membrane interface. The coverage on the cathode is al-
most stable in time after CI, indicating a relative constant parasitic MOR independent
on the load conditions as long as no methanol mass transport limitation is present
on the anode side. Since on the cathode the heterogeneous reaction with oxygen is
the only process for a further oxidation of the adsorbed CO to CO2, the assumed rate
constant of this reaction has a strong influence on the degree of CO-poisoning of the
CCL. Here, a sufficient rate constant is assumed to prevent a high catalyst blocking.
This assumption could be too conservative, because the impact of catalyst poisoning
might even be underestimated and could lead to a deteriorated electrode potential.
Thus, measuring surface coverages by special in-situ characterization techniques is
essential to adjust the rate constant. On the anode side the same heterogeneous
reaction is allowed for oxygen permeating through the membrane. Therefore, a steep
decrease of ΘCO is observed near the membrane interface which in turn leads to free
Pt-sites for the adsorption of methanol, establishing the increasing ΘM . The coverage
of CO slowly increases after CI within the electrode, since as already mentioned not
sufficient OH-ions are provided from the Ru-sites at low overpotentials. The anode
catalyst gets poisoned.

Figure 5.21: Transients of the CO-coverage after CI. The CO-coverage on the anode raises
from 0.5 to 0.9. The small CO-coverage on the cathode side at the interface to
the membrane is hardly influenced by the CI.

The consumption of methanol due to the MOR is depicted in Fig. 5.22(a). A ho-
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mogeneous MOR with a small increase near the membrane interface is shown in
agreement with the distribution of ΘM (see Fig. 5.20(a)), indicating a constant over-
potential within the CL. After CI, the reaction stopped abruptly in the ACL, except for
a small region near the membrane interface where the MOR has to counterbalance
the still present parasitic ORR.
The parasitic MOR on the cathode side is depicted in Fig. 5.22(b). It shows that
methanol is oxidized within the first 10% of the catalyst layer with a high rate, in-
creasing after CI due to increasing methanol crossover, depicted in Fig. 5.23(a)). The
distribution of the methanol concentration within the fuel cell shows clearly that a high
methanol permeability of the membrane in combination with a low methanol diffusivity
in the GDL results in a relative low methanol concentration in the ACL, even at no load
condition. Hence, it can be concluded that a DMFC anode always suffers from mass
transport limitations.

(a) The simulation predicts a nearly homoge-
neous methanol consumption within the anode
catalyst layer except near the membrane inter-
face where an increase is observed due to oxy-
gen crossover.

(b) A very high parasitic current within the first
10% of the cathode CL is observed. After CI the
parasitic current droped followed by an asymp-
totic increase.

Figure 5.22: The time evolution of the methanol consumption in the anode and cathode cat-
alyst layer due to the MOR after current interruption at time t = 0 s is shown.

The transient oxygen consumption by the ORR after CI within the CCL is depicted
in Fig. 5.23(b). Under load a minimum of qORR is observed at the interface to the
membrane due to the reduced number of active sites which are not blocked by CO
(see Fig. 5.21). The minimum of qORR is also present near the membrane inter-
face at no-load condition. Directly after current interruption, the ORR shows a sharp
decline, followed by a smooth increase. This increase is caused by counterbalanc-
ing the increasing parasitic MOR due to increasing methanol crossover as already
shown before in Fig.5.23(a). A comparison of the oxygen consumption before (around
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750molm−3s−1) and after CI (around 430molm−3s−1) at steady-state shows the high
parasitic current at OCV.

(a) Methanol concentration distribution within
the cell after CI. Only a slight increase of
methanol crossover is predicted, since the
methanol distribution is governed by the para-
sitic MOR on the cathode throughout the exper-
iment.

(b) An increase of the ORR is observed af-
ter CI to counterbalance the parasitic MOR on
the cathode side. The ORR is nearly homo-
geneous distributed in the CL with a small de-
cline near the membrane interface due to CO-
blocking.

Figure 5.23: Switching to no-load conditions leads to an increase of the methanol crossover
and hence to an increase of the parasitic MOR that has to be counterbalanced
in the CCL by the ORR.

By using a methanol tolerant cathode catalyst such as RuSex the electrochemical
conditions on the anode side are not affected, as shown in Fig. 5.17 for the an-
ode overpotential. But taking a look on the cathode a completely different situation
is predicted by the model with regard to the methanol distribution and the resultant
methanol and oxygen surface coverages.
In Fig. 5.24 the methanol concentration distribution within the cell is depicted, show-
ing a considerable amount of methanol in the cathode CL since the ORR selective
catalyst oxidizes hardly methanol. Thus the methanol concentration in the CCL is de-
termined by the boundary condition of methanol towards the gas diffusion layer. An
arbitrary mass transport coefficient is used in the formulation of a Cauchy boundary
condition that could be identify for the model validation by measuring the methanol
concentration in the cathode exhaust by mass spectroscopy or gas chromatography
(not done in this work).
Since the adsorption process of methanol on the RuSex catalyst is still allowed with
only a marginal charge transfer reaction, a large fraction of the catalyst sites can be
blocked by adsorbed methanol molecules in case of fast adsorption rates and bind-
ing energies. For the oxygen this would imply a lowered amount of accessible active
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Figure 5.24: Transient of the methanol concentration within the fuel cell after CI. The ORR se-
lective RuSex catalyst leads to a non-vanishing concentration in the CCL, whose
value is determined by the outflow boundary condition.

sites. Thus the choice of the involved constants for the ad-/desorption process is
critical for modeling the cathode performance. Thus, it has to be emphasized again
that in-situ characterization techniques regarding the investigation of adsorbates are
essential for parameter extraction by inverse modeling.
In the presented simulations the involved constants for the ad-/desorption processes
are chosen under the assumption that the catalyst sites are mainly occupied by oxy-
gen at no-load condition. As already mentioned, this strong assumption has to be
proven by experimental measurements of surface coverages. The simulated tran-
sient of the oxygen coverage on the cathode after current interruption is plotted in
Fig. 5.25(a). At 100mAcm−2 the oxygen coverage has a value of 0.6, homogeneously
distributed in the CL and after CI ΘO2 increases to nearly 1. This shows that under
load the consumption of oxygen by the ORR is too fast for the adsorption process to
maintain the coverage in the range of 1. Under load methanol adsorbs on the free
RuSex sites, shown in Fig.5.25(b).

5.3.4 Remarks to the DMFC model

The aim of the presented model was to find an interpretation of the so far unexplained
anode undershoot, shown in the experimental subsection 5.2.2. For this purpose a
time-dependent complex fuel cell model based on a system of coupled PDEs de-
scribing the physical and electrochemical processes was developed. Essential for
this model is the description of the anode kinetic by using a bi-functional mechanism,
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(a) The oxygen coverage increases after CI to
almost 1.0.

(b) The adsorbed methanol gets suppressed by
oxygen after CI.

Figure 5.25: The transient surface coverage of oxygen and methanol on the RuSex catalyst
shows a homogeneous distribution within the CCL.

which can lead to CO-poisoning in case of a too slow OH-supply. This assumption
alone is not sufficient for the prediction of an anode potential undershoot since the
anode has to be under load even if no external current is drawn. Accounting for a
low oxygen crossover through the membrane seems to be obvious but is so far not
described in the literature. The simulations show that a small amount of oxygen on
the anode is actually enough for deteriorate the anode potential.
The description of the kinetics by means of exponential functions (Butler-Volmer ap-
proach) leads to a highly non-linear PDE system, that is numerically not easy to be
solved. Since the simulations show that certain solving variables are nearly constant
in y-position within the model domain and therefore do not have to be spatially re-
solved, the complexity of the model can be reduced.
Some kinetic parameters as used for the new approaches presented here are not
described in the scientific literature. Therefore some parameters of the model had to
be assumed.
At current status the model does not enforce the claims of an exact prediction of
the operating state of a DMFC since there is a lack of information in experimental
data for the model validation. Nevertheless the model identifies the determining loss
mechanism of a DMFC:

• mixed potential formation on both electrodes and the resulting low OCV ,

• poisoning effects of the catalyst layers and their dynamic effects on the electrode
potentials .

The model predicts qualitative the characteristics of the polarization curves, the tem-
perature dependent OCV and the potential relaxation curve after CI. Further experi-
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mental results are necessary for model validation, in particular information about sur-
face coverages of the intermediates is required, since they have a strong influence on
the electrode polarization. The measured interrelationship of the steady-state current
and overpotential is not sufficient for the validation of such a complex model, as the
following two examples explain::

1. In the present simulation the poor performance of the methanol-tolerant RuSex-
catalyst is explained by the lower catalytic activity towards the ORR compared
to platinum. On the basis of this simulation results the poor performance of
the RuSex catalyst could also be explained by strong poisoning effects. In
case of high adsorption rates of methanol or high binding energies of adsorbed
methanol molecules on the methanol-tolerant catalyst, the cathode catalyst can
get blocked by methanol leading to less accessible active sites for the ORR.
Thus, in-situ measurement techniques such as spectroscopy techniques like
x-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS), fourier-transformations-IR-spectroscopy
(FTIR) or Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectroscopy (DEMS) have to be
applied to get more detailed information about reaction mechanism, reaction
rates and surface coverages.

2. A second negative effect of the preferable reduced parasitic MOR on a methanol
tolerant catalyst is the changed water management. Due to the reduced cathode
losses the electrode temperature would be several Kelvin lower than for the Pt
catalyst. Therefore a higher water saturation in the electrode may be expected,
leading to higher mass transport limitation. This process is not implemented in
the model but might be of higher importance in real experiments.

For a better parameter extraction the next step should be the application of the model
towards the simulation of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
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5.3.5 Nomenclature and Parameter List

Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Ref.

Solving variables

cM methanol concentration molm−3 -
cd,gO2

oxygen concentration (dissolved,
gaseous)

molm−3 -

ΘCO surface coverage of carbon monox-
ide

- -

ΘM surface coverage of methanol - -
ΘO2 surface coverage of oxygen - -
ΘOH surface coverage of hydroxyl ions - -
Φe electronic potential V -
Φp protonic potential V -

Physical constants

F Faraday constant 96485 Cmol−1 -
R gas constant 8.314 J K−1mol−1 -

Structural values

LCL CL thickness 20 · 10−6 m measured
LGDL GDL thickness 430 · 10−6 m measured
LMem membrane thickness 180 · 10−6 m measured
εCL
O2

volume fraction of open pores in CL 0.25 - [65, 58]
εGDL
O2

volume fraction of open pores in
GDL

0.74 - [66]

εCL
i volume fraction of ionomer in CL 0.45 - assumed
εMem
i volume fraction of ionomer in mem-

brane
1 - -

Physical properties, kinetic parameters and local variables

bORR(b
∗
ORR) Tafel slope of the ORR Eq. 5.9 V -

CDL double layer capacity 2 · 107 F m−3 [6]
DCL

M methanol diffusion coefficient in CL 2.8 · 10−9 m2 s−1 [51]
DGDL

M methanol diffusion coefficient in
GDL

2.8 · 10−9 m2 s−1 [51]

DMem
M methanol diffusion coefficient in

membrane @ 330K
9.46 · 10−10 m2 s−1 [67]
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Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Ref.

Dd
O2

oxygen diffusion coefficient in
ionomer

2.0 · 10−8 m2 s−1 [68]

Dg
O2

oxygen diffusion coefficient in gas
phase

3.2 · 10−5 m2 s−1 [69]

g1 lateral interaction parameter 5 - assumed
g2 lateral interaction parameter 4 - assumed
H Henry constant 0.0254 - [70]
kbleed rate constant for oxygen bleeding 3.03 · 1018 molm−3 s−1

kCO,ox rate constant for CO oxidation 1.25 · 105 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kH2O,red rate constant for OH reduction 3.966 · 1011 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kH2O,ox rate constant for H2O oxidation 7.6896 · 1019 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kM,ads methanol adsorption constant 2.3606 · 105 s−1 assumed
kM,des methanol desorption constant 3.3696 · 103 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kPt

MOR rate constant for the MORforward 8.3 · 1013 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kRuSe

MOR rate constant for the MORforward 3.3 · 102 molm−3 s−1 assumed
k′MOR rate constant for the MORbackward 1 · 10−12 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kPt

ORR rate constant for the ORR 1.5 · 10−9 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kRuSe

ORR rate constant for the ORR 1.5 · 10−13 molm−3 s−1 assumed
kO2,ads oxygen adsorption constant 7.4 · 106 s−1 assumed
nact number of transferred electrons 1 - [50]
nORR number of transferred electrons 4 - -
nMOR number of transferred electrons 4 - [50]
nCOOR number of transferred electrons 1 - [50]
qORR Source/sink due to ORR Eq. 5.8 molm−3 s−1 -
qO2,ads Source/sink due to oxygen adsorp-

tion
Eq. 5.11 molm−3 s−1 -

qMOR Source/sink due to MOR Eq. 5.12 molm−3 s−1 -
qM,ads Source/sink due to methanol ad-

sorption
Eq. 5.14 molm−3 s−1 -

qact Source/sink due to water activation Eq. 5.15 molm−3 s−1 -
qCOOR Source/sink due to COOR Eq. 5.18 molm−3 s−1 -
qbleed Source/sink due to oxygen bleeding Eq. 5.20 molm−3 s−1 -
sGDL saturation 0.55 - estimated
sCL saturation 0.18 - estimated
αdrag electro-osmotic drag coefficient Eq. 5.27 - -
αact symmetry factor of the water activa-

tion
0.1 - assumed

αCOOR symmetry factor of the COOR 0.5 - assumed
αMOR symmetry factor of the MOR 0.818 - assumed
αORR symmetry factor of the ORR 0.478 - assumed
γc,a cathode/anode catalyst loading 1.26/1.9 - measured
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Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Ref.

ΔΦ0
OH reversible potential of the water ac-

tivation
0.4 V assumed

ΔΦ0
MOR reversible potential of the MOR 0.043 V [3]

ΔΦ0
ORR reversible potential of the ORR 1.23 V [3]

ΔΦ0
COOR reversible potential of the COOR 0.346 V assumed

ΓPt active site density 78.15 molm−3 assumed
ΓRu active site density 78.15 molm−3 assumed
λ water content of ionomer 22 -
σe electrical conductivity 500 S m−1 [71]
ΩO2 oxygen transfer coefficient 1 · 10−3 ms−1 assumed
ΩM methanol transfer coefficient 1 · 10−5 ms−1 assumed

Operating conditions

T operating temperature 354.15 K measured

Table 5.2: Nomenclature and parameter values used for the simulation.
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6
Chapter 6

Water Management in Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane Fuel
Cell

6.1 Motivation and Literature Overview

In the low-temperature PEFC the greatest challenge that needs to be overcome be-
fore the full potential of this technology can be realized, is to optimize the water man-
agement. This however, is a very complex task since two-phase phenomena are still
poorly understood. To develop a better knowledge, several diagnostic tools have been
applied in the last two decades. Categorizing these tools, they can be subdivided into
imaging techniques and measurements of physical/electrochemical properties. Some
advanced measurements combine both, which allow for a better analysis of the com-
plex couplings between two-phase phenomena and the other processes occurring in
a fuel cell.
Although of lot of progress has been made concerning water management, the flood-
ing phenomenon is captured inadequately. While flooding events in the gas channel
can be measured by a drop in the fuel cell performance or by an increase of the pres-
sure drop along the flow channel caused by a reduced flow path cross-section due to
liquid water evolution [72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77], it is hardly feasible to detect the local po-
sition of the accumulated water without sophisticated measurement techniques such
as neutron and synchrotron radiography. Since an excess of liquid water in the flow
channel, GDL as well as CL leads to mass transport losses and degradation phenom-
ena, the identification of the flooded structure and its local position is of major interest.

The easiest way to analyze the liquid water transport in the flow channel of a single
cell is to use a transparent plate as flow-field structure. By means of digital cam-
eras, high-speed cameras and thermography cameras the liquid water movement,
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droplet growth out of the GDL into the channel, the droplet detachment by convective
driving forces and the temperature distribution can be recorded. Pioneer work was
achieved by Tüber et al. [78] who studied small fuel cells for portable applications with
a transparent cell for the first time. Similar transparent test cell setups for liquid water
analysis followed by e.g. Weng et al. [79], Liu et al. [80, 53] and Su et al. [81]. The
visualization technique is restricted by the penetration depth of the optical light. Thus,
to gather information about the behavior of water within the GDL or even the CL, the
media has to be modified, i.e. cutting some GDL fibers to arrange a visual duct to the
CL. This approach can be problematic since this invasive technique can dramatically
disturb the two-phase transport properties of the cell (see Chapter 6.5).

Neutron radiography is a very strong minimal-invasive diagnostic tool that provides
an insight into an operating fuel cell. This technique is based on the strong interac-
tion of neutrons to hydrogen-containing compounds such as water. Depending on the
quality of the neutron beam and detector system a spatial resolution down to several
100μm and time resolution of a few seconds was presented in the latest publica-
tions. In 1999, Bellows et al. [82] presented the neutron imaging technique applied
to fuel cell research for the first time, measuring the water gradient profiles within the
Nafion R© membrane of an operating PEM fuel cell. At that time, they reached a low
spatial resolution of 500μm/pixel and low image acquisition rates of 5 s per image,
which is far away from an adequate analysis of the dynamic two-phase flow. Up to
now, several groups with access to a neutron source improved the spatial and time
resolution. For example, Satija et al. [83] reached a resolution of 160μm at 2 s per
image. They presented a movie, that visualizes qualitatively the water evolution and
movement during 2000 s of operation. A very high temporal resolution of 30 images/s
is presented in [84, 85] with a spatial resolution of 129μm. Nevertheless, the signif-
icance concerning the two-phase flow is more or less restricted to the flow channel.
This is because the interesting scale of two-phase flow in the GDL is determined by
the GDL thickness and the pore structure that requires a resolution of at least several
microns.
A large step in visualizing the liquid water is done by Hartnig et al. [86], who presented
high-resolution synchrotron X-ray radiography data with a resolution down to 3μm. By
means of this technique, an adequate diagnostic tool is found that provides detailed
information with a sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Even the through-plane
water distribution in the GDL could be resolved which is essential for model validation.
Water in a PEM fuel cell can also be detected by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
demonstrated by Tsushima et al. [87, 88]. The drawback that made this diagnostic
tool less useful is the requirement of non-magnetic materials, making investigations
of common carbon-based GDL difficult.

The in-situ measurement of physical/electrochemical properties like current mapping,
EIS, pressure drop measurements or ex-situ component analysis such as contact an-
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gle or bubble point measurements can also provide useful information of two-phase
phenomena.
Hakenjos et al. [89] developed a segmented transparent test cell to investigate the
water management by the combined spatially resolved measurement of current, tem-
perature and water distribution. A special feature was the additional measurement of
the local electrochemical impedance spectra [90]. Several research groups use cur-
rent mapping in segmented test cells for analyzing the flow field design and operating
conditions with respect to the water management, e.g. Mench and Wang [91] or No-
ponen et al. [92]. At this point the work of Hartnig et al. [93] and Schneider et al. [94]
has to be mentioned. They combined neutron imaging with the spatially resolved cur-
rent measurement and impedance, respectively. The local detection of liquid water
blocking parts of the flow channel can be correlated with the current distribution and
impedance.
Besides the synchrotron X-ray radiography [86] no imaging diagnostic tool is able
to resolve the two-phase flow in the pore structure of the GDL or even the CL. The
measurement of the physical/electrochemical properties mentioned above are mainly
related to water distribution in the in-plane direction. For developing a two-phase
model of a porous medium, knowledge of liquid-phase transport on the pore scale
is essential. Thus, applying dynamic electrochemical measurement techniques on
a very small fuel cell, where lateral effect can be neglected, combined with inverse
modeling is a practicable way to gain more information about two-phase phenomena
in PEM fuel cells. In this and further chapters a variety of technological advances is
presented to explore water management in PEFC.

6.2 Analysis of Wettability of GDLs by ESEM imaging

Capillary force is the most important transport mechanism for liquid water in the
porous structure of a GDL and CL. The pressure difference across the interface be-
tween the liquid phase and the gas phase, described by the Young-Laplace equation

Δp =
2 σw cos[Θ]

rc
(6.1)

is called the capillary pressure and acts as the main driving force for the liquid water in
the capillary network. In Eq. 6.1 σw is the surface tension, Θ is the contact angle1 and
rc the pore radius. In case of hydrophobic wettability (Θ > 90◦C) of the porous media,
the Young-Laplace equation describes that the needed pressure difference for filling
the pores decreases with increasing pore size. Since the hydrophobic GDL is not a
network of capillaries with uniform pore radius but reveals a characteristic pore size
distribution, only pores up to a certain size get flooded at a specific water pressure.
1The contact angle is the angle between the liquid/vapor interface and the solid surface.
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Figure 6.1: Contact angles of 131◦C-140◦C were measured on the surface of a new untreated
Toray TGP-H-090.

The small pores that need a high water pressure for filling remain still free of water
and are available for the gaseous reactant transport. Besides the pore radius, the
contact angle is the second quantity that strongly influences the capillary pressure
and therefore is of major interest for understanding the water transport in GDLs. A
standard experimental approach to determine the wettability is measuring the con-
tact angle by the Sessile drop technique. As depicted in Fig. 6.1 a defined droplet is
placed on the GDL surface and the angle between the solid and the liquid surface is
measured.
The wetting properties of two different GDL materials, a Toray TGP-H-090 and a
Freudenberg H2315 I3, were investigated. Measurements of a new Toray TGP-H-090
result in an average contact angle of 136.5◦, presented in Alink et al. [7]. The con-
tact angle of the Freudenberg GDL with a value of 134◦C is quite similar, indicating
at least high hydrophobic properties on the macroscopic GDL surface of both mate-
rials. Concerning two-phase transport in the GDL, the question arises whether this
measurement technique is more related to the surface structure, roughness, etc. or
to the fibers themselves. By taking a look on the distribution of condensed water by
means of ESEM imaging (Fig. 6.2), a relationship between the contact angle on the
macro scale (GDL surface) and the micro scale (fibers) can not be drawn for the Toray
paper. The hydrophobic character on the macro scale is changed to mixed wettability
properties on the micro scale. Consequently, a definite qualitative value of the contact
angle can not be extracted like it can be done on the macroscopic scale (Fig.6.1).
Figure 6.3 shows a typical sequence of ESEM images during a condensation exper-
iment with the Toray paper. The condensation of the first droplets starts on visually
unpredictable positions. On several fibers liquid film formation is observable, which
causes merging of water droplets extended over many pores. The surface curvature
of the liquid phase is low and only weakly constrained by the pore morphology. Only
a few parts of the GDL show hydrophobic properties.
A completely different scenario of the water droplet growth is shown in Fig. 6.4, where
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Figure 6.2: The contact angle of the Toray paper on the micro scale shows a completely
different characteristic than the contact angle on the macro scale in Fig. 6.1.

a GDL from Freudenberg (H2315 I3) is investigated. The whole structure shows a
highly hydrophobic behavior. The droplets all show spherical shapes with large con-
tact angles. Water film formation around fibers is not observable and therefore the
tendency of large water accumulation is suppressed.
The comparison of the ESEM images with the Sessile drop technique of both ma-
terials shows that the contact angle on the macro scale (the droplet covers several
fibers) is primarily governed by the surface morphology of the GDL structure, not by
the fibers themselves. The same conclusion can be drawn with respect to bubble
point measurements2, that are also used for characterizing water transport properties
of porous media. Similar bubble points were measured for both GDLs (Toray 4.7 kPa
and Freudenberg 4.9 kPa) showing that this measurement technique does not reflect
the different wetting properties on the micro scale of these GDLs too.
For a constructive design improvement of a flow-field concerning flooding issues, the
knowledge of local temperature distribution seems to be important due to the depen-
dency of vapor saturation pressure on the temperature, which in term determines
condensation phenomena. Figure 6.5 highlights that the condensation is dependent
on the composition of the material as well. Figure 6.5(a) shows the surface of a used
Toray paper that faced the CL before disassembling the fuel cell. Some impurities vis-
ible on the fibers could be pieces of the electrode quarried out during decomposition.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.5(b) these impurities act as condensation nuclei and have a
strong influence on »when and where« the condensation process begins.

2the hydrostatic pressure of a water column test at which a continuous liquid water path through the
media is developed
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Figure 6.3: A typical sequence of a condensation experiment with a Toray paper. By in-
creasing the vapor pressure in the sample chamber from high vacuum to around
750Pa condensation starts on the sample that has a temperature of 1◦C . Some
hydrophilic region, where water film formation is observed, leads to accumulation
of large amounts of water.
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Figure 6.4: The Freudenberg GDL shows higher hydrophobic behavior than the Toray paper.
The growing water droplets did not cover the fibers, thus the large-area filling of
cavities is suppressed.
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Figure 6.5: Impurities on the GDL fibers can act as condensation nuclei.

6.3 Voltammetry experiments

Since the two GDLs show a completely different characteristic of the wetting proper-
ties on the micro scale, both were investigated in-situ by dynamic voltammetry mea-
surements. The experiments were carried out with the small test fuel cell (geometric
area of 1 cm2) and test bench that are both described in Chapter 4. Due to the refer-
ence electrode configuration used, a separation of the anode overpotential from the
remaining cell losses is possible. This is important for the validation of the fuel cell
model (presented in section 6.4) where the anode losses are neglected.
A GORETM PRIMEA R© Series 5510 MEA with a membrane thickness of 35μm was
used in both cases. For analyzing water transport, flooding effects and membrane
dehydration, dynamic measurements were performed to gain insight into the occur-
ring processes. The current response of the cell was investigated for three differ-
ent inlet gases humidification conditions, denoted as case (1): airdry/H2dry , case (2):
airdry/H2hum and case (3): airhum/H2hum . Detailed operating conditions such as the
dew point temperature of the inlet gases and flow rates are summarized in Table 6.1.

Toray TPG-H-090 case cathode anode
gas flow rate: V̇Ω/mlmin−1 (1)-(3) 100 (air) 50 (H2)
dew point temperature (1) dry dry
of inlet gases: TΩ

DP /K (2) dry 309
(3) 309 309

coolant temperature: Tcoolant /K (1)-(3) 313 313
Freudenberg H2315 I3 case cathode anode
gas flow rate: V̇Ω/mlmin−1 (4)/(5) 100/40 (air) 50/20 (H2)
dew point temperature (4) dry dry
of inlet gases: TΩ

DP /K (5) dry dry
coolant temperature: Tcoolant /K (4)-(5) 313 313

Table 6.1: Operating conditions in the voltammetry experiments.
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Voltammetry experiments were conducted in the cell voltage range between 900mV
and 60mV with a scan rate of 10mV s−1. Several sweeps were applied sequentially to
reach and ensure reproducibility of the dynamic characteristic of the voltage-current
curve. The cell impedance was recorded at 10 kHz during all experiments. The tem-
perature was measured with a thermocouple in the anode plate 1mm above the flow
field.

(a) The Toray paper shows hysteresis behav-
ior both in the low and high current range.

(b) The Freudenberg GDL does not exhibit the
hysteresis knee at high current densities.

Figure 6.6: Comparison between the characteristic of dynamic voltammetry measurements
with attached GDLs from Toray and Freudenberg.

Figure 6.6 shows a comparison between the characteristic of the dynamic voltamme-
try measurements with the attached Toray paper (Fig. 6.6(a)) and the Freudenberg
GDL (Fig. 6.6(b)) at the same operating conditions (case (3)/(4)). The results show
distinct characteristics, that can be correlated to the ESEM images (Fig. 6.3 and 6.4).
The polarization curve of the Toray paper shows a stable and reproducible behavior
over the whole current density range. A hysteresis behavior is observed both in the
low current range and in the high current range, which can be explained by dehy-
dration and flooding effects, as described in detail in section 6.4. The presence of
water within the GDL and CL is indicated by the large difference of the performance
in forward and backward mode. The response of the saturation to the load current is
in the order of seconds.

The polarization curve performed with the Freudenberg GDL does not exhibit the hys-
teresis knee at high current densities, indicating a lower saturation or much faster tran-
sient behavior between drainage and imbibition of the pore structure. Figures. 6.6 (a)
and (b) (bottom) also show the recorded cell impedance during the voltammetry
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sweep. Here, the impedance equipped with the Freudenberg GDL shows a lower
dynamic behavior which also indicates a lower saturation change within one potential
cycle.

Figure 6.7: Decreasing the air flow rate to 40mlmin−1 did not lead to a hysteresis knee at
high current densities for the Freudenberg GDL as measured for a Toray paper.
The flooding events are rather observed in stochastic breakdowns of the current.

Trying to provoke the hysteresis behavior at high currents by reducing the gas flow
(Fig. 6.7) resulted in an unstable operation at high current densities. Since the
stochastic breakdowns of the current are not predictable by a temporal decline of
the current, which could be correlated with a temporal increase of the saturation of
the GDL, it is assumed that suddenly merged droplets within the gas channel block
the feed stream for a short time, leading to oxygen starvation until the increasing gas
pressure expels the liquid water from the gas channel. Independent on inlet gas hu-
midification or cell temperature, the measured voltage-current curves never showed
the hysteresis knee like for the Toray paper. Comparable limiting current density val-
ues are observed for both GDLs that seems to be inconsistent to the assumption of
a lower saturation value for the Freudenberg GDL. An explanation for this inconsis-
tency could be given by a computational study from Sinha et al [95]. They predict
a change of the saturation curvature from a concave shape to a convex one by de-
creasing the fraction of hydrophilic pores. Thus, the Freudenberg media could have a
lower average saturation across the layer whereas having a higher saturation level at
the interface to the CL (see Fig.6.8). In case that mass transport in the CL is the lim-
iting process at low cell voltage, no higher limiting current density would be expected,
because the saturation level in CL could be as high as for the Toray paper or, even
higher.
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of convex and concave saturation profiles across the GDL. Sinha et
al. [95] predict a change of the shape depending on the fraction of hydrophobic
pores.

6.4 Modeling Liquid Water and its Transient Effects in
a PEMFC

6.4.1 Introduction

It is known that the cathode of a PEM fuel cell is the limiting component for high per-
formance. The slow kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) lead to a strong
decrease of the cell voltage in the low current density region. Additionally, mass
transport limitations and instability of the cell voltage occur in the high current density
region, where typically liquid water blocks the pathway to the active sites. Therefore,
accumulation and transport of liquid water is a major factor in the operation of a low-
temperature PEM fuel cell.
Water is typically introduced through both anode and cathode gas streams, addition-
ally produced by the ORR at the cathode catalyst layer (CCL) and forced to the CCL
by electro-osmotic drag from the anode side. An excess of liquid water in the porous
media, whereby both the catalyst layer and the gas diffusion layer (GDL) could be
concerned, reduces the diffusion path available for the transport of gaseous oxygen
or forces oxygen to dissolve and diffuse through water to reach the active sites. This
phenomenon is called flooding and it is most problematic in the cathode.
Dissolved water in the ionomer is essential for optimal proton conductivity in the CL
and membrane. The conductivity of the ionomer, which consists of a fluorocarbon
polymer backbone with chemically bonded sulfonic acid groups as side chains, is a
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very strong function of its water content [1]. Dehydration of the ionomer strongly in-
creases the resistance to the proton transport, causing ohmic losses. Additionally,
the active area in the CL depends on the amount of dissolved water in the ionomer
due to the need of a large three-phase boundary (reactant, electronic and protonic
phase) for the redox reaction. This means that the catalyst/carbon support needs to
be in contact to the protonic phase, which occurs only if the ionomer is well hydrated.
Therefore, increasing the power density of a PEM fuel cell is basically a water man-
agement problem. At present, many transport phenomena during fuel cell operation
cannot be directly observed or measured. Thus, inverse modeling is a powerful tool
to gain qualitative insights into the dynamics of liquid water transport and its effect on
fuel cell performance.
Much model development and simulation work has been done in recent years con-
cerning water distribution in a PEM fuel cell to analyze the corresponding loss mech-
anisms [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 71, 105]. The models differ strongly
in the complexity of the applied physics, the examined components and dimensions
of the modeling domains.
One-dimensional models are widely used for testing new modeling approaches be-
cause the governing equations can be implemented quickly and the computing time
required for parameter studies or time-dependent problems is short [106, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111]. One part of the water management investigations focus on water
transport in the membrane forced by diffusion, convection and electro-osmotic drag.
Investigations have been made concerning the dependance of the water content dis-
tribution on the cell current or its transient behavior while undergoing a load change
[112].
Wu et al. [111] developed a 1D, transient PEM fuel cell model to analyze dynamic
characteristics corresponding to various changes in working conditions, such as rela-
tive humidity or cell voltage. The phenomena of hydration/dehydration is investigated
using different membrane types. Overshoots and undershoots are observed, whereas
the model does not account for liquid water. Transient analysis of the water content in
the membrane was also investigated by Yan et al. [113] with an isothermal, one-phase
model. Chen et al. [114] include the effect of membrane swelling in the transient anal-
ysis of the water transport in the membrane (vapor and dissolved) and its influence
on performance. The influence of liquid water in the CL and GDL on the performance
and the interaction of liquid water in the porous media with the dissolved water in the
membrane were not considered in these models.
With regard to liquid water, Eikerling [115] developed a detailed cathode model fo-
cused only on the catalyst layer (GDL and membrane are not considered). He ana-
lyzed the impact of the electrode structure and its physical properties, like wettability,
on the liquid water distribution. In doing so, he made the assumption that the elec-
trode consists of a network of agglomerates, similar to [58, 116, 57, 6], highlighting
the role of a bimodal pore size distribution for the water distribution. The relative pro-
portion of primary and secondary pores and their wetting properties determine the
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interplay between reaction and transport processes. With strong simplifications, an-
alytical solutions are shown for three distinct states: a dry state, an optimal wetting
state and a fully flooded state. Transient analysis was not done.
Madhusudana et al. [117] present a dynamic agglomerate model, but neglect the ef-
fect of liquid water. Overshoot and undershoot behavior of the current density to volt-
age step changes are attributed to species transportation in the agglomerate struc-
ture.
The influence of the cell geometry concerning e.g. channel or shoulder width/length
on the saturation distribution in the porous media was analyzed in two-dimensional or
three-dimensional CFD models, among others, by [118, 119, 97, 120, 112]. Siegel et
al. [120] used an agglomerate approach for the catalyst layer structure in a 2D, two-
phase model. They investigated the saturation profile in the porous media along the
channel and its effect on the cell performance. Therefore, the blockage of the active
area by liquid water (saturation s) is modeled by the factor (1 − s) in the expression
for the reaction kinetics.
Wang and Wang [112] investigate the fuel cell performance under load changes with
a 3D, along-the-channel model. The water content distribution is analyzed in terms
of the voltage response. The model accounts also for the catalyst layer, but neglects
liquid water transport in the porous media.
A three-dimensional analysis of the distribution of reactants and products under the
channel and particularly under the rib is done by Berning and Djilali [97]. For simplifi-
cation, the catalyst layer is assumed to be a spatially non-resolved interface between
the membrane and GDL. Maximum saturation values in the cathode GDL of about
10% at a current density of 1.2Acm−2, located under the rib towards the CL, are pre-
dicted by the model.
The capillary pressure-saturation relationship pc[s] is modeled by the Leverett J-function,
which is the most common approach in two-phase fuel cell models. This approach
leads to a strong driving force for the capillary transport of liquid water, resulting in a
low saturation level in the case of a fixed saturation of zero at the boundary towards
the gas channel. An alternative expression for the capillary pressure-saturation rela-
tionship was suggested by Natarajan and Nguyen [118, 119], extracted by fitting an
empirical function to the measured pc[s]-curve of a GDL. The corresponding liquid wa-
ter diffusion obtained with this expression is four orders of magnitude smaller, which
means that extremely high saturation gradients would be necessary in order to induce
a flux of liquid water [97]. Thus, the simulation results with a 3D cathode model show
high saturation levels close to 1.
A capillary pressure-saturation relationship was also measured by Acosta et al. [121]
and fitted to an empirical function. They distinguish between the imbibition and
drainage curve, leading to a saturation level of about 0.11 and 0.5 respectively for
a conventional gas distributor modeled in 2D.
Kumbur et al. [122] investigated the effectiveness of the Leverett approach. They dis-
cuss the existence of immobile saturation and compare different approaches for the
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relative permeability (Wyllie, Corey, Brooks-Corey and Van Genuchten model). They
also suggest the existence of a saturation discontinuity between two porous media
with different porosities and wettabilities (GDL/MPL), discuss the characteristics of
a material with mixed wettability and analyze the influence of contact angles on the
saturation distribution. A polynomial fit of the pc[s]-function was made based on ex-
perimental pressure curves.
Nam and Kaviany [123] also suggested immobile saturation several years ago. They
investigated the tortuosity effect for the case of liquid water present in a GDL and ana-
lyzed the enhancement of the saturation level with different material layers of different
wettabilities.
A comprehensive 1D transient fuel cell model which accounts for liquid saturation in
the GDL and CL, on both the anode and cathode sides, was developed by Ziegler et
al. [124]. The model was expanded from the steady-state model of Weber and New-
man [36, 37] for time-dependent analysis. Both models account for the Schroeder
paradox. Ziegler et al. compared their model against potential sweep experiments.
Similar sweep experiments, presented in [125], are used to validate a 1D transient
model developed by Shah et al. [126]. The model takes into account the agglomerate
structure of the catalyst layers, water in the forms of vapor, liquid and dissolved in
the ionomer. A feature of this model is the boundary condition for saturation at the
interface GDL ↔ channel. The assumption of vanishing saturation was abandoned,
instead a water flux as a function of the saturation was set. This allows a high sat-
uration level in the case of a low water outflow. To describe the saturation at the
interior boundary GDL ↔ CL, a continuous saturation was assumed contrary to the
suggestion of a continuous capillary pressure [123, 122]. This results in a saturation
distribution with a maximum value in the catalyst layer.
In the next section a transient PEM fuel cell model, based on the assumptions of
[127], where the GDL, CL and membrane are spatially resolved in 1D with an ag-
glomerate approach for the structure of the CL, is presented. Unlike the model of
Shah et al. [126], a discontinuity of the saturation due to the continuous capillary
pressure is assumed and an immobile saturation due to the mixed wettability of the
GDL structure is introduced. The model is validated with experimental data for current
response, impedance and temperature evolution during voltammetry measurements.

6.4.2 Model Description

The present model is developed to investigate the dynamic transients of a PEMFC
in detail. For this purpose, all components which are responsible for a characteristic
response with a certain time constant are considered in the model. These are the
cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL) that suffers flooding in the case of insufficient wa-
ter removal, the cathode catalyst layer (CCL) where the three-phase boundary, the
activation overpotential and flooding have a strong influence on the oxygen reduction
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reaction (ORR) and the membrane with a conductivity that is highly sensitive to its
water content and is thus responsible for ohmic losses. Due to the fast kinetics of the
hydrogen oxidation and the high hydrogen diffusivity, the polarization losses on the
anode side are neglected in the model. The anode is treated as a spatially reduced
interface for the boundary conditions. To obtain a realistic temperature distribution
within the membrane electrode assembly (MEA), the latter is sandwiched between
two model domains that serve for the bipolar plates (BPs).
Altogether, the model consists of 5 model domains (Ω) which are schematically de-
picted in Fig. 6.9. All layers are normalized to a thickness of one for both the numerical
applications and for better visualization. The real thickness is denoted by LΩ.

Figure 6.9: Schematic diagram of the model domains. The white arrows depict the domains
where the solving variables are defined. The catalyst layer (CL) consists of a
network of agglomerates where the oxygen reduction reaction takes place. When
water is present in the CL, it is assumed that the water covers the agglomerates in
the form of a thin water film which causes an additional mass transport resistance
for the reactant.

Considering one agglomerate

Experimental data of Ihonen et al. [65] suggest an agglomerated structure in the
catalyst layer with a bimodal pore size distribution. Carbon particles supporting the
catalyst (10 − 20nm radius) agglomerate to form clusters (agglomerates), which are
filled with ionomer acting as a binder. The resulting ionomer-flooded pores with a
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radius of about 3 − 10nm (called primary pores) enable proton conductivity and dif-
fusion of dissolved reactants in the agglomerates. The larger pores between neigh-
boring agglomerates are called secondary pores (10 − 50nm). The ORR take place
inside the agglomerates where the carbon-supported catalyst forms a three-phase
boundary together with the ionomer and the dissolved oxygen. It is assumed that
the agglomerates are spherically shaped with a mean radius Ra and homogeneously
distributed in the CL. The contact between the agglomerates is sufficient to ensure
the free flow of protons and electrons. The tortuosity of the flow path is included in
the calculation by a Bruggeman correction. Before the oxygen reaches the catalyst
in the agglomerates, it has to dissolve in the ionomer and diffuse to the active sites.
In the presence of liquid water in the secondary pores of the CL, water covers the
hydrophilic part of the agglomerates which is the ionomer phase. For mathematical
simplification, it is assumed that the water covers the entire agglomerate and forms a
thin water film surrounding the agglomerates with a layer thickness d. This implies an
additional transport barrier for the oxygen. The oxygen first has to dissolve in water,
then diffuse through the water film to reach the ionomer of the agglomerate where the
reaction can take place by diffusing to the active sites.
The diffusion of dissolved oxygen is described by Fick’s law

jνO2
[r] = −Dν

O2
cdO2,s

∂c̃dO2
[r]

∂r
, (6.2)

where jνO2
is the oxygen flux in the medium ν (ν = water / agglomerate), Dν

O2
is the ef-

fective oxygen diffusion coefficient in the medium ν and c̃dO2
the normalized dissolved

oxygen concentration referred to the dissolved oxygen concentration on the water-film
surface cdO2,s

(interface void - water film)

c̃dO2
[r] =

cdO2
[r]

cdO2,s

. (6.3)

The distance from the center of the agglomerate is denoted by the spherical coordi-
nate r in brackets. The dissolved oxygen concentration on the water-film surface is
calculated from the gaseous oxygen concentration cgO2,s

above the water film in the
secondary pores of the CL using Henry’s law

cdO2,s
= H cgO2,s

, (6.4)

where H is known as the Henry constant [70]. The effective oxygen diffusion coeffi-
cient Da

O2
in the agglomerate is calculated by the Bruggeman correlation

Da
O2

= ε1.5a Di
O2
. (6.5)
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where εa is the fraction of primary pores filled with ionomer and Di
O2

is the diffusion
coefficient of dissolved oxygen in the ionomer. The diffusion coefficient of dissolved
oxygen in the water film is used from bulk water diffusion at 60◦C (in m2s−1) according
to Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot [128]

Dw
O2

= 4.82 · 10−9 . (6.6)

The oxygen mass balance is given by Eq. 6.7. Oxygen is not consumed in the water
film, whereas the oxygen is reduced in the agglomerate by the ORR described by
Tafel kinetics

1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2 jνO2

[r]
)
=

{
0 if Ra < r ≤ Ra + d

−k0 λ cdO2,s
c̃dO2

[r] e
αnFη
RT if 0 ≤ r ≤ Ra ,

(6.7)

where k0 is the reaction rate, α the symmetry factor, n the number of transferred elec-
trons, R the gas constant and T the local temperature. Following Andreaus et al.
[129] and Vielstich et al. [130], who both suggest a dependance of the transfer resis-
tance and reaction rate on the ionomer water content and water activity, respectively,
a linear dependancy of the ORR rate on the ionomer water content λ (definition see
section 6.4.2) is introduced.
The following boundary conditions are used to calculate the current production per
agglomerate.

• The concentration of dissolved oxygen on the surface of the water film is related
to the local gaseous oxygen concentration in the secondary pores by Henry’s
law and here assumed as known. The normalized concentration is set to one

c̃dO2
[Ra + d] = 1 . (6.8)

• A continuous oxygen concentration at the interface water film [R+
a ] ↔ agglomer-

ate [R−
a ]

c̃dO2
[R+

a ] = c̃dO2
[R−

a ] . (6.9)

• A continuous oxygen flux at the interface water film [R+
a ] ↔ agglomerate [R−

a ]

jwO2
[R+

a ] = jaO2
[R−

a ] . (6.10)

• A vanishing oxygen flux in the center of the agglomerate

∂c̃dO2
[0]

∂r
= 0 . (6.11)

An analytical solution for the oxygen flux jO2 [Ra, y] at the agglomerate surface (r = Ra)
as a function of the local overpotential η[y], water film thickness d[y] and dissolved
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oxygen concentration on the surface cdO2,s
[y] can be found. Using Faraday’s law, the

current generation of one agglomerate can be calculated by integrating the oxygen
flux over the agglomerate surface ∂S

jagen[y] =

∮
∂S

4 F �jO2 [Ra, y] · d �A =

4 π Ra 4F cdO2,s
[y]Dw

O2
Da

O2
(1 + d[y]) (−1 + Σ coth[Σ])

d[y]Da
O2

Σ coth[Σ] + d[y] (Dw
O2

−Da
O2
) +Dw

O2

(6.12)

where

Σ = Ra

√
k0 λ e

αnFη[y]
RT

Da
O2

(6.13)

is known as the Thiele modulus [131].
The relationship between the local water-film thickness d[y] and the saturation s[y] of
the secondary pores in the CL can be determined by the following calculation.
Considering a unit cell with the volume of one spherical agglomerate (Va =

4
3
πR3

a) and
the surrounding void space (secondary pores) per agglomerate V dry

p , the porosity of
the CL can be determined by

εCL
p =

V dry
p

V dry
p + Va

. (6.14)

From this it follows

V dry
p =

Va ε
CL
p

εCL
p − 1

. (6.15)

The saturation of the secondary pores in the CL is expressed by the ratio of the
volume of the thin water film Vwf to the secondary pore volume in the dry state

s =
Vwf

V dry
p

, (6.16)

where
Vwf =

4π

3
((Ra + d)3 −R3

a) . (6.17)

Inserting Eq. 6.15 and 6.17 into Eq. 6.16, a relationship between the water film
thickness (surrounding the agglomerates) and the saturation of the CL at the local
y-position is obtained

d[y] = Ra

⎛
⎜⎝−1 +

(
(εCL

p − 1)2 (1 + (s[y]− 1) εCL
p )
) 1

3

1− εCL
p

⎞
⎟⎠ . (6.18)
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Combining Eq. 6.18 and 6.12 results in the current generation of an agglomerate
jagen[y] as a function of the local overpotential, gaseous oxygen concentration and
saturation. The analytical expression for jagen[y] is used in the following as source/sink
terms for the continuity equations of the oxygen concentration and the overpotential
in the homogeneous model of the cathode CL that are described in the next sections.

Activation and ohmic overpotential

The activation overpotential η is the driving force for the ORR and is defined as the
deviation of the difference of the electronic potential Φe and protonic potential Φp from
the theoretical open circuit potential ΔΦ0 = 1.23V

η = ΔΦ0 − (Φe − Φp) . (6.19)

The total overpotential of a fuel cell is the sum of the activation overpotential in the
catalyst layers and the ohmic overpotentials due to finite conductivity of the fuel cell
components and contact resistances at the interfaces of the different layers.
The model takes into account the activation overpotential in the cathode CL, proton
migration in the cathode CL and in the membrane. The local change in electronic po-
tential in the CL is negligible compared to the change of the protonic potential due to
a much higher electrical conductivity of the carbon matrix than the proton conductivity
of the ionomer and is thus assumed to be constant through the CL. The anode activa-
tion overpotential is also neglected due to the fast kinetics of the hydrogen oxidation
reaction. The above described ohmic overvoltages of the electrons in the GDLs and
BPs as well as the contact resistances are summarized into one model domain, more
precisely into the anode bipolar plate (ABP), and modeled with a constant conductiv-
ity σcontact.
Ohm’s law is used for the description of the charge flux

jp,e = −σΩ

LΩ

∂η

∂y
, (6.20)

where the superscript Ω stands for the model domain (CL, membrane and ABP).
The proton conductivity of the ionomer phase depends on the water content λ and is
defined according to Springer et al. [1]

σΩ =

{
ε1.5i (0.514λ− 0.326) e1268(

1
303

− 1
T
) if Ω = {LCL, Lmem}

σcontact if Ω = LABP .
(6.21)

For the ionomer volume fraction in the membrane, a value of εi = 1 is used and in the
catalyst layer εi = εCL

i , whereas a Bruggeman correction accounts for the reduction
of the pathway for the protons in the CL.
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The charge balance equation reads

∂jp,e
∂y

=

{
LCL

(−qORR − CDL
∂η
∂t

)
if Ω = LCL

0 if Ω = {Lmem, LBP2} ,
(6.22)

where CDL is the double layer capacity and qORR is the current generation per ag-
glomerate jagglo multiplied by the agglomerate density Λ in the CL

qORR = jagen ∗ Λ . (6.23)

The agglomerate density is determined by the agglomerate volume and the void
space

Λ =
1

Va + V dry
p

=
3 (1− εCL

p )

4πR3
a

. (6.24)

Water content

The water content of the ionomer is defined as the ratio of the number of water
molecules to the number of charge sites (SO−

3 ) in the cathode catalyst layer and in the
membrane. The flux of dissolved water in the ionomer jλ is determined by diffusion
and electro-osmotic drag

jλ = −ε1.5i ρi D
i
λ

EW LΩ

∂λ

∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

+
αdrag

F
jp︸ ︷︷ ︸

electro-osmotic drag

, (6.25)

where EW and ρi denote the equivalent weight and the density of the ionomer, re-
spectively. The diffusion is forced by the gradient of the dissolved water concentration
in terms of the water content. It is assumed that the diffusion coefficient is a function
of the water content according to [132]

Di
λ = 2.1 · 10−7 λ e−

2436
T . (6.26)

The electro-osmotic drag coefficient in the second term on the right-hand side is de-
fined as

αdrag =
2.5λ

22
. (6.27)

The mass conservation equation describes the change in the dissolved water flux

∂jλ
∂y

= LΩ

(
qad − qur +

qORR

2F
− εi ρi

EW

∂λ

∂t

)
, (6.28)
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coupled with phase transition and water generation. The adsorption of water vapor
into the ionomer at a water content below the equilibrium water content λeq (Eq. 6.30)
and the desorption in the inverse case follows

qad =

{
kads c

∗
v cv (λeq − λ) (1− s) if λ ≤ λeq

kdes
ρi

EW
(1− s) (λeq − λ) (1−RH) if λ > λeq ∧ RH ≤ 1 ,

(6.29)

where kads and kdes are the adsorption and desorption constants, respectively. The
equilibrium water content is a function of the water activity (aw) given by Springer et
al. [1], where the water activity is equal to the relative humidity RH.

λeq[aw] = 0.043 + 17.81aw − 39.85a2w + 36.0a3w . (6.30)

Water vapor concentrations c∗v and cv are defined in section 6.4.2.
According to the cluster-network model of Weber and Newmann [36, 37], a maximum
water uptake of the ionomer up to λmax

v = 14 (given by Eq. 6.30 at RH = 100%) is
assumed if the membrane is in contact with water vapor. In the case of liquid water on
the membrane surface, ionomer restructuring due to expanding hydrophobic channel
occurs, resulting in a maximum water content of λmax

l = 22. The fraction of expanded
channels and thus the water content is a strong function of the existing capillary pres-
sure pic in the ionomer. A relationship is suggested by Weber and Newmann [37]

λ[pc] = λmax
v +

1

2
(λmax

l − λmax
v )

(
1− erf

[ ln[−1.6 σw cos[Θm]]− ln[105 pic]

0.3
√
2

])
, (6.31)

where erf is the error function. The uptake of liquid water by the ionomer if the capillary
pressure pCL

c in the secondary pores of the CL (defined in section 6.4.2) is higher than
in the pore network of the ionomer pic and the liquid water release from the ionomer
in the inverse case is given by

qur =

{
ku (p

i
c − pCL

c ) if pic ≤ pCL
c

kr (p
i
c − pCL

c ) if pic > pCL
c .

(6.32)

The phase transition of water in the CL together with the physically relevant conditions
are illustrated in Fig. 6.10.
It is assumed that the ORR produces water in dissolved form qORR/2F . A water
accumulation term accounts for the time dependance. The source/sink terms are
confined in the CL and vanish in the membrane.

Saturation

The saturation s is defined in the GDL and CL as the volume of liquid water divided
by the volume of secondary pores in the dry state. A high saturation reduces the
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of the phase transition between water vapor, liquid water and dis-
solved water. The driving forces are the vapor pressure vs. saturation pres-
sure, capillary pressure in the secondary pores vs. the capillary pressure in the
ionomer and the water activity vs. the equilibrium water content.

flow pathway for the oxygen in the porous media that finally results in an increased
mass transport resistance. The transport of the liquid water in a porous media is
not completely understood but it is well known that the flow in (both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic) porous media occurs always from the higher saturation region towards
the lower saturation region. The gradient of the capillary pressure is mostly stated as
the dominant force for the water transport. I use Darcy’s law for modeling the liquid
water transport in porous media

js = −KΩ
abs Krel

LΩ μ

∂pc
∂y

, (6.33)

where KΩ
abs is the absolute permeability and μ is the water viscosity. The relative per-

meability Krel and the capillary pressure pc are sensitive functions of the saturation.
There is no consensus in the description of the functional variation of the capillary
pressure with saturation pc[s]. The most common approaches are the Leverett J-
function, the Van Genuchten model [133] and the Brooks-Corey model [134, 135]
which all have their origin in hydrology (ground water simulation, water/oil flow in
unconsolidated rock, etc.). Natarajan et al. [118] suggest a simple exponential ap-
proach, agreeing with observed polarization curves.
Environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) images of a Toray TGP-H-090
clearly show a mixed wettability of the fiber structure with hydrophobic regions and
hydrophilic regions (Fig. 6.11). This leads to the assumption of immobile saturation
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(sim) in the model description. Starting from a completely dry GDL, generated liquid
water from the CL first fills all the hydrophilic parts of the adjacent GDL pores. If these
hydrophilic pores are filled, the local saturation exceeds sim and the water moves by
capillary force towards the lower saturation region, where again the hydrophilic pores
get filled first. If all hydrophilic regions of the GDL are filled with liquid water then a
mobile phase continuity from CL to the gas channel is reached. Below the thresh-
old of sim, water occupying the hydrophilic pores has to evaporate for saturation to
decrease further. For the expression of pc[s] we followed the most widely employed

Figure 6.11: ESEM image of a Toray TGP-H-090 GDL shows partly hydrophilic regions, lead-
ing to the model assumption of immobile saturation.

form, the Leverett J-function, but considering the immobile saturation, in the modified
form suggested in [123]

pΩc = σw cos[ΘΩ]

√
εΩp
KΩ

abs

JΩ[s] , (6.34)

whereby the saturation of the empirical J-function, originally proposed by Udell [136],
is replaced by s−sim

1−sim
:

JΩ[s] = 1.417
(s− sΩim
1− sΩim

)
− 2.12

(s− sΩim
1− sΩim

)2
+ 1.263

(s− sΩim
1− sΩim

)3
(6.35)

The difference to the original approach can be seen in Fig. 6.12.
I assume a continuous capillary pressure pc at the interface between CL ↔ GDL. Due
to the different pore size distribution, porosity and wetting properties (contact angle)
of the two media (CL/GDL), a continuous capillary pressure results in a discontinuous
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saturation distribution across the interface [123, 122]. Using the chain rule for the
derivation of the capillary pressure ∂pc

∂y
= ∂pc

∂s
∂s
∂y

, Darcy’s law (Eq. 6.33) can be written
as a simple diffusion equation for the saturation

js = −DΩ
s

LΩ

∂s

∂y
(6.36)

where the diffusion coefficient itself is a function of the saturation

DΩ
s =

KΩ
abs Krel

μ

∂pΩc
∂s

, (6.37)

with a relative permeability following the cube of saturation

Krel = (s− sim)
3 . (6.38)

Figure 6.12: A scaled Leverett function is applied for the capillary pressure-saturation rela-
tionship.

The continuity equation yields

εΩp
νw

∂js
∂y

= LΩ

(
qΩec + qur −

εΩp
νw

∂s

∂t

)
, (6.39)
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where the interfacial mass-transfer rate between water vapor and liquid water qΩec is
assumed to be proportional to the saturation in the porous media Ω and proportional
to the difference between the existing relative humidity and fully humidified gas

qec =

{
keva

RT
νw

s εΩp c∗v (RH − 1) if RH ≤ 1

kcon (1− s) εΩp c∗v cv (RH − 1) if RH > 1 .
(6.40)

For relative humidity (RH) below 100%, liquid water evaporates (upper term) while for
supersaturated gas, water vapor condenses (lower term). The evaporation rate keva
and the condensation rate kcon are assumed to be constant [137]. Relative humidity
is calculated by the vapor concentration (cv · c∗v) (defined in section 6.4.2) and the
saturation pressure psat[T ] for a given temperature

RH =
(cv · c∗v)RT

psat[T ]
, (6.41)

with a saturation pressure (in Pa) according to [1]

log10
[ psat[T ]
101325

]
= −2.1794 + 0.02953 (T − 273.15)− 9.1837 · 10−5 (T − 273.15)2

+1.4454 · 10−7 (T − 273.15)3 . (6.42)

Oxygen concentration

The oxygen concentration is defined in the CL and GDL. Simple Fick diffusion is used
for the oxygen flux

jgO2
= −Deff,Ω

O2
cg∗O2

LΩ

∂cgO2

∂y
(6.43)

where cgO2
is the normalized gaseous oxygen concentration referred to the oxygen

concentration at the boundary to the gas channel cg∗O2
, calculated by the ideal gas law

with the known oxygen partial pressure pO2 at the cell inlet and the channel tempera-
ture Tch

cg∗O2
=

pO2

RTch

. (6.44)

The values of the GDL porosity published in fuel cell models are prevalently below
0.5 [114, 6, 107, 138, 113]. According to the manufacturer, common GDLs have a
porosity higher than 0.7 in the uncompressed state [139]. The discrepancy between
these two values can not only be explained by the high compression level in the
assembled cell. The answer can be found in the model assumptions. A single-phase
model (1,2 or 3D) does not account for liquid water occupying a part of the void
space which results in a lowered effective porosity [140, 6]. A two-phase 1D model
needs a low porosity as a model parameter to account for in-plane inhomogeneities
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not only over the entire MEA but also on the scale of a few millimeters as a result of
shadowing in the rib ↔ channel geometry. A simple diffusion simulation in 2D shows
that the shadowing by the rib results in minimized apparent porosity for a reduced 1D
model.
The effective oxygen diffusivity accounts therefore not only for the porosity (with a
realistic value) and the local saturation but also for the spatial reduction to a 1D model
with the geometry factor Ξ

Deff,Ω
O2

=
(
Ξ εΩp (1− s)

)1.5
Dg

O2
. (6.45)

The temperature and pressure dependance of the free oxygen diffusivity follows the
Chapman-Enskog formula [128]

Dg
O2

= 3.2 · 10−5

(
T

353

)1.5
1

P
. (6.46)

Taking the reaction into account, the mass balance yields

∂jgO2

∂y
= LΩ

(
−qORR

4F
− εΩp (1− s) cg∗O2

∂cgO2

∂t

)
. (6.47)

Water vapor concentration

The governing equation for the vapor flux jv in the porous media is given by

jv = −Deff,Ω
v c∗v
LΩ

∂cv
∂y

, (6.48)

where cv is the normalized vapor concentration referred to the inlet vapor concentra-
tion c∗v. The latter is calculated by the saturation pressure psat (Eq. 6.42) for a given
humidification temperature T c

DP of the cathode humidifier applying the ideal gas law

c∗v =
psat[T c

DP ]

RT
. (6.49)

The effective diffusion coefficient Deff,Ω
v accounts for the porosity of the porous media

by the Bruggeman correlation and the clogging of liquid water, which hinders vapor
diffusion. The factor Ξ accounts for the shadowing effects of the rib in a real fuel cell
(see section 6.4.2)

Deff,Ω
v =

(
Ξ εΩp (1− s)

)1.5
Dg

v , (6.50)
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where Dg
v is the temperature-dependent diffusivity in a non-porous condition accord-

ing to Um and Wang [69]

Dg
v = 7.35 · 10−5

(
T

353

)1.5
1

P
. (6.51)

The mass conservation equation can be expressed as

∂jv
∂y

= LΩ

(
−qad − qΩec − εΩp (1− s) c∗v

∂cv
∂t

)
(6.52)

where adsorption/desorption qad, evaporation/condensation qec and a water vapor ac-
cumulation term are included.

Temperature

The heat flux is described by conduction in the solid media and by convection in
the form of liquid water, defined in all five layers. Heat convection by the gas flux is
neglected. The resulting equation for the heat flux is

jT = −κΩ

LΩ

∂T

∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
conduction

+ εΩp sCw T js︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection by liq. water

, (6.53)

where κΩ is the thermal conductivity of the medium Ω and Ci = ρi ci is the product of
the density of the species i and the specific heat capacity. The energy equation reads

∂jT
∂y

= LΩ

(
qΩh − CΩ ∂T

∂t

)
, (6.54)

where the source term qΩh stands for Joule heating, latent heat or reaction and activa-
tion loss, depending on the model domain Ω.
In the cathode bipolar plate, Joule heating by the cell current icell due to the finite
electrical conductivity σcontact is assumed

qCBP
h = LCBP i2cell

4 σcontact

, (6.55)

where the total electrical and contact resistance (see section 6.4.2) is split into com-
ponents for the cathode BP (25%), the cathode GDL (25%) and the anode BP (50%,
including the anode GDL).
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Joule heating and latent heat caused by the phase transition in the GDL yields

qGDL
h = LGDL

(
i2cell

4 σcontact

+ hgl qec

)
. (6.56)

In the CL, the reaction heat of the ORR is the dominant factor, but also latent and
ohmic heat is included

qCL
h = LCL

(
(
ΔS T

4
+ F η)

qORR

F︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction heat

+ hgl qec︸ ︷︷ ︸
latent heat

)
− jp

∂η

∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
ohmic heat

. (6.57)

Proton migration in the membrane produces heat due to the finite protonic conductiv-
ity

qMem
h = −jp

∂η

∂y
. (6.58)

The heat production in the anode bipolar plate corresponds to that of the cathode BP

qABP
h = LABP i2cell

2 σcontact

. (6.59)

The heat capacity CΩ of certain domains Ω are listed below, where the newly intro-
duced subindices (tit and c) stand for titanium and carbon.

CBP: CCBP = Ctit

GDL: CGDL = εGDL
p sCw + εGDL

p (1− s)Cair + (1− εGDL
p )Cc

CL: CCL = εCL
p sCw + εCL

p (1− s)Cair + (1− εCL
p )Cc

Mem: Cmem = Cmem

ABP: CABP = Ctit

(6.60)

Boundary conditions

For the discussion of the boundary conditions, refer to Fig. 6.9 where the solving vari-
ables and their area of validity are indicated. If nothing else is stated, continuity in the
solving variable and continuous flux at the interior boundaries is assumed.
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Overpotential η: Since the protons are not allowed to penetrate into the GDL, their
flux at this interface (y = 0) is taken to be zero

∂η[0]

∂y
= 0 . (6.61)

At the boundary of the anode bipolar plate (y = 3), the overpotential is set to a value
dependent on the simulated cell voltage U

η[3] = 1.23 V − U − ηa (6.62)

where ηa is the anode overpotential which is not calculated in the model but can be
extracted from the experimental data for reference electrodes [15].

Oxygen concentration cgO2
: The average oxygen concentration at the interface

GDL ↔ flow channel depends strongly on the stoichiometry and flow rate due to
oxygen consumption along the channel. To take the air flow rate V̇c into account, a
Cauchy-type boundary condition is chosen

jgO2
[−1] = V̇c Ω

c
O2

cg∗O2
(1− cgO2

) . (6.63)

It gives a relationship between the air flow rate, the deviation of the normalized oxygen
concentration from 100% and a specific oxygen transfer coefficient Ωc

O2
, chosen large

enough that cgO2
never falls below 90%, even for a high load (which is realistic for small

test fuel cells).
It is assumed that the membrane is an impermeable barrier for gaseous oxygen which
implies zero flux at y = 1

∂cgO2
[1]

∂y
= 0 . (6.64)

Water vapor concentration cv: The flux boundary condition for the water vapor
concentration is defined similarly to the oxygen concentration described above

jv[−1] = V̇c Ω
c
v c

∗
v (1− cv) , (6.65)

where Ωc
v is the specific water vapor transfer coefficient at the interface GDL ↔ chan-

nel. As for oxygen, the membrane is also impermeable for the water vapor

∂cv[1]

∂y
= 0 . (6.66)
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Water content λ: Since dissolved water, in terms of λ, has no transport mechanism
in the gas diffusion layer, its flux is taken to be zero at the interface between CL and
GDL

∂λ[0]

∂y
= 0 . (6.67)

The boundary condition for the water content on the anode side is extremely complex
and needs a detailed explanation. In consideration of the fact that on the anode

Figure 6.13: The schematic diagram of a spatially resolved anode illustrates the vapor distri-
bution in the cases of desorption (dashed) and adsorption (solid). The reduced
anode interface accounts for ad-/desorption and water vapor diffusion, imple-
mented as a lumped boundary condition.

side, neither the catalyst layer nor the gas diffusion layer is spatially resolved, the
relevant transport mechanism and phase transitions therein have to be reduced to
an interface with a sophisticated boundary condition. For better understanding of the
layer reduction to a simplified interface, an illustration of the local variables is given in
Fig. 6.13. In order to allow dehydration of the ionomer on the anode side, the water
content λ is not fixed to a certain value but a Cauchy-type boundary condition is used
as follows.
The equilibrium water vapor partial pressure at the membrane surface pa,mem

v for a
given water content at the anode interface (λ[2]) is calculated by means of the inverse
function λ−1

eq [aw] of Eq. 6.30 and the saturation pressure psat[T ]

pa,mem
v = psat[T ]λ−1

eq [aw] . (6.68)

The vapor pressure can be converted by means of the ideal gas law to a vapor con-
centration

ca,mem
v =

pa,mem
v

RT
. (6.69)
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Neglecting vapor diffusion in the catalyst layer, the CL thickness is used for a simple
adsorption/desorption region, where a linear dependance of the adsorption/desorption
process on the difference between the equilibrium vapor concentration ca,mem

v at the
membrane surface and the existing vapor concentration ca,GDL

v between CL and GDL
is assumed. The vapor flux at the boundary CL ↔ GDL can be written as

jaad = LCL ka
ad(c

a,GDL
v − ca,mem

v ) , (6.70)

where LCL is the anode CL thickness and ka
ad the adsorption/desorption rate, ex-

pressed as

ka
ad =

{
5 · 10−5 kdes if ca,mem

v > ca,GDL
v

5 · 10−5 kads if ca,mem
v ≤ ca,GDL

v

(6.71)

The vapor diffusion in the GDL, forced by the vapor concentration gradient, is written
as

jadiff = −Deff,Ω
v

(ca,chav − ca,mem
v )

LGDL

, (6.72)

where Deff,Ω
v is the effective vapor diffusion coefficient and ca,chav is the vapor concen-

tration in the anode channel.
The condition of continuity of both fluxes, provided that there is no phase change in
the GDL, results in

jaad = jadiff =
−Dg

v (c
a,mem
v − ca,chav )LCL ka

ad

Dg
v + LCL ka

ad L
GDL

. (6.73)

As a boundary condition for the water content on the anode side, the dissolved water
flux is coupled with the derived vapor flux

jλ =
−Dg

v (c
a,mem
v − ca,chav )LCL ka

ad

Dg
v + LCL ka

ad L
GDL

− V̇a

νg
Ωa

w (λ− 14) θ[λ− 14] , (6.74)

where the last term on the right-hand side accounts for the case of high water content
(λ > 14) when the ionomer releases liquid water, carried out by the hydrogen gas
stream. A high value of Ωa

w = 600m−2 is chosen for fast water release and θ[x] is the
Heavyside function (equal to 1 for x > 0 and 0 elsewhere).
This boundary condition for the water content on the anode side is motivated by exper-
imental data presented in Fig. 6.14(a). The graph shows two comparable cyclic sweep
experiments, whereby for one measurement the anode impedance Za→ref and the cur-
rent density is measured simultaneously (black line) and the second measurement
where the cathode impedance Zc→ref together with the current density were recorded
(red line). The current density response show similar results for both measurements,
indicating that both measurements could be compared among each other. Taking a
look to impedance show considerable differences. The anode impedance is about
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(a) Measured anode impedance Za→ref show
a strong coupling between anode dehydration
and drawn current density. An increasing an-
ode impedance at high current density is still
visible after giving same water droplets into the
anodic inlet gas stream.

(b) Schematic shows the effect of a high
electro-osmotic drag leading to a decrease of
the water content on the anode side in case of
an insufficient water uptake of the membrane
from the anode gas compartment.

Figure 6.14: The derived boundary condition for the anode water content is motivated by
some experimental data that exclude a simple Dirichlet boundary condition.

two time higher than the cathode impedance. Both show a periodic behavior with a
doubled frequency as the current density. The impedances increase with increasing
current and also increase with decreasing current. The first could be explained by the
schematic in Fig. 6.14(b). Assuming a homogeneous water content distribution at a
certain level at no-load condition (green line), a strong gradient in the water content
towards the cathode could appear in case of a high electro-osmotic drag and water
generation at high current that could not get balanced by the water back diffusion (red
line). If additionally the vapor adsorption on the anode is insufficient to provide the
anode with dissolved water molecules, the anode side would dehydrate (blue line). By
making the simplified estimation that the measured anode/cathode impedance refers
to the half membrane thickness, one can see that at high currents the water content
distribution leads to an increase of the anode impedance (black line in Fig. 6.14(a)).
The cathode impedance is not so much affected by the current change because the
water content is partly above the homogeneous distribution and party below, leading
integrally to a lower current dependance (red line). The scenario of a homogeneous
distribution is not stable in time in the experiment. Since less water is generated
at low current the membrane dryies out and the impedance increase. After several
100 s some water droplets are admixed into the anodic inlet gas stream that cause
a drop in the resistance in both measurements leading to higher peak current den-
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sity values. One can clearly see that the dehydration peak in the impedance at low
current density has almost disappeared (the liquid water acts as buffer), but the de-
hydration effect at high current density due to the high electro-osmotic drag could not
be avoided. By means of the above derived anode boundary condition for the water
content, the model is able to capture this measured feature.

Saturation s: The accumulation and removal of liquid water on top of the GDL (to-
wards the channel) is a complicated process. Water forms droplets which are blown
out by the convective force of the gas stream. The greater the flow velocity in the
channel, the more efficient the removal of liquid water. Such a sophisticated dynamic
approach can hardly be reproduced in a 1D model. As a strongly simplified approach,
an outflow condition for the saturation as a quadratic function of the difference be-
tween the saturation itself and the immobile saturation sim is implemented

js[−1] =

{
− V̇c

νg
Ωc

s (s− sim)
2 if s ≥> sim

0 if s < sim
(6.75)

where the flow rate has a linear influence on the liquid water flux.
The interior boundary of the saturation differs from the other solving variables by
having a discontinuity in its distribution. Continuous capillary pressure is assumed at
the interface GDL ↔ CL

pGDL
c [0] = pCL

c [0], (6.76)

which is the physically realistic boundary condition. This results in a saturation dis-
continuity at the interface (in the case of different structural properties and wettabilities
such as porosities and contact angles) but with a continuous liquid water flux

jGDL
s [0] = jCL

s [0] . (6.77)

A zero-flux boundary for liquid water is assumed at the interface CL ↔ membrane

∂s[1]

∂y
= 0 . (6.78)

Temperature T : With regard to the water-cooled fuel cell (which provided the mea-
sured data used for the model validation), Cauchy boundary conditions are used that
consider a linear dependance of the heat removal on the difference between the tem-
perature at the outer side of the BPs and the cooling-water temperature

jT [−2] = jT [3] = ΩT (T − Tcoolant) , (6.79)

where ΩT is the heat transfer coefficient dependent on the coolant flow rate.
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Numerical details

The governing equations are solved using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM, a commercial
software package based on finite element methods. A Direct Linear System Solver
(UMFPACK) and quadratic Lagrange polynomials as test functions are used. The
solver is allowed to take free time steps. The five model domains are discretized
with a non-uniform grid of 265 elements whereas the CL and the regions near the
interfaces between the domains are refined with smaller elements.

6.4.3 Experimental

The experiments were made with a small test fuel cell (geometric area of 1 cm2) in a
test bench that are both described in detail in Gerteisen [15]. Note that, due to the
reference electrode configuration used, the anode overpotential is separated from
the remaining cell losses, which is important for the validation of a fuel cell model
where the anode losses are neglected. An untreated gas diffusion layer of type Toray
TGP-H-090 was utilized. A GORETM PRIMEA R© Series 5510 MEA with a membrane
thickness of 35μm was used. For analyzing water transport, flooding effects and
membrane dehydration, dynamic measurements were performed that give a good
insight into the processes that occur. Voltammetry and chronoamperometry experi-
ments were used . To prove the validity of the model, the current response of the cell
is investigated for three different humidification conditions of the inlet gases, denoted
as case (1): airdry/H2dry , case (2): airdry/H2hum and case (3): airhum/H2hum . Detailed
operating conditions such as the dew point temperature of the inlet gases and flow
rates are summarized in Table 6.2.

case cathode anode
dew point temperature TΩ

DP /K (1) dry dry
of inlet gases: (2) dry 309

(3) 309 309
coolant temperature: Tcoolant /K (1)-(3) 313 313
gas flow rate: V̇Ω/mlmin−1 (1)-(3) 100 (air) 50 (H2)

Table 6.2: Operating conditions in the voltammetry experiments.

Voltammetry experiments were conducted in the voltage range between 900mV
and 60mV with a scan rate of 10mV s−1. Several sweeps were applied sequentially to
reach and ensure reproducibility of the dynamic characteristic of the voltage-current
curve. The cell impedance at 10 kHz was recorded during all experiments. The
temperature was measured with a thermocouple in the anode plate 1mm above the
flow field .
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Chronoamperometry is a measurement technique in which the cell voltage is switched
between two values, and the resulting cell current response is monitored as a function
of time. The characteristic of the current response and cell impedance, triggered by
a voltage change from

• step (1): 600mV to 300mV

• step (2): 700mV to 400mV

• step (3): 800mV to 500mV

and vice versa, was investigated.

6.4.4 Results and Discussion

Voltammetry experiments

Voltammetry experiments were used to validate the developed model with measured
data. Therefore, the experimental results are briefly discussed to establish an un-
derstanding of the measured dynamic effects. Figure 6.15(a) shows the polariza-
tion curves of voltammetry experiments for three different humidification conditions
(cases (1)-(3)). The corresponding cell impedance is depicted in Fig. 6.15(b). The
forward (900 to 60mV ) and the backward sweeps (60 to 900mV ) are labeled by ar-
rows. For comparison with the simulation results, the cell voltage is corrected by
the anode losses and denoted by the superscript "∗" on the axis label in the graphs.
The polarization characteristic is strongly influenced by the humidification conditions
in such a way that under completely dry conditions (case (1)), the highest limiting
current density is reached at the expense of ionomer dehydration at low current den-
sity. Figure 6.15(b) shows for case (1) that the impedance increases throughout a
backward sweep and further increases in the forward sweep up to a maximum value
of approx. 230mΩ cm2; thereafter the water production is sufficient to humidify the
ionomer itself. The increasing impedance in the low current density range is respon-
sible for the hysteresis effect in the polarization curve in that region. The observed
lower limiting current density in the case of higher humidification (cases (2) and (3)),
leads to a decline from 1.6Acm−2 to 1.3Acm−2 and 0.9Acm−2, respectively, indicating
higher oxygen transport limitations due to increased flooding phenomenon. The satu-
ration level during the voltammetry experiment is strongly time-dependent and causes
hysteresis loops in the high current density region in all three cases. The dehydration
of the ionomer is considerably reduced in case (2), compared to the completely dry
conditions in case (1), and almost prevented for case (3).
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(a) Voltammetry experiments conducted under different
humidification conditions show strong hysteresis effects.

(b) Measured cell impedances show a large dynamic
range in dehydration and humidification of the ionomer.

Figure 6.15: Voltammetry experiments with a scan rate of 10mV s−1 were conducted to vali-
date the developed model.
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Model validation

The simulation results for the three different sets of operating conditions are shown
in Fig. 6.16. The values of the model parameters used for the simulation are listed in
the parameter list in section 6.4.6 and are also used in simulations that are discussed
in the next sections.

(a) The simulated current-voltage characteris-
tic show strong hysteresis effects with about
the same limiting current density as the mea-
surement.

(b) The increase of the impedance lies in the
same range as the experiment.

Figure 6.16: The simulated polarization curves and impedance characteristics show a similar
influence on the humidification conditions as the measurement.

Under all three different operating conditions, the model predicts the same current-
voltage characteristics as the measurements, as shown in Fig. 6.16(a). In all three
cases the simulations show hysteresis effects in the high current density region with
about the same limiting current density. In case (1), the pronounced hysteresis loop
in the low current density region is also observed. The time-dependent behavior of
the simulated impedance (Fig. 6.16(b)) is in good agreement with the measurement.
In case (1) with completely dry conditions, the simulated impedance also shows a
strong variation with the same maximum value as the experiment. In case (2), the de-
hydration of the ionomer is less pronounced and the impedance in case (3) is nearly
constant, as found in the measured data.
A comparison of the temperature change throughout a sweep experiment is made in
Fig. 6.17. On the left-hand side, the measured temperature is shown for the three
different sets of humidification conditions. It is evident that the cell cooling is not
sufficient to keep the temperature constant during a potential sweep. The high cur-
rent density in case (1) is responsible for a temperature rise of 3.5K from 313.5K to
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(a) The temperature of the cell increases up to 2 − 3.5K
depending on the load.

(b) The non-isothermal model predicts qualitatively the
same dynamics for the cell temperature.

Figure 6.17: A qualitative agreement between the measured temperature in the anode plate
and the simulated temperature is achieved.

317K. For comparison, the simulated temperature at the interior boundary between
the anode plate and the anode interface T [2] is analyzed, depicted in Fig. 6.17(b).
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The simulated temperature shows the same qualitative characteristic as the mea-
surement. The temperature variation falls in the same range of 3.5K for case (1), 3K
for case (2) and 2 K for case (3).

Analysis of the solving variables

In this subsection, the origin of the hysteresis effects is discussed in detail on the ba-
sis of the profiles of certain solving variables. The following plots show snapshots of
some profiles either at 0.7V or 0.4V during a simulated voltammetry experiment. For

(a) A comparison of the water content profile
shows a strong dehydration of the ionomer in
cases (1) and (2).

(b) The steep ohmic drop in the membrane in
case (1) leads to a minimized activation over-
potential in the CL, resulting in low current gen-
eration.

Figure 6.18: A snapshot of the profiles of the water content and the overpotential between
forward and backward sweeps at 0.7V is given.

the analysis of the hysteresis loop in the low current density region, which is most pro-
nounced in case (1), to the water content λ at 0.7V is referred. In Fig. 6.18(a), a large
difference in the water content between forward and backward sweeps is present in
cases (1) and (2). The low water content in the forward mode results in a high ohmic
drop in the membrane which finally results in a minimized activation overpotential
in the cathode CL for the ORR (Fig. 6.18(b)). In addition, the lower water content
reduces the area of the three-phase boundary zone and therefore decelerates the
reaction kinetics (see Eq. 6.7). The fact that oxygen transport limitation is not re-
sponsible for the lowered current generation, which might be possible in the case of
different saturation levels, is shown in Fig. 6.19. In the forward mode, more oxygen is
available for the ORR than in the backward mode. Figure 6.20(b) shows that the rela-
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Figure 6.19: A comparison of the profiles of the normalized oxygen concentration (0.7V ) dur-
ing a forward and a backward sweep. Higher transport limitations are observed
in the backward sweep.

tive humidity in the CL remains at nearly 100% except for forward sweeps of cases (1)
and (2) where dry cathode inlet gases are used. The difference of saturation between
forward and backward sweeps at 0.4V is depicted in Fig. 6.20(a). The saturation level
in a backward sweep is always above its level in the forward mode. The largest dif-
ference is observed in case (1), where the saturation differs up to 20% in the GDL.
The simulated saturation level of the GDL is uncommonly high compared to previous
publications [138, 97, 123, 102, 104, 71]. The reason for it is based firstly on the as-
sumption of an existing immobile saturation of sim = 0.2, and secondly in the choice
of Cauchy boundary conditions at the interface GDL ↔ channel. The most common
assumption for the boundary condition is vanishing saturation at the interface towards
the channel. The high capillary force in the presence of a large saturation gradient,
predicted by the Leverett J-function, results in a fast liquid water outflow. This implies
a small curvature of the saturation profile and finally a low saturation level in the GDL
in the case of a Dirichlet boundary condition: s = 0 at the interface GDL ↔ channel.
Wang et al. [141] predicts a maximum saturation level of only about 6.3% at a current
density of about 1.4Acm−2 in the case of the commonly made assumptions. Such a
low saturation level would not lead to mass transport limitations at a current density of
about 1.0Acm−2 (using realistic values of the GDL porosity), that are clearly observed
in the experiments.
From the presently known scientific publications, Shah et al. [127] are among the few
using a Cauchy boundary condition, leading to a saturation of up to 0.6 − 0.8. Unlike
in this model, they assume continuity of the saturation at the interface CL ↔ GDL and
therefore reached the maximum saturation level in the CL.
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(a) Continuity in the capillary pressure at the
interface results in a discontinuity in the satura-
tion. A higher saturation is found in the back-
ward mode.

(b) The relative humidity (RH) for case (3) re-
mains at nearly 100% during the entire sweep.

Figure 6.20: Comparison of the profiles of the saturation (0.4V ) and the relative humidity
(0.7V ) during a forward and a backward sweep.

Figure 6.21(a) shows the time-dependent system response in terms of current density
and saturation at the interface GDL ↔ channel for case (1). Both the maximum of cur-
rent density (Δϕ1) and saturation (Δϕ2) display a phase shift relative to the minimum
of the applied cell voltage. The cumulative saturation during the forward mode causes
increasing mass transport limitation, which becomes the dominant loss mechanism
in the high current density region. This in turn leads to a current density maximum
which is considerably earlier than the voltage minimum (about 25 s). The saturation
increases beyond this voltage minimum up to a phase shift of about Δϕ2 = 90◦ (45 s).
The evolution of the ionomer water content at the interface GDL ↔ CL is analyzed in
Fig. 6.21(b). The maximum of the water content shows only a small phase-shift rela-
tive to the voltage (Δϕ3), whereas the minimum of the water content shows a strong
delay with respect to the voltage maximum (Δϕ4).
The evolution of the water content profile for case (2) is visualized in Fig. 6.22. In
the region of maximum current density, labeled as (1), a water content of nearly 17 is
reached in the CL. A strong gradient of the water content is observed in the y-direction
due to the strong electro-osmotic drag at high current densities. The decreasing
electro-osmotic drag during the backward sweep and the back diffusion leads to a
balancing of the water content in the membrane (region (2)). In region (3), the intro-
duced water from the humidified hydrogen stream at the anode and the water gen-
eration from the ORR in the cathode CL is insufficient to prevent dehydration of the
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(a) The maximum current density is reached about
20 s before the lowest cell voltage is reached (Δϕ1).
The maximum saturation (interface channel↔GDL)
has a delay (Δϕ2) of about 42 s relative to the mini-
mum cell voltage.

(b) The characteristic of the water content (interface
GDL↔CL) follows that of the current density in prin-
ciple. However, the decrease of the water content is
a little delayed (Δϕ4) with respect to the cell current
due to the liquid water reservoir in the catalyst layer.

Figure 6.21: The time-dependent characteristic of the applied cell voltage together with the
system response in terms of cell current, saturation (s[-1]) and water content
(λ[0]) is shown for case (1).
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Figure 6.22: The 3D diagram visualizes the evolution of the water content profile during two
cycles of the sweep experiment for case (2). The water content is dominated by
electro-osmotic drag and water generation (region 1), back diffusion (region 2)
and dehydration (region 3).

ionomer. The water content falls to a value of 7.1.
The water flux through the cell in all three existing phases is visualized by a bar plot in
Fig.6.23(a). Depending on the water phase its flux is analyzed at different y-positions.
For a better comparison of the bars the flux directions are defined as shown in the
inset on the right-hand side. The water flux belong to the snapshots at 0.7V or 0.4V
during the simulated voltammetry experiment of case (1) discussed before.
As aforementioned, the cell is nearly dried out at a cell voltage of 0.7V in forward
operation mode. Thus, there is a low water flux which is not further astonishing. But
it is very interesting to see, that the liquid water flux has a negative value, indicating
that there is a flux from the GDL into the CL. This result shows that the GDL acts as a
liquid water buffer to hold up the ionomer hydration level for a while. A high water flux
is observed at high currents in forward and backward mode. The back diffusion and
electro-osmotic drag are the dominant water transport mechanism, whereby the net
flux of both mechanisms are in the range of the liquid or vapor flux. This result shows
that the membrane is a very good intermediator of the water household between an-
ode and cathode. The simulation show that at low current density the vapor flux is
responsible for the water discharge out of the cell, at high current density the liquid
water transport together with the vapor diffusion. The water release on the anode is
less than 20% in all cases.
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(a) A comparison of the different water trans-
port modes show that the dissolved water in the
membrane plays a crucial role. The membrane
is a good intermediator to counterbalance the
humidification level in both electrode compart-
ments.

(b) The reaction heat is the dominant source
term in the energy balance equation. In case
of low current density and a high amount of liq-
uid water the latent heat of evaporation is not
negligible.

Figure 6.23: Analysis of the water flux and heat source at different cell voltages during a
forward and backward sweep.

The heat production is plotted in Fig. 6.23(b), subdivided in reaction heat of the ORR,
ohmic heat caused by finite proton conductivity, ohmic heat due to electrical contact
resistances and latent heat caused by phase change. The ORR has the largest influ-
ence in the heating of the cell at all four operating conditions. The cooling effect by
water evaporation is not negligible at low current density values such as 0.27Acm−2,
but plays no significant role at high currents. The membrane impedance contribute
twice as much as the contact resistance to the heat source.

Chronoamperometry

A comparison between measured and simulated chronoamperometry experiments is
made in Fig. 6.24 and 6.25. The fuel cell was operated with dry air and humidified
hydrogen (T a

DP = 311K) with the same flow rate as in the voltammetry experiments
(see Table 6.2).
Overshoots in the measured current density are recorded on switching from high to
low cell voltages (Fig. 6.24(a)). The characteristic of the overshoots depends on the
voltage level before and after the step change. A change from 0.6 to 0.3V (step (1))
causes a peak current density of 1.3Acm−2 that drops off to a value of 0.9Acm−2

within the first 20 s. The peak current density of step (2) reaches the same value but
shows a less rapid decay than step (1). The peak in case (3) is not very pronounced,
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(a) An overshoot is observed in all three cases
on switching to the low cell voltage. The re-
sponse differs on returning to the higher volt-
age, depending on the voltage level.

(b) A qualitatively good agreement with the ex-
periments was achieved in the simulations, but
with a longer time constant.

Figure 6.24: Comparison between measured and simulated current response for chronoam-
perometry experiments.

but shows an apparent delay relating to the step change, that is not observed for
step (1) and (2) to this degree.
Switching from the low to the high cell voltage, the characteristic of the current re-
sponse differs for all three steps. Step (1) shows an increase in the current density
immediately after the voltage change and reaches equilibrium within 100 s. Step (2)
shows a short increase or plateau before the current density starts to decrease. The
current density in step (3) decreases continuously to a steady-state value.
The simulation shows a qualitatively similar characteristic (Fig. 6.24(b)). However, the
time constants of the response differ from the measured ones. The simulation of
steps (1) and (2) predicts a distinct overshoot in the current density with the same
peak value of 1.5Acm−2. A sharp peak is observed for step (1), but step (2) shows
a much slower decay than the measured data. Step (3) shows a linear decrease of
the current without a clear peak. A delay of the maximum current relative to the step
change is predicted by the model, in agreement with the measurement. The simulated
current response to the potential step from low to high cell voltage is in agreement
with the measurement. An increase of the current density for step (1), an increase
in the current density followed by decrease for step (2) as well as the fast decay to a
steady-state value for step (3) are predicted.
The corresponding cell impedance was recorded during the chronoamperometry mea-
surements and is depicted in Fig. 6.25(a). Almost no change in the impedance was
measured for step (1). The ionomer starts to dehydrate when the fuel cell is driven
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(a) An increase in the impedance at cell volt-
ages of 700mV and above shows that the self-
humidification by product water is insufficient.

(b) The simulation predicts dehydration in the
voltage range of 700mV and above, but the
simulated impedance is not as high as the mea-
sured impedance.

Figure 6.25: Comparison between measured and simulated impedance responses during
chronamperometry experiments.

at a cell voltage of 700mV (step (2)). Stepping back to 400mV , the impedance drops
very rapidly to a low impedance level, similar to the value of step (1). At a cell voltage
of 800mV , the impedance rises very fast to a value of 0.35Ω cm2 and drops again
very fast on switching to higher current density and overpotential.
The simulation of the impedance response describes the measured impedance qual-
itatively. While switching between 600 − 300mV , dehydration of the ionomer can not
be observed. In the range between 700 − 400mV , the ionomer starts to dehydrate
at a cell voltage of 700mV . Strong dehydration of the ionomer at a cell voltage of
800mV for step (3) is predicted by the model, but is obviously not as pronounced as
in the measured data. A reason for this could be the shrinking of the ionomer in the
case of high dehydration, resulting in an increase of the contact resistance that is not
implemented in the model.

6.4.5 Conclusion

In PEM fuel cells, water is present as vapor, in liquid form and dissolved in the
ionomer. The effects of water in all three phases, basically pore flooding and ionomer
dehydration, are investigated with a newly developed 1D transient model. The model
accounts for the loss mechanisms in the cathode GDL, cathode CL and membrane.
The electrode structure is modeled as a network of spherical agglomerates. An ex-
cess of liquid water in the catalyst layer leads to coverage of these agglomerates,
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forming a water film which limits oxygen transport. Liquid water is modeled as sat-
uration in the void space. Its transport properties depend strongly on the capillary
pressure-saturation relationship in porous media, which in turn is a function of the
wettability and pore structure. Based on ESEM images, immobile saturation is intro-
duced due to the observed partly hydrophilic regions in the GDL. A continuous cap-
illary pressure at the interface CL ↔ GDL is assumed, resulting in a discontinuous
saturation distribution. Finite phase transition rates between the ionomer and pore
space, namely adsorption/desorption and liquid water uptake/release, enable mem-
brane dehydration in the case of dry operating conditions, resulting in an increased
ohmic resistance.
The simulation results for dynamic current-voltage characteristics are in excellent
agreement with measured data. The measured hysteresis loop in the limiting cur-
rent density region is reproduced by the model and explained by pore flooding. The
measured cell impedance during a voltage sweep, which is a measure for the time-
dependent water content, is in agreement with the simulation over a wide range of
operating conditions and current densities. Simulations of chronoamperometry ex-
periments are performed with the validated parameter set. The model captures quali-
tatively the current and impedance responses of measured chronoamperometry data.
The model forms a suitable basis for identifying the dominant loss mechanisms at dif-
ferent operating points. Based on the simulation results, suggestions for a better
choice of fuel cell components can be made, guidance for their physical properties
like pore structure, wettability or thickness can be obtained or simply optimal operat-
ing conditions can be found. The latter leads us to the topic of fuel cell control. A
good understanding of the response on dynamic load changes is required to control
a fuel cell within a stable operating point. This can be realized by implementing the
model in a simplified form in a model-based control algorithm.
Parameter studies and a sensitivity analysis would be the next steps in ongoing work.
An upgrade to a multi-dimensional model is intended for the future.
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6.4.6 Nomenclature and Parameter List

Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Reference

Solving variables

cgO2
normalized gaseous oxygen
concentration

−

cv normalized vapor concentra-
tion

−

s saturation −
T local temperature K
η overpotential V
λ water content −

−
Physical constants

F Faraday constant 96484 Cmol−1

R gas constant 8.314 J K−1mol−1

Structural values

LCBP thickness of cathode bipolar
plate

3 · 10−3 m

LGDL GDL thickness 280 · 10−6 m
LCL CL thickness 10 · 10−6 m
Lmem membrane thickness 35 · 10−6 m
LABP thickness of anode bipolar

plate
3 · 10−3 m

Ra mean agglomerate radius 0.2 · 10−6 m [142]
εa volume fraction of primary

pores in an agglomerate
0.4 − [117]

εCL
p volume fraction of secondary

pores in CL
0.25 − [65, 58]

εCL
i volume fraction of ionomer in

CL
0.3 −

εGDL
p volume fraction of open pores

in GDL
0.7 − [143]

Λ agglomerate density Eq. 6.24 m−3

Ξ geometry factor 0.55 − calculated

Physical properties, local variables and boundary conditions

aw water activity Eq. 6.41 −
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Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Reference

cdO2,s
dissolved oxygen concentra-
tion at agglomerate surface

Eq. 6.4 molm−3

c̃dO2
normalized dissolved oxygen
concentration in agglomerate

Eq. 6.3 −

cg∗O2
gaseous oxygen concentra-
tion at inlet

Eq. 6.44 molm−3

c∗v vapor concentration at inlet Eq. 6.49 molm−3

CDL double layer capacity 0 F m−3

Ctit =
ρtit ctit

heat capacity of titanium 9.4 · 106 J m−3K−1 [144]

CGDL =
ρGDL cGDL

heat capacity of GDL 1.61 · 106 J m−3K−1 [126]

CCL =
ρCL cCL

heat capacity of CL 1.61 · 106 J m−3K−1 [126]

Cmem =
ρmem cmem

heat capacity of membrane 2.18 · 106 J m−3K−1 [126]

Cg =
ρg cg

heat capacity of gas 1 · 103 J m−3K−1 [126]

Cw =
ρw cw

heat capacity of water 4.187 · 106 J m−3K−1 [126]

d water film thickness Eq. 6.18 m
Di

O2
oxygen diffusion coefficient in
ionomer

5 · 10−11 m2 s−1 [58]

Dw
O2

oxygen diffusion coefficient in
water

2.1 · 10−9 m2 s−1

Dg
O2

oxygen diffusion coefficient in
gas phase

Eq. 6.46 m2 s−1 [128]

Deff,Ω
O2

effective oxygen diffusion co-
efficient in gas phase

Eq. 6.45 m2 s−1 [128]

Dg
v vapor diffusion coefficient in

gas phase
Eq. 6.51 m2 s−1

Deff,Ω
v effective vapor diffusion coef-

ficient in gas phase
Eq. 6.51 m2 s−1

DΩ
s water diffusion coefficient in

porous medium
Eq. 6.37 m2 s−1

Di
λ water diffusion coefficient in

ionomer
Eq. 6.26 m2 s−1 [132]

EW equivalent weight 1.1 kg [114]
hgl heat of vaporisa-

tion/condensation
40.7 · 103 J mol−1 [144]

H Henry constant 0.0254 − [70]
jgO2

gaseous oxygen flux Eq. 6.43 molm−2 s−1
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Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Reference

jv vapor flux Eq. 6.48 molm−2 s−1

js liquid water interstitial velocity Eq. 6.33 ms−1

jT heat flux Eq. 6.53 J m−2 s−1

jp,e charge flux Eq. 6.20 Am−2

jλ dissolved water flux Eq. 6.25 molm−2 s−1

jagen current generation per ag-
glomerate

Eq. 6.12 A

kaad adsorption/desorption rate on
anode

Eq. 6.75 s−1 assumed

kads adsorption rate 80 s−1 assumed
kdes desorption rate 50 s−1 assumed
keva evaporation rate 100 mskg−1 [137]
kcon condensation rate 100 s−1 [137]
ku water uptake rate 0.1 mol s kg−1m−2 assumed
kr water release rate 0.1 mol s kg−1m−2 assumed
k0 reaction rate 0.001 s−1 assumed
KGDL

abs absolute permeability in GDL 8.7 · 10−12 m2 [127]
KCL

abs absolute permeability in CL 1 · 10−13 m2 [127]
Krel relative permeability Eq. 6.38
n number of transferred elec-

trons
2 −

pΩc capillary pressure in domain
Ω

Pa

psat saturation pressure Eq. 6.42 Pa [1]
qORR source/sink term due to ORR Eq. 6.23 Am−3

qad source/sink term due to ad-
sorption/desorption

Eq. 6.29 molm−3 s−1

qur source/sink term due to liquid
water uptake/release

Eq. 6.32 molm−3 s−1

qec source/sink term due to evap-
oration/condensation

Eq. 6.40 molm−3 s−1

qh source/sink term of the heat Eqs. 6.55-6.59 J m−3 s−1

RH relative humidity Eq. 6.41 −
s
GDL/CL
im immobile saturation 0.2/0 − assumed
α symmetry factor 0.45 −
αdrag electro-osmotic drag coeffi-

cient
Eq. 6.27 −

ΔS enthalpy change 162.2 J mol−1K−1 [126]
Θm contact angle in ionomer

channels
90.02 deg [37]

ΘΩ contact angle in porous me-
dia (GDL/CL)

105/95 deg
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Symbol Description Value / Eq. Unit Reference

κGDL thermal conductivity of GDL 1.67 W m−1K−1 [126]
κCL thermal conductivity of CL 0.67 W m−1K−1 [126]
κmem thermal conductivity of mem-

brane
0.67 W m−1K−1 [126]

κtit thermal conductivity of tita-
nium

21.9 W m−1K−1 [144]

λeq equilibrated water content Eq. 6.30 − [1]
μ liquid water viscosity 0.001 kgm−1 s−1 [96]
νg molar volume of ideal gas 2.2414 · 10−2 m3mol−1

νw molar volume of liquid water 1.8015 · 10−5 m3mol−1

ρi ionomer density 1980 kgm−3 [114, 112]
σw surface tension of water 0.07 [96]
σcontact unified conductivity of

all electronic conductors
normed to BP2

600/650 S m−1 assumed

σΩ protonic conductivity in do-
main Ω

Eq. 6.21 S m−1 [1]

Ωc
O2

oxygen transfer coefficient
cathode

2.4 · 104 m−2 assumed

Ωc
v vapor transfer coefficient

cathode
2.4 · 104 m−2 assumed

Ωc
s saturation transfer coefficient

cathode
3 · 102 m−2 assumed

Ωa
w water transfer coefficient an-

ode
1 · 10−5 m−2 assumed

ΩT heat transfer coefficient 1150 J K−1m−2 s−1 assumed

Operating conditions

icell current density Acm−2

pO2 oxygen partial pressure 0.21 atm
P total pressure 1 atm
Tcoolant coolant temperature 313 K
T a
DP anode dew point temperature various K

T c
DP cathode dew point tempera-

ture
various K

V̇a anode gas flow rate 50
(8.33 · 10−7)

mlmin−1

(m3 s−1)

V̇c cathode gas flow rate 100
(16.66 · 10−7)

mlmin−1

(m3 s−1)
U voltage V
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6.5 Enhancing Liquid Water Management by GDL
perforation

6.5.1 The Idea of GDL Perforation

Despite the remarkable progress in PEFC science and technology during the past
decade, optimum water management within the porous components of the PEFC has
not been achieved so far. Droplet and liquid film generation in the channel can be
influenced by the contact angle of the channel surface and channel clogging can be
managed by appropriate flow field design and gas purge. The build-up and transport
of liquid water in the gas diffusion layer depends on the pore size distribution and the
contact angle on the micro scale within the pores. Accordingly, the microstructure
of GDL materials is a key factor in efficient water management that applies before
the water reaches the flowfield. One example of influencing the water management
by modification of the porous GDL is the application of a micro porous layer (MPL),
which reduces the saturation of the CL at the expense of increased mass transfer
resistance [145, 146, 122]. However, the optimization potential within the GDL mi-
crostructure is still large with respect to liquid water transport. The pore-flooding
phenomenon causes significant mass transport losses and is problematic for efficient
reliable operation under dynamic load conditions and high current densities.
Sophisticated measurement techniques for the investigation of liquid water in fuel cells
have been developed, and these are detailed discussed in Chapter 6. The capillary
pressure-saturation relationship, which is one of the most influential properties of gas
diffusion layers for the liquid water transport, is experimentally determined in [147].
Mercury intrusion porosimetry and the method of standard porosimetry are applied
and compared. The role of microporous layers and the hydrophilic porosity are dis-
cussed.
One way of obtaining a physical visualization of the liquid water transport in GDLs
is to apply fluorescence microscopy. Direct observation of the liquid water transport
in GDLs was achieved [148]. The results show that the transport in Toray GDLs is
a fingering and channeling process. The effect of GDL compression on the water
transport behavior was investigated using the same technique [149]. It is concluded
that compression can create preferential hydrophilic channels for water due to the mi-
croscopic damage induced to the fiber material and its coating.
Despite the deep insight into water transport that is provided by the various experi-
mental techniques, the transfer of the results into improved materials has yet to be
achieved.
In this work, the development of a method to tailor a commonly used GDL material
for improved transport properties with respect to the two-phase flow of air and water
is presented. The idea is based on the Laser perforation technique, which is in strong
relationship with the MEA segmentation presented in Chapter 4.
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For improving the liquid water removal out of the GDL, two physical properties of the
GDL indicate the good potential of the perforation technique:

• Experimental data of Gostick et al. [150] proved by simulation results of Schulz
et al. [151] show that the in-plane permeability of liquid water in the GDL is
up to twice as much than the through-plane permeability due to the prefered
orientation of the carbon fibers (Table 6.4).

• The smaller the pore radius of a hydrophobic porous structure, the higher is the
essential water pressure to fill these pores (see capillary-saturation relationship
in Eq. 6.34 on page 101).

Therefore, providing well-orientated water transport channels (WTCs) in the GDL
structure that have larger radii than the mean pore size distribution can improve the
liquid water transport from the catalyst layer towards the flow field. Figure 6.26 shows
schematically the concept of the water transport enhancement by GDL perforation.
Water is generated by the ORR in the CCL and dragged by the protons from the an-
ode side. The water accumulates in the porous structure of the CL, resulting in an
increasing liquid water pressure. The existing pressure gradient forces the water out
of the CL into the GDL. Here, the water follows the path with the lowest resistance,
which is the path with the highest permeability, the in-plane direction. Several water
pathways in smaller pores combine to one pathway in a larger pore in order to reduce
the water pressure. At the end the water finds a way out of the GDL but with a high
tortuosity. Additionally, the rib structure of the flow field, that generally covers about
the half of the GDL area, impedes the water removal since some pathways lead to
dead-end, clogging the GDL in this region.
By means of the laser perforation technique, WTCs with a desired radius can be gen-
erated on favored local positions. Due to the high in-plane permeability, the WTCs
act as water collecting points from the surroundings. The water fills the WTCs and is
forced to move towards the flow field where it evaporates or get carried away by the
air stream. Therefore the water saturation is reduced, leading to an improved oxygen
access to the CL.
This method is applied to produce a novel GDL prototype that is dynamically tested
according to a method proposed in [124] and by chronoamperometry within a test fuel
cell.

permeability in-plane through-plane
simulated measured simulated measured

Toray TGP-H090 11.5 · 10−12 m2 15 · 10−12 m2 7.4 · 10−12 m2 8.99 · 10−12 m2

SGL10BA 30.9 · 10−12 m2 60 · 10−12 m2 21.1 · 10−12 m2 37.4 · 10−12 m2

Table 6.4: Through-plane and in-plane permeabilities of gas diffusion layers determined by
Lattice-Bolzmann flow simulations [151] and measurements [150].
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Figure 6.26: Schematic of the liquid water transport with and without water transport channel.

6.5.2 Preparation of the GDL

A standard Toray paper (TGP-H-090, thickness 280μm) is modified by producing large
pores for the capillary diffusion of liquid water, so that the water can diffuse without
requiring large pressure gradients. Simply spoken, the GDL is perforated to obtain
water transport channels (WTCs) with a tortuosity of one. It is assumed that the
holes “suck” the water from their neighborhood due to the higher in-plane permeabil-
ity of liquid water compared to the through-plane permeability [151] and the fact that
the capillary pressure is lower in larger pores. By providing large pores, the fingering
and channeling mechanism as described in [148] is engineered to improve the per-
formance of the cathode.
A laser beam is used to manufacture the holes by cutting out defined areas of the
GDL. Compared to other manufacturing techniques, the laser technique has the ad-
vantage of creating a smoothly cut edge. The carbon fibers are not broken by this
technique, so the risk of undesired broken fibers pointing toward the MEA surface,
which causing pin holes, is eliminated. A second advantage of using a laser beam
to melt and burn the carbon fibers is the fact that the material is really removed and
not just displaced to the surroundings as it would be if needles or similar preparation
techniques were used. Displacement of the fibers would lead to rearrangement of the
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surrounded fibers and thus to an undesired decrease of the porosity.
WTCs were cut in the GDL by using a Nd:YAG laser (“Rofin Sinar Laser GmbH”) op-
erating at a wavelength of 1064nm in the near infrared. In the focus of the fixed laser
optics, a probe chuck can be moved in the xy-plane by a microstepping motor with a
position accuracy of 1μm.
A Toray TGP-H090 was perforated with 39 holes, each of them having a diameter of
approx. 80μm. Figure 6.27(a) shows a SEM image of one hole. It can be seen that
the fibers and the binder are really removed, leaving a smooth cut edge. One disad-
vantage of the laser perforation technique should be mentioned here. If the binder
content in the GDL is too high, the binder could melt and cause jamming of the WTC
wall. The binder content of the Toray paper used seems to be suitable for this prepa-
ration technique. In the assembled cell, the holes were located along the flow channel
at a distance of 1mm to each other so that the liquid water can be removed directly
by the gas stream. Figure 6.27(b) shows a drawing of the flow field (the rib is colored
gray) with the position of the WTCs. The cell size compared to the hole diameter is
drawn to scale. The ratio of the area of all circles to the entire GDL surface is only
0.005% and is thus negligible concerning the reduction of the contact area for the
electron transport.

(a) A hole with a diameter of ap-
prox. 80μm has been burnt into
the GDL by a laser beam.

(b) Schematic drawing of the position
and size of the holes along the flow
field.

Figure 6.27: Optimization of the GDL structure with regard to liquid water transport by means
of laser perforation.
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6.5.3 Characterization of a Modified GDL in a Single Cell

Test Cell and Operating Conditions

The experiments were made with the small test cell in a test bench that are both
described in detail in the previous chapters. To investigate the influence of the pore
structure of the GDL on the liquid water transport an untreated Toray TGP-H090 pa-
per is compared to a perforated one (section 6.5.2). Since the problem of flooding
is typically critical on the cathode side only, the anode GDL remains untreated in
all experiments. A GoreTM PRIMEA R© Series 5510 membrane electrode assembly
(loadingc/a: 0.4/0.4mg cm−2, thickness: 35μm) was used in both cases. Polarization
curves were measured in potentiostatic mode with a scan rate of 10mV s−1 from 900
to 60mV (forward mode) and from 60 to 900mV (backward mode). During the exper-
iment the cell impedance (@10 kHz), cathode overpotential, anode overpotential and
cell temperature were recorded. The air flow rate was set to 100mlmin−1 on the cath-
ode side and the hydrogen flow rate was 50mlmin−1 on the anode side. Depending
on the experiment, humidified or dry gases were used and are specified directly in
the result section for each polarization curve. The fuel cell was cooled by a water
cooling circuit with a thermostat (Tthermostat = 40 ◦C) to maintain the temperature of
the cell in a defined range. Nevertheless, the cell heated up at high current densities
due to ohmic heating, so the cell temperature fluctuated within a range of ΔT ≈ 4◦C
during a voltammetry cycle. Several cycles in succession were operated to ensure
reproducibility and to approximate dynamic equilibrium.
Chronoamperometry is used as a second characterization technique with a new as-
sembled cell applying the same operating conditions. The current response and cell
impedance induced by voltage steps from 0.8 to 0.5V , 0.7 to 0.4V , 0.6 to 0.3V and
backwards are analyzed. A higher coolant flow rate than for the voltammetry ex-
periments was chosen to maintain a comparable temperature evolution between the
measurements with and without perforated GDLs.

Experimental Results

Figure 6.28 shows a representative example of one voltage-current curve and the
separated overpotentials of the present experimental study. The cell was operated in
potentiostatic mode with dry gas streams (case (1)). The cell voltage shows a strong
hysteresis between the forward and backward sweeps. Beginning with a relatively
dry membrane electrode assembly at 900mV the cell voltage decreases fast with
increasing load. A steep decline at a current density of 1.6Acm−2 indicates flooding
of the porous media, despite the dry inlet streams. In the backward mode, the cell
voltage suffers from the flooding event up to a current density of approx. 1.2Acm−2,
where the voltage-current curve in the backward mode crosses the one in forward
mode. From then on, the still higher humidification of the porous media and MEA
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Figure 6.28: A typical voltammetry measurement that shows MEA dehydration at high cell
voltage and flooding in the limiting current density region which results in two
hysteresis loops, shaped like an “eight”. The loss mechanisms are separated
into cathode, anode and ohmic overpotential.

leads to better performance in the backward mode.
It can be seen that the cathode overpotential ηc (Eq. 4.6) is responsible for the rapid
drop at high current density when flooding occurs. The main part of the hysteresis
in the low current-density region can be attributed to the ohmic loss ηΩ (Eq. 4.1)
that clearly highlights the effect of hydration/dehydration. This large difference of the
ohmic overpotential between the forward and backward mode is responsible for the
change in the activation overpotential at the electrodes for a given cell voltage.

� Voltammetry Experiment Figure 6.29 and 6.30 show the behavior of the cath-
ode and anode overpotential as well as the impedance (@10 kHz) during voltamme-
try measurements of 10 cycles. Repeatability and dynamic equilibrium are assured.
Three different operating conditions were chosen for the experiments:

• case (1): dry inlet gas streams on the cathode and anode side,

• case (2): dry air and humidified hydrogen (T H2
dew point = 37 ◦C),

• case (3): hum. air (T air
dew point = 37 ◦C) and hum. hydrogen (T H2

dew point = 37 ◦C).

In all three cases, Fig. 6.29 (top) indicates flooding when the limiting current density
(ilim) is reached, as characterized by the hysteresis shoulder in the high current-
density region. The measurement with two dry inlet feed streams shows the highest
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Figure 6.29: (top) Cathode and anode overpotentials of voltammetry measurements with an
original Toray paper. The influence of the feed streams was investigated: case
(1) with dry feed streams, case (2) with the anode feed stream humidified,
case (3) with both feed streams humidified. (bottom) The increase of the cell
impedance for low current density indicates dehydration of the membrane. The
temperature fluctuates between 40.5 and 44 ◦C during a cycle.

current density (ilim = 1.6Acm−2) which obviously indicates that flooding starts later
than in case (2) and (3). While the porous media is flooding, the current density is
decreasing with increasing overpotential due to accumulation of water over time in
all three cases. The high limiting current density of case (1) is paid by a strong de-
hydration of the MEA in the low current-density region, indicated by the increasing
cell impedance (Fig. 6.29 bottom). In case (2), weak dehydration of the MEA can
also be observed whereas in the case of both gas streams being humidified (3), the
impedance remains nearly stable at a value of approx. 88mΩ cm2. The anode losses
ηa (Eq. 4.4) are small but not negligible in all cases and reach a maximum value of
100mV at ilim. The heat of reaction and the ohmic losses are responsible for the
heating of the cell by up to 3.5◦C during a cycle.
Figure 6.30 shows the same experiments as Fig. 6.29 but with a perforated cathode
GDL. The characteristic of the polarization curve in the high current-density region
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Figure 6.30: (top) The measurements with the perforated cathode GDL shows reduced flood-
ing and thus higher limiting current densities. (bottom) Due to a slightly higher
cell impedance and higher currents, the temperature increased to 42.5−46.5◦C.

has clearly changed. The hysteresis loop due to flooding has been minimized. The
sudden increase of the cathode overpotential in the limiting current-density region
has been reduced, so ilim was reached with the highest overpotential. In all three
cases, a boost to higher ilim of 8− 22% has been achieved. In these measurements,
the impedance of the cell with the perforated GDL was significantly higher. It was not
possible to reduce the impedance to a level of 88mΩ cm2 as in the first experiment
(Fig. 6.29), not even with fully humidified gas streams. Most likely this impedance
shift results from a slightly higher contact resistance. The increased performance
loss at the anode (approx. 200mV (perforated) compared to 100mV (untreated) at
ilim) could be an indication for a poor contact on the anode side. Due to this higher
basic impedance and the higher current density, the cell heats up to a temperature
2◦C above the temperature of the first experiment. This fact in turn leads to stronger
dehydration of the MEA in the low current-density region in the case of dry reactant
gases (1), as validated by the increase of the cell impedance.
In Fig. 6.31, a direct comparison of voltage-current curves (left) and cathode polar-
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ization curves (right) is made between the operation with the original and the per-
forated GDL. For clarity, only the cases (1) and (3) are depicted in the graph. On
the left-hand side, the voltage-current curves with the perforated GDL show a higher
limiting current density, as discussed before. However, rather a small decline than
an improvement of the cell voltage at a given current density is observed. This fact
is caused by the above mentioned higher basic impedance and the resulting higher
anode losses, lowering the cell voltage. For analyzing the enhancement of the liquid
water transport the cathode losses are depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 6.31.
In the low current-density region, the polarization curves of the cell equipped with
the original and perforated GDL are identical. Turning to high current densities, the
cathode polarization curves of the cell with the unmodified GDL start to suffer from
transport limitations earlier and finally show a sudden increase of the overpotential.
It is obvious that this increase of the overpotential is missing in the polarization curve
with the perforated GDL, indicating a reduced pore flooding.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.31: (a) A comparison between the polarization curves of the cell equipped with the
non-modified and perforated GDL clearly shows a reduced mass transport limi-
tation for the latter due to reduced saturation of the porous media in the high cur-
rent density region. The higher basic impedance of the cell with the perforated
GDL and the resulting increased temperature prevents a better performance at
low current densities due to dehydration. (b) A reduced saturation level of the
perforated GDL can be supposed by the characteristic of the separated cathode
overpotential.

� Chronoamperometry Investigations concerning the transient behavior of the
current response on voltage step changes and the corresponding impedance re-
sponse are shown in Fig. 6.32-6.34. The cell was operated with dry air and humidified
hydrogen (T H2

dew point = 39 ◦C). Gas flow rates and coolant temperature are equal to the
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voltammetry experiments. In Fig. 6.32 the cell voltage was stepped between 0.8 and
0.5V . The current response is shown on the left-hand side. An overshoot is depicted
in both cases whereas the peak current density is approx. 0.2Acm−2 higher with the
perforated GDL and ends 0.1Acm−2 above the original GDL. A higher current density
is also observed at 0.8V . A strong dehydration can be reasoned from the impedance
data at 0.8V , pictured in Fig. 6.32 (right). The water generation by the ORR seems
not to be sufficient to prevent dehydration of the ionomer, whereas the dehydration
is more pronounced with the original GDL due to the lower current density. The cell
impedance drops very fast when applying a cell voltage of 0.5V .

Figure 6.32: (left) The test cell with perforated GDL shows a significantly higher current den-
sity than the cell with the original GDL. (right) The cell impedance shows that wa-
ter generation by the ORR is not sufficient to prevent dehydration of the ionomer
at a cell voltage of 0.8 V.

Figure 6.33 shows the dynamics of the current density and the impedance on a step
change from 0.7 to 0.4V and backwards for both cells. The peak current densities
are similar to each other but the current decline of the cell with the laser-treated GDL
is less strong, resulting in an improvement in the power density by about 15%. Due
to the higher current density of the cell with the perforated GDL at a voltage of 0.7V ,
the water generation is high enough to maintain a stable impedance. By contrast,
the dehydration in case of the original GDL leads to a decrease in the current density
several seconds after the voltage change. The voltage change from 0.6 to 0.3V and
backwards is investigated in Fig. 6.34. Only a small overshoot is recorded in case
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Figure 6.33: (left) The current density response with the original GDL shows a strong decay of
the peak current density due to pore flooding. (right) The current density range
between 0.3− 0.5Acm−2 seems to be a critical value for a stable humidification
of the membrane.

of the perforated GDL that results in an improvement of the power density of about
20%. By stepping from 0.3 to 0.6V an undershoot behavior is observed in case of
the original GDL. This phenomenon can be explained by a reduction of the saturation
level when switching to lower current densites, this in turn leads to a performance im-
provement over time, until a new equilibrated saturation is reached. Both impedances
remain stable at the same value, shown in Fig. 6.34 (right).

Conclusion and Outlook

A customized GDL, structured with water transport channels by laser perforation, was
prepared and investigated in a test fuel cell with an active area of 1 cm2. The laser-cut
holes with a diameter of approx. 80μm are spaced along the channel at a distance of
1mm. A comparison with a standard, non-modified GDL shows that the performance
of the cell with the perforated GDL suffers less from accumulated liquid water. The
cathode overpotential shows less limitation of oxygen transport. An increase in the
limiting current density of 8 − 22% with the perforated GDL has been achieved. A
comparison of chronoamperometry data shows clearly reduced overshoot behavior,
ending in a higher current density value when using the perforated GDL. This high-
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Figure 6.34: (left) A pronounced overshoot and undershoot behavior is observed in the cur-
rent response for the cell with original GDL, whereas only a small overshoot is
recorded with the perforated GDL. This clearly indicates a lower saturation level
for the latter. (right) The impedances are nearly identical and stable over time.

lights the improvement of less pore flooding and an enhanced water transport in the
GDL. The potential to optimize the GDL structure with regard to liquid water transport
is still very large since the arrangement of the WTCs and their design has not been
optimized yet.
This systematic perforation technique can play an important role in the transition to
large fuel cells and stacks, where engineers have to cope with strong in-plane inho-
mogeneities in humidification, saturation and temperature from inlet to outlet. With
respect to the flow field geometry and operating conditions, a tailor-made GDL can
be manufactured by the laser perforation technique to compensate for these inhomo-
geneities by a specific layout of the WTCs.
Another application of the presented perforation technique is for direct methanol fuel
cells. Systematic positioning of holes in the GDL can help to remove CO2 in the gas
phase, which is a by-product of the methanol oxidation, and therefore to achieve more
stable performance especially in passive systems.
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Figure 6.35: A 6-cell stack was used to investigate the effects of GDL perforation on the
performance.

6.5.4 Characterization of a Modified GDL in a Fuel Cell Stack

Fuel Cell Stack and Operating Conditions

The performance improvement in the single cell experiments due to a better water
removal of the modified GDL motivates the transfer of the laser perforation technique
from a single cell to a industrial relevant stack for portable applications. An already
existing 6-cell stack (see Fig. 6.35) was chosen for characterizing the influence of
GDL perforation concerning flooding phenomena.
The stack consists of graphite compound bipolar plates with an active area of 30.87 cm2

per cell, in which on both sides, cathode and anode, a double-channel serpentine flow
field is milled to deliver the reactants across the active area homogeneously. Similar
to the single cell experiments, MEAs from GoreTM (PRIMEA R© Series 5510, loadingc/a:
0.4/0.4mg cm−2, thickness: 35μm) were assembled. This time, GDLs of type Toray
TGP-H060 with a thickness of 190μm (instead of 280μm, used in the single cell ex-
periments) were investigated since this kind of GDL is originally attached and well
characterized for this stack.
Again, only the cathode GDLs were modified by laser treatment. WTCs, with the
same diameter of approx. 80μm, are placed beneath the channel along the serpen-
tine flow field with a pitch of 1mm, leading to approx. 950 holes over the entire GDL
area.
The stack temperature is regulated with a controllable fan, blowing through cooling
channels that are visible in Fig. 6.35. Such an air cooling system is not able to
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achieve a homogeneous temperature distribution throughout the stack. The outer
cells (cell#1 and #6) are mostly cooler than the inner cells due to the additional heat
dissipation via the end plates and the fact that only one adjacent cell acts as heat
source. A further drawback of air cooling compared to water cooling (like in the sin-
gle cell experiments) is the limited cooling capacity that complicates the temperature
control. Thus, in the following experiments either a constant cooling capacity by a
constant fan power was adjusted, leading to relatively high temperature differences
for high and low load, or the temperature was controlled, leading to some temperature
oscillations of ±1◦C caused by the control. The stack temperature was measured by
thermo couples on the surface of the bipolar plate in the middle of the stack. On the
anode side, the stack was operated in "open end" mode (no recirculation of unutilized
hydrogen).
Since the electrochemical interface from Solartron (used in the single cell experi-
ments) is limited to a maximum current of 2A, a potentiostat from Zentro (EL 3000/60/
125) with a maximum current capability of 125A and a voltage range up to 60V was
used for the stack experiments. Unfortunately it was not possible to measure the
stack impedance with this device. A single cell voltage tap is embedded on the stack
to assign the monitored flooding event to the specific cells in the stack.

Several characterization techniques on different operating conditions were applied
to investigate the influence of the GDL perforation on the water management:

• Constant current load The cell was operated in galvanostatic mode at a
constant current of 22A (approx. 0.65Acm−2) that corresponds to a single cell
voltage in the range of 0.5−0.6V which is the optimal operating point concerning
the interplay of power density, efficiency and stability for this stack in a system.
In this mode a stable operation is desired with less purge events3. The mass
flow controls of air and hydrogen were adjusted to a stoichiometry (λ) of 2.5 on
the cathode side and 1.5 on the anode side. Both gases were humidified to a
dew point of 35◦C (as in all further stack experiments). The stack temperature
was controlled to 63◦C by the fan.

• Polarization curve Starting from OCV, the load was increased stepwise
by 2A until the single cell voltages reached a value of about 0.4V . Then the
experiment was stopped to prevent irreversible degradation since the voltages
became unstable. Every current point was maintained for 5min. A stoichiometry
of λair = 2.5 and λH2 = 1.5 was chosen. At the beginning of each current step a
purge event was initiated. The stack temperature was controlled to 63◦C by the
fan.

3A purge event is the activation of an air flow pulse to carry out liquid water. Here, the gas flow rates
were automatically increased to V̇air = 15 l min−1 and V̇H2

= 3.5 l min−1 for a period of 5 s by the
stack control to avoid large degradation if the deviation between single cell voltages exceed a limit of
120mV .
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• Chronoamperometry The stack voltage was stepped between 4.8V and
3.6V . To ensure repeatability 10 cycles were performed, whereby every voltage
level was maintained for 200 s. The mass flow rates were set to V̇air = 4.3 l min−1

and V̇H2 = 1 l min−1. Since the temperature control is not able to fix a constant
temperature for such high dynamic load changes, a continuous cooling power
was adjusted by setting a constant fan velocity. Hence, the stack temperature
increased with increasing current density due to increased reaction and ohmic
heat. The higher temperature has a promotive effect to prevent flooding events
since the saturation pressure increases with temperature, that makes a direct
comparison of two relaxation curves with different temperatures difficult.

• Chronovoltammetry The stack current was stepped between 10A and 15A.
10 cycles were applied, whereby every current level was maintained for 200 s.
Again, mass flow rates of V̇air = 4.3 l min−1 and V̇H2 = 1 l min−1 were adjusted
and the same constant fan velocity for cooling as for the chronoamperometry
was chosen.
Since a higher current density causes a higher stack temperature which in turn
results in an improved ORR and a better oxygen diffusivity due to a lowered
saturation of the porous media, a positive amplifying between temperature and
current increase is activated that makes the separation of the influence of the
GDL perforation and temperature effects difficult. By applying chronovoltamme-
try, the current density steps are given and hence more or less the heat sources.
Therefore, the temperature effects are decoupled from the influence of the GDL
perforation with this measurement technique.

Experimental Results

� Constant Current Load As mentioned before the air cooling system is not able
to achieve a homogeneous temperature distribution throughout the stack. The ex-
isting temperature gradient from the cooler outer cells to the warmer cells inside the
stack leads to inhomogeneous humidification conditions since the saturation, corre-
lated with the relative humidity of the air, is a strong function of the temperature. Thus,
a temperature variation of few degrees Celcius along the stack can lead to supersat-
uration of the gases in the outer cells whereby the water pressure is still below the
saturation pressure in the inner cells. In the outer cells further evaporation of the gen-
erated water is suppressed and condensation of vapor starts leading to liquid water
accumulation in the porous media and in the flow field structure. Thus, the outer cells
tend to flood rather than the inner cells. Therefore it is expected that the GDL perfo-
ration has a huge advantage especially for the outer cells.
Figure 6.36 shows the cell voltages of an outer cell (cell #1) and an inner cell (cell #3)
at a constant current of 22A for a period of nearly 30min for a stack with modified and
non-modified GDL. For the sake of clarity not all single cell voltages are shown, but it
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Figure 6.36: Stability test of both stacks at a constant load of 22A shows less cell voltage
breaks in case of perforated GDLs than with the original ones. Due to their
lower temperature the outer cells suffers more from liquid water than the inner
cells which leads to lowered cell voltages. (Active cell area: 30.87 cm2)

can be stated that cell #3 is representative for all inner cells and that the characteristic
of cell #1 is similar to cell #6. In the following only these two representative voltages
are analyzed to determine the influence of the two temperature extremes within these
cells. Additionally, the measured stack temperature is plotted.
First of all, it can be seen that the cells within the stack with perforated cathodic GDLs
(Stackperf) show higher voltages than the cell within the stack with the original GDLs
(Stackorg). The voltage of the inner cell of the Stackperf shows a stable value of about
0.575V , compared to 0.53V of the inner cells of Stackorg. Critical are the unstable
voltages of the outer cells of both stacks, but again Stackperf shows the higher value.
It can be clearly seen that the voltages of the outer cells are responsible for the acti-
vation of the air flow pulse by the stack control to prevent a dramatical collapse of the
cell voltage. During the shown time of about 30min four air flow pulses were required
to prevent dramatical performance breaks for Stackorg, whereas only one pulse after
1400 s was sufficient for Stackperf. This shows that Stackperf suffers less on accumu-
lated liquid water.
The temperatures of both measurements were controlled to 63◦C, whereby an alter-
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nating temperature of about ±0.5◦C could not be avoided by the temperature control.
This small temperature deviation couples with the cell voltages, especially of the volt-
age of the outer cells, that highlights a high sensitivity of the water management with
the temperature in this operating point.

� Polarization curve Voltage-current curves of the problematic cell #1 within Stackorg

and Stackperf are shown in Fig. 6.37.

Figure 6.37: A comparison of polarization curves of cell #1 between Stackorg and
Stackperf shows clearly a performance and stability improvement in the middle
and high current density range by using perforated GDLs.

Two features are evidently, on the one hand the cell voltage of Stackperf decreases
slower with increasing curent density than that of Stackorg which results in a higher
current density. On the other hand the variance of the cell voltages of Stackorg are
much higher than for Stackperf indicating an improved water management of Stackperf.
The same data as used for Fig. 6.37 are plotted as voltage-time curve in Fig. 6.38,
where some current steps are marked by arrows. In the high current density range
the voltage of Stackperf is stable with only a slight decrease over time, whereas the
voltage of Stackorg exhibits stochastic breaks. Voltage plateaus for the different cur-
rent steps are not visible for Stackorg anymore. This experiments show that the GDL
perforation improves the stack performance and stability.
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Figure 6.38: The voltage of cell #1 versus time is visualized for both stacks. The curves are
marked by arrows at the applied current density steps (in Acm−2). The plot
shows clearly the periodic instable operation of Stackorg, beginning at a current
density of 0.45Acm−2. Stackperf is nearly stable up to 0.91Acm−2.

� Chronoamperometry The current relaxation on a voltage step is investigated for
both stacks in Fig. 6.39. The stack voltage was switched between 4.8V and 3.6V
that corresponds to an average voltage step per single cell of 800mV and 600mV ,
comparable to the single cell experiments. A distinct enhancement of the current
density was achieved especially at low voltages. The characteristics of the relaxation
curves are similar to the measurements with the small single cell. A small overshoot is
visible on stepping from 4.8V to 3.6V which can be explained by a temporally delayed
increase of the saturation related to the current increase, resulting in increasing mass
transport limitations. The experiments were made with a constant (non-controlled) air
cooling, thus the temperature rises about 11◦C (Stackorg) and 18◦C (Stackperf). The
higher current density of Stackperf causes higher heat production, resulting in a higher
stack temperature. The increased temperature in turn improves the reaction kinetics
and reduces the saturation by higher evaporation rates. Thus, the direct comparison
has to be treated with respect. Nevertheless, the WTCs have a positive influence on
the water management and therefore on the fuel cell stack performance because the
operating conditions of both experiments were equal.
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Figure 6.39: The current response on voltage step changes between 4.8V and 3.6V differ
clearly between the stack with untreated and perforated GDLs. Stackperf oper-
ates on a higher performance level, especially under high load. It has to be
kept in mind that for this characterization technique the higher temperature of
Stackperf reduces their significance concerning the prevention of pore flooding.

� Chronovoltammetry To elude the chicken or the egg causality dilemma of cur-
rent and temperature, a similar experiment was made in galvanostatic mode where
the stack current was switched between 10A and 15A. Galvanostatic measurements
have the advantage of comparable heat generation because the current determines
the ohmic and the reaction heat, that in fuel cells are the main heat sources (see
modeling results in Fig. 6.23(b) on page 122). In Fig. 6.40 the cell voltage response
on current steps shows a better performance for the Stackperf again. An enhance-
ment of about 50 − 60mV was achieved at 15A. In this experiment a performance
improvement due to a temperature effect can be excluded, since the temperature of
Stackperf is lower than Stackorg. The lower temperature of Stackperf indicates a lower
heat generation due to an improved mass transport. Consequently, one can claim that
the temperature effect is not the determining influence for the improved performance
and thus can be attributed to the GDL perforation by improving the water transport
from the CL via the GDL to the channel.
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Figure 6.40: Chronovoltammetry measurements show a better performance of Stackperf.
Applying the same current on both stacks leads to a higher temperature of
Stackorg due to higher activation overpotential caused by high oxygen trans-
port limitations which in turn results in a lower cell voltage. Thus, from this
experiment the temperature effect for an enhanced water management can be
excluded. The improvement results definitely from the GDL perforation. (Active
cell area: 30.87 cm2)

Résumé of customized GDL structuring in fuel cell stacks

The restructuring of a cathode GDL by laser perforation technique was effectually
transferred from a small test cell (section 6.5.3) to a fuel cell stack with relevant size
for portable applications. The shown experimental results of this section reveal that
the GDL perforation improves the performance as well as the stability of an operat-
ing stack in the medium and high current density range. A reduced pore flooding
is definitely verified when using the customized GDLs. The problems caused by an
inhomogeneous temperature distribution throughout the cells within the stack, lead-
ing to water management problems for the cooler outer cells, is still visible for both
stacks. However, the drastic collapses in performance observed in the outer cells of
the unmodified stack could be reduced by the GDL perforation leading to less purge
events.
By using perforated cathode GDLs, a lowered saturation of the porous media leads to
a reduced water back diffusion to the anode side which in turn can increase the time
interval between anode purge events. This improves the hydrogen utilization and thus
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the system efficiency. The more stable operation with the perforated GDLs leads to a
easier stack control. The promising outcome of these investigations has given rise to
patent the GDL perforation technique [152].
The restructuring of GDLs within the stack was applied with the same strategy as for
the single cell. The WTCs were located beneath the channel structure with the same
diameter and pitch. Because the hole arrangement, shape and size has not been op-
timized yet, hidden potential for the water management improvement is assumed by
this technique. In-plane inhomogeneities due to temperature, reactant and vapor con-
centration could be compensated to a certain degree by e.g. graduated WTC pitch or
size. The resulting problems of the outer cells due to their lower temperature could
be minimized by differentiating the perforating strategy between inner and outer cells.
Combining structured GDLs with unstructured or structured MPLs together with se-
lective hydrophobizing/-philizing of some parts of the GDL show promise of achieving
an optimized GDL design.
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7
Chapter 7

Summary of Results and
Conclusion

The investigations presented in this thesis focus on the dominant loss mechanisms
of direct methanol (DMFC) and hydrogen fed polymer electrolyte membrane (PEFC)
fuel cells. The main performance losses of DMFCs can be summarized into mixed
potential formation caused by internal parasitic currents due to reactant permeation
across the membrane, and an incomplete methanol oxidation to carbon monoxide
leading to catalyst poisoning. A proper water management is the most challenging
task for a stable and efficient operation of a PEFC since the operating window deter-
mined by membrane dehydration causing ohmic losses and pore flooding, which is
responsible for high mass transport losses, is narrow.
By means of experimental characterization and modeling work, this thesis provides
an improved understanding of the highly coupled processes occurring in a fuel cell.
Several aspects such as methanol oxidation reaction, mixed potential formation, mass
transport in porous media, phase transition, two-phase flow and interface conditions
are analyzed with regard to the impact on fuel cell performance and reliability.

Great efforts have been made in embedding a reference electrode inside the fuel
cell. A new concept for realizing reference electrodes based on laser ablation tech-
nique is presented, tested and used in this work. The well known problem of electrode
misalignment due to imprecise preparation is solved by this technique. A new test fuel
cell with reference electrodes, which are located close to (300μm) the working/counter
electrode in their reactant compartment, was developed. The potential of the refer-
ence electrodes is able to serve for steady-state experiments as well as for dynamic
experiments such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The embedded ref-
erence electrodes enable the separation of the overall cell losses into cathode and
anode losses.

The undesired cathode mixed potential formation by methanol crossover in DMFCs,
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that suppresses the cell voltage, can be avoided by using methanol-tolerant catalysts
which do not catalyze the parasitic methonal oxidation but only the desired oxygen
reduction. In this work, a promising ruthenium-based catalyst modified with selenium
(RuSex) was investigated with respect to its selectivity towards the oxygen reduction
reaction. The selectivity of this catalyst is proven by current interruption (CI) mea-
surements. It is found that RuSex has a lower catalytic activity than the established
internal standard platinum (Pt). In spite of the methanol-tolerance of RuSex the ex-
pected higher open circuit voltage (OCV) was not observed. An anode undershoot
of the potential relaxation curve after CI is observed by reference electrode mea-
surements which implies a high deterioration of the anode potential under non-load
conditions, responsible for the measured low OCV.
An explanation of this phenomenon is given by a newly developed one-dimensional,
time-dependent DMFC model, that accounts for mixed potential formation and CO
poisoning. The model captures qualitatively the dynamic of the anode potential af-
ter CI. Simulation results show that the insufficient bi-functional mechanism of the
PtRu catalyst, which is assumed for the methanol oxidation kinetics, does not provide
enough hydroxyl ions for the last oxidation step of CO to CO2. Thus, the Pt cata-
lyst sites are nearly completely blocked by CO and thus inactive for further methanol
oxidation. Consequently, less oxygen crossover leads to parasitic oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) at the poisoned anode which in turn needs high anode overpotential
to counterbalance this undesired ORR.
From these results it can be concluded that further research in anode kinetics and
catalyst development have to be done. A faster CO oxidation is necessary to avoid
catalyst poisoning and therefore to enhance the DMFC performance.

For PEFCs, a good understanding of the formation and transport of liquid water, es-
pecially in the gas diffusion layer (GDL), is essential to increase cell performance and
enhance durability. Therefore, the wetting properties of GDLs from Toray (TPG-H-
090) and Freudenberg (H2315I3) were investigated by ESEM (Environmental Scan-
ning Electron Microscope) imaging and correlated with in-situ potential sweep exper-
iments. Contact angle estimations on the micro scale (fibers) from ESEM images
differ strongly from the contact angle measured by the Sessile drop method (GDL
surface). Even though the contact angles on the GDL surface are comparable for
the Toray and Freudenberg diffusion media (both materials show hydrophobic prop-
erties with contact angles in the range of 130− 140◦C), the Toray paper shows clearly
hydrophilic wetting properties on the micro scale. The hydrophilic characteristics of
the Toray GDL results in a hysteresis knee in the dynamic voltage-current curves at
high current density values. In case of the Freudenberg GDL, no pronounced hys-
teresis behavior could be observed after detailed investigation of various operating
conditions. The flooding events are rather observed in stochastic breakdowns of the
current.
The investigations show that the contact angle on the micro scale is the dominant
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quality for the liquid water transport.

A one-dimensional, time-dependent, multi-phase PEFC model was developed to im-
prove the understanding of the complex water management. Based on numerous
published model descriptions, the presented model was extended by special features
reflecting the multi-phase problem. The transport of liquid water in the porous media
is driven by capillary forces, modeled by Darcy’s law with a modified Leverett-function
for the capillary-pressure relationship which accounts for an immobile saturation. As
mentioned before, this assumption is verified for a Toray GDL by ESEM imaging.
Furthermore, the widely-used assumption of a vanishing saturation at the interface
channel ↔ GDL as boundary condition was dropped and therefore a Cauchy-type
boundary condition implemented which correlates the liquid water flux into the chan-
nel with the saturation in the GDL. In contrast to the most two-phase flow models,
a continuous capillary pressure was used as interior boundary between GDL ↔ CL,
resulting in a discontinuous saturation profile across the interface due to the different
material properties of the two porous media. The impact of liquid water in the CL
is captured by water film formation around the distributed agglomerates, acting as
additional diffusion barrier for the oxygen. Furthermore, finite phase transition rates
between the three states of water (liquid water, water vapor and dissolved water in
the ionomer) are considered.
The simulation results for dynamic current-voltage characteristics are in excellent
agreement with measured data. The measured hysteresis loop in the limiting current
density region is reproduced by the model and explained by pore flooding. The sat-
uration in the GDL reaches values up to 78% at high current density. The measured
cell impedance during a voltage sweep, which is a measure for the time-dependent
water content, is in agreement with the simulation over a wide range of operating con-
ditions and current densities.
The model forms a suitable basis for identifying the dominant loss mechanisms in
PEFCs at different operating points. Based on the simulation results, suggestions for
a better choice of fuel cell components can be made, guidance for their physical prop-
erties like pore structure, wettability or thickness can be obtained or simply optimal
operating conditions can be found. The latter leads us to the topic of fuel cell control.
A good understanding of the response on dynamic load changes is required to control
a fuel cell within a stable operating point. This can be realized by implementing the
model in a simplified form into a model-based control algorithm.

For improving the liquid water transport in the porous media, the GDL was struc-
tured with water transport channels (WTCs) by laser perforation. Investigations of
the customized GDL in the test fuel cell showed better performance compared with
a standard, non-modified GDL. Polarization curves show an increase in the limiting
current density of 8-22% and chronoamperometry measurements show a reduced
overshoot behavior. Both results prove that the perforated GDLs suffer less from ac-
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cumulated liquid water. The potential to optimize the GDL structure with regard to
liquid water transport is still very large since the arrangement of the water transport
channels and their design has not been optimized yet.
Since a systematic perforation technique can play an important role in the transition
to large fuel cells and stacks, where engineers have to cope with strong in-plane in-
homogeneities in humidification, saturation and temperature from inlet to outlet, the
laser perforation technique was effectually transferred from the test cell to a fuel cell
stack with relevant size for portable applications. The experimental results reveal that
the GDL perforation improves the performance as well as the stability of an operat-
ing stack in the medium and high current density range. A reduced pore flooding is
definitely verified when using the customized GDLs. The promising outcome of these
investigations has given rise to patent the GDL perforation technique.
With respect to the flow field geometry and operating conditions, a tailor-made GDL
can be manufactured by the laser perforation technique to compensate for inhomo-
geneities in humidity, reactant concentration and temperature by a specific layout of
the WTCs (e.g. graduated WTC pitch or size). Combining structured GDLs with cus-
tomized micro porous layers in conjunction with selective hydrophobizing/-philizing of
parts of the GDL would be promising towards an optimized GDL design. Another ap-
plication of the presented perforation technique is for DMFCs. Systematic positioning
of holes in the GDL can help to remove CO2 in the gas phase, which is a by-product
of the methanol oxidation, and therefore lead to a more stable performance especially
in passive systems.
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